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In boiling water that portion is
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converted into

steam which is nearest to the fire, and as the little

globes of steam rise up from the bottom of the boiler

SUPERHEATER

FOR

LOCOMOTIVES.

smoke box, having a number of flues, J, opening at through the chimney.

But this draught, though it

the bottom into the smoke box, and opening at the will strongly exhaust those flues of the boiler wllich

top into

the large

flues or pipes, B B.

TIlese pipes,

open into the smoke box near the top and center, or

through the water, they drive up a portion of water,

B B, are connected to the tubular chambers, as shown

at the level of the mouths of the exhaust pipes, will

carried into the cylinder it of course does no work

other, and tlattened and elongated and connected to,

hence, without further improvement, the lower flues

filling the steam spaee with spray.

As this watcr' iR

there, and thus all the fuel expended in heating it is

wasted.

To complete the evaporation of this spray,

the plan has been adopted of imparting to the steam
an additional quantity of heat after it has left the

water.
a

TIlis is called superheating; it has attracted

great deal of attention, and many forms of mechan-

ism. have been devised to accomplish it.

The plan

which we here illustrate is designed for locomotive

engines only.

It is now in use onsevel'al locomotives

opthe Gmnd Trunk lWlway of Canada, where it is
,

lll!idtohave the most satisfactory success.

'Intheaccompanyingengravings Fig.lisa transvers�

at S.

TIleir upper ends are bent inwardly toward each only partially exhaust the lower and side flues, and

and passing nearly around the

short cylinder, C,

become more or less choked up, as is well known.

placed within the smoke pipe, and forming by their But the strong draught through the chimney, made

in
junction therewith an annular chamber, S, which by the exhaust, will cause a vacuum to be formed
'
opens into 'the smoke' pipe, D, and causes a strong the annular chamber, S, to fill which vacuum . strong
draught through the flues, J, and through the lower draught will be formed through the flues, 1, oftha
flues oftheboiler;

F F are steam pipes branching from the main steam

chambers, A, and the pipes, B B.

As these flues open

into the smoke box near the bottom and sides thereof,

pipe leading ft6mthe boiler, and conveying steam from the draught through them will thoroughly exhaust the
lower and side flues of the boiler, and thereby keep

the boiler into the, tpbular chambers, A, in. which

the steam will fill the spaces between the fluos, and thE'm free from all obstructions and allow the flame a
free passage. TIle smoke and hot gases which pass

become superheated by the flues.

From the chambers, A A, it is conveyed to the up these flues, J, will superheat the steam as it circu
lates in the space around them in the chambers, A, on

sllction of,a locomotive 8moke box, in which is placed steam cylinders of the engine by the pipes, Fr. G are
the improved exhaust chamber and steam surcharger, the exhaust pipes opening into the smoke box In the
sho'Y'i})llrtly in elevation. Fig. 2is a longitudinal usual way. H H lepresent the pipes leading from the
sec�ton of,the same �
superheating apparatus to the steam chest.
, LU¢eletters refer to like parts in each. of the
TIle operation ofthis improvement may be described
as follows:-TIle exhaust steam, as it is discharged
figureS.
'
.
AA"are tubUlar chambers arranged within the from the exhaust pipes, G, will cause a strong draught
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its way to the steam cylinders, 50 that, when it passes

from the chambers, it will be perfectly dry and freo

from moisture.

It will thus be seen that, by the use

of this improvement, is accomplished several great

and important advantages: 1st, TIle increase of the

draught through the lower and side fiues of the boilt:'r

;

130

•

of

the steam by the use of w\/.IIte health, loss of kindred or property, insanity rarely results
A
smoke and hot gases which accumulates in the s moke unless the exciting causes are such as to prodnce a loss of
By
PROFESSOR
FARADAY.
box or whichpass'out of the smoke pipe; 3d, ,And as' 'sleep. A mother loses her only child ; a merchant his for
a consequence thereof, an inCl'ea:sed power of steam tune ; the politician, the scholar, the enthusiast may have A Oourse of Six Lectures (adapted to a JU'lJenile Audience)
their minds powerfully excited and disturbed; yet, if they ])eli'IJered before the Royal Institution of Great BrUain.
and great economy in the use of fuel.
2d, The superheating

THE CHEMICAL mSTORY OF

CANDLE.

LECTURE II.-(CONTINUED.)

A

Candle; Brightnes80Cthe FlaDle-Air Neeessary
Cor Combustion-Production oC Water.

Supposing I take a candle and examine it in that

part which appears brightest t<your eyes.

Why, there

I get these black particles which already you have
seen three or four times evolved from the flame, and
whichI am now about to evolve in a different way. I
will take this candle and clear away the gutterage
which occurs by rea\\.on of the currents of air ; and if

I now arrange a glass tube so as just to dip into this

luminous part, as in our first experiment, only higher,
you see the result. In place of having the same white
vapor that you had before,YOlJ-wHLrl0w have It black

vapor.

There it goes, as black as ink. It is now cer

tainly very different from the white vapor, and when
we put a light to it you will find that it does not burn

but that it puts the light out.

Well, these particles, .

asI said before, are just the smoke of the candle; and

.l?ifJ. S

this brings to mind that oid employment which Dean
Swift recommended to servants for their amusement,
namely, writing on the ceiling of a room with a can
dle.

But what is that black substance?

Why, it is

the same carbon which exists in the candle.

How

comes it out of the candle? It evidently existed in
The American patent bears date Dec. 4, 1860. Pat sleep well , they will not become insane. No advice is so
the candle, or else we should not have had it here.
ents have also been secured abroad through the Scien good , therefore , to those who have recovered from an
And nowI want you to follow me in this explanation.
tific American Patent Ageucy. Auy further information attack, or,to ihose who are in delicat., health, as that of
You would hardly think that all those substances
in relation to the invention may be obtained by' ad securin g , by all means, sound, regular and refreshing
which tly about London, in the form of soots and
sleep.
dressing James E. Thompson, at Buffalo, N. Y.
"And," says Dr. Spicer, "there is no fact more blacks, are the very beauty and life of the flame,
.....
clearly established in the physiology of man than this, and which are burned in it as those iron filings were
We Sleep' too Littlq.... -'
that the brain expands its energies and itself during burned .here. Here is a piece of wire gauze, which
On this subject, :rfr. J.
Jackson, celebrated as a
the hours of wakefulness, and that these are recuper will not let the flame go thl'ough it, and I think you
water cure practitioner in Western New York, says:ated during sleep; if the recupemtion does not equal will see, almost immediately, that when I bring it low
As a haQit and fashion with our pe ople, we sleep
the expenditure, the brain withers-this is insanity. enough to touch that part of the flame which is other

C.

'
too little. It is admitted by all those Who are competent
to speak on the subject,'that the people o t the United
States, from day to day, not only do not get sufficient
sleep, but they do not get sufficient rest. By the prepon
derance of the nervous over cthe vital temperament, they
need all the recuperating bfille fits which sleep can offer
during each night as it passes. A far better rule would be
to get at least eight hours' slee p , and, including sleep, teu
hours of incumbent rest . It is a sad mistake that some
make , who suppose themselves qualified to speak on the
subject, in affirming that p ersons of a highly-wrought, ner
vous temp erament, need-as compare d· with those of a
more lymphatic or stolid organization-less sleep. The
truth is, that where power is expended with great rapidity,
by a constitutional law, it is regathered slowly r the re
action, after a while , demanding much more time for the
gathering up of new force, than the direct effort demands
in expending that force. Thus , a man of the nervous tem
p erament, after he has established II. habit of overdoing,
recovers from the effect of such overaction much more
slowly than a man of different temperament would, if the
balance between his puwer to do and his p ower to rest is
destroyed. As b etween the nervous and the lymphatic
temperaments, therefore , where excess of work is de
manded, it will always be seen that, at the close of. the
day's labor, whether it has been of muscle or thought, the
man of nervous temperament, who is tired, finds it difficult
to fall asleep , sleeps perturbedly, wakes up excitedly, and
is more apt than otherwise to resort to stimulants to place
himself in conditions of pleasurable activity. While the
man of lymphatic temperament, wheu tired , falls asleep ,
sleeps soundly and uninterruptedly, and wakes up in the
morning a new man. The facts are against the theory that
nervous' temperaments recuperate quickly from the
fatigues to which their possessors are subj ected. Three·
fourths of our drunkards are from the ranks of the men of
nervous temperaments. Almost all opium-eaters in our
country-and their name is legion-are persons of the ner
vous or nervous-sanguine temperaments. Almost all the
men iu the country who bec.o me the victims of narcotic
drug·medication, are of the nervous or nervous·sanguine
tempe.raments.

Thus it is that, in early English history, persons who
were condemned to death hy being prevented from
sleeping, always died raving maniacs; thus it is also,

I want you now to follow me in this point-that

that those who starve to death become insane; the whenever a substance burns, as the iron filings /;\urnt '
in the flame of gunpowder, without, assuming the
brain is not nourished, and they cannot sleep."
vaporous state-they may become liquid or they may

...

The lIechanical Employment of Women.

On this subject, the London lfechanics' Magazine con

remain solid-they become exceedingly luminous.

I

have here taken three or four cases away from the

tains the following sensible remarks:-At the present candle, on purpose to illustrate this point to yo�; be
moment 650,000 females Me employed in the United cause whatI have to say is applicable to all substan

Kingdom as milliners, dressmakers, seamstresses and ces, whether they burn or whether they do not burn,

shirtmakers; and their labor being manual, they are, that they are exceedingly bright if they retain their
on an average, the most enslaved, most dependent and solid state, and that it is to this presence of solid
most unhappy of the industrial classes.

Half a million particles in the candle that it owes its brilliancy.

of sewing machines is much needed amongst them.

Here is a platinum wire which does not change by

Their introduction would double their wages, and heat.

If I heat it in this flame, see how exceedingly

enable them to obtain three times the quantity of luminous it becomes. I will make the . flame dim for
clothing which they can purchase out of their present the purpose of giving a little light only, and yet you
earnings.

Nor is there any danger that this market will see that the heat which it can give to that pla

for female labor will be overcrowded, at least for tinum wire, though far less than the heat it has itself,
several generations.

Men must eventUally resign the is able to raise the platinum wire to a far higher state

monotonous drudgery of hand-sewing to machines of effulgence.
wrought or attended to by women.

This flame has carbon in it; butI will

Three-fourths of take one that has not carbon it.

There is a.material,

the journeymen and apprentice tailors of Great Britain a kind of fuel-a vapor, or gas, whichever you like to

-50,000 able-bodied men-could well be spared to call it-in that vessel, and it has no solid, particles in
man our navy, or engage in some more suitable em it; so I take that because, it is an example of HamEl

ployment than handling the needle.

The stitching of itself

burning without any solid matter whatever;

men's clothing is a field for labor which women are and it I now put this solid substance in it, and you
only beginning to occupy, which is practically un
limited in its extent, and which will give them con
stant, suitable and remunerative employment. We
need scarcely mention the stitching of women's

see what an intense heat it has, and how brightly it
causes the solid body to glow. This is the pipe through
which we convey this particular gas, which we call
hydrogen, and which you shall know all about next

apparel as wOlk suited to the sewing machine and to time we meet. And here is a substance called oxygen,
female hands, nor refer to each of the numerous trades by means of which this hydrogen can burn; and al
into which this invention has either carried women's though we produce, by their mixture, far greater heat
labor or increased its value. The employment of than you can get by the candle, yet there is very little

women in other kinds of mechanical labor , as printing, light. If, however,I take a solid substance, and put
telegraphing, watchmaking, &c., is desirable. When that into it, we get a great light. If I take a bit, of
new trades are introduced, the unskilled labor of lime, which is a thing which will not burn, and which

women is naturally preferred, and her sphere of use
Dr. Cornell, of Philadelphia, in the Educator, gives fulness is widened. But whatever she may gain by
the following opinion corroborative of the above as new inventions, or by competition with men in the
an explanation of the frequency of insanity. He says .,- lighter mechanical trades, women's chief employments

The most frequent and immediate cause of insanity, and
one ofthe most important to guard against, i� the want of
sleep. Indeed, so rarely do we see a recent case of in'
sanity that is not preceded by w ant of sle ep that it is re
g,arded as almost Ii sure precursor of mental derangement.
Notwithstanding strong hereditary predisposition, iII

wise so bright that it quells and quenches it at once,

and allows a volume of smoke to rise up.

will not vaporize by the heat, and because it does not
vaporize remains solid and remains heated, you will
find what happens as to the glowing of it. I have a
:most intense heat'here produced by the burning of the,

must ever be, as they have been, connected with the hydrogen in contact with the oxygen ; but there is as

manufacture of clothing; and improvements in the yet very little lighhnot for want of heat, but {or
machinery for spinning, weaving and sewing must be want of particles which can retain their solid 'state;
ranked among the most important agencies which but whenI hold this piece of lime in the flame of the
are at work for the elevation of women and the civi hydrogen as it burns in the oxygen, see how it glows!

lization of our race.
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This is the glorious lime light, which rivals the vol-

�ht Jcltntifit �mtritan.
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taic light, and which is almost equal to the sun light.

I shall not have this brightness; and I can do that in

a nd when we next meet I will show you that we can

burn and give us light exactly in the same manner as

as you see, and then light the gas over it, it burns

liquid.

in the flame of a candle decomposes the vapor of the
'
wax and sets free the carbon particles; they rise up

of air mixed with it before it burns,; and if I raise the

I have here It piece of carbon or charcoal which will
if it were burnt as part of a candle.

heated and glowing as this no
into the air.

The heat that is

this way:-If I place over the jet this wire gauze cap,

with a non-luminous flame, owing to its having plenty

'1'here is

gauze up, you see it does not burn below.

glows, and then enter plenty of carbon in the gas; but because thc atmo

But the particles when burnt never pass

out from a candle in the form of carbon.

sphere can get to it and mix with it before it, burns,

They go off you see how pale and blue the flame is. And if I blow

into the air as a perfectly invisibie substance, about
which we shall know hereafter.

Is it not beautiful to think that such a process is

going- on, and that �uch a dirty thing as charcoal can

upon a bright gas flame, so as to consume all this car
bon before it gets heated to the glowing point,

also burn blue,
by blowing ou

['The lecturer
the gas light, ]

it will

illustrated his remarks

The only reason why I

You see it comes to this

haye not the same bright light when I thus blow upon

things that burn and produce solid particles, either

to burn it before it gets separated in the flame in It

lwcome so incandescent

�

that all bright flames contain these solid particles; all

during the time they are burning, as in the candle, or

the flame is, that the carbon meets with sufticient air

free state.

The difference is solely due to the solid

immediately after being burnt, as in the case of the

particles not being separated before the gas is burnt.

glorious and beautiful light.

result of the combustion of a candle, and that of these

gunpowder and iron filings, all these things give us this

You observe that there ani certain products as the

make it,

without difficulty,

Great

assume the form of a

Salt

Lake.

From an interesting description of the Great Salt

Lrtke,

Ledger,

which we find in the Philadelphia

make the following extracts :--

Away out in the Western wilds,

we

some three hun

dred miles beyond the Rocky Mountains, and amidst

other and loftier mountains still, there exists one of
the most remarkrtble nrttural curiosities in the wOl'ld

-the Great Salt Lake.
All

the streams and rivers which

run into Salt

Lake have their sources in the Great Basin, and what
is l'emarkable, none of them find their way out of it.

There are no outlets to the great lake ; it, receives the

waters of several large rivers, swollen annually by

their mountain tributaries, but in no ycryextensive

degree are the waters of the lake increased during the

seasons of the most copious flowing of these rivers.

I will give you a few illu8trations.
Here is a piece products one portion may be considered as charcoal or
What. becomes of the water is a question solvable
of phosphorus, which burns with a bright flame. Very soot; that charcoal, when afterwards burnt, produces
only by the uniyersal laws of nature, which keep the
well; we may now conclude that phosphorus will pro some other product; and it concerns us very much no w
waters within these circumscribed limits in equilibri um,
duce, either at the moment that it is burning or after to ascertain what that other product is.
We showed as the same is done on an immeasurable grander scale
wards, these solid' particles.
Here is the phosphorus that something was going away; and I want you now
with the waters of the great {)ceans of the world.
lighted, and I cover it over with this glass for the pur to understand how much is going up into the air; and
Great Salt Lake, according to the United States gOYC
pose of keeping in what is produced. What is all that for that purpOiill we will have combustion on a little
ernment survey, which was completed in 1850, is two
smoke � That smoke consists of those very particles larger scale.
Fr9m that cJ).ndle ascends heated air, hundred and ninety ,one miles in circumference on the
which are produced by the combustion of the phos and two or three experiments will show you the ascend
shore line.
The storm line, as it is called, would
phorus.
Here again are two substances.
This is ing current; but in order to give you a notion of the make it much more extensive. This storm line is the
chlorate of potassa, and this is sulphnret of antimony. quantity otmatter which ascends in this way, I will
extent to which the waters of the lake are driven by
I shall mix these two things a little, and then they make (),n experiment by which I shall try to imprison
the frequent ant! violent winds which sweep over its
may be bnrnt in many ways, I shall touch them with some of the products of this combustion.
For this surface, chasing the waters in rolling waves far out
a drop of sulphuric acid, for the purpose of giving purpose, I have here what boys call a " fire balloon"
upon the salt marches and sandy plains.
The lake is
you an illustration of chemical action, and they will I nse this fire balloon merely as a sort of measure of
oblong, being about twice as long north and south, as
instantly burn.
The lecturer hCl:�Jgnited the mix the result of the combustion we are considering; and
it is wide. There are several islands in the lake,
ture by means of�i(llphuric acid.
Now, from the
I am about to make a which obstruct the view of its whole surface. Of these,

[

]

appearance of things, you can judge whether they pro
duce solid matter in burning.
train of

flame in such an easy and

I have given you the

simple manner as shall

reasoning which will enable you to say

whether they do or do not.

best

And what il; this bright

flame but the solid particles passing off �

say,

cible-I am about to t.hrow into it some zinc filings,
and they will burn with a. flame like gunpowder.
I

Here it is burn

I

shall get the results of

the

ly at home, as it were.

thing happening.

[pOinting to a

] is the fnrnace, and we
tl-y and burn the metal. It glows,

jet of hydrogen

will set to work and

there

you see; there is the combustion; and there is the

white substance into which it burns.

And so if I take

the flame of hydrogen as the representative of a can

dle, and show yon a snbstance like zinc burning in the

What

we get at the top of that

generally

You will have here the same

Here is a piece of zinc;

combustion.

tube is exactly the same,

same zinc and make an experiment a little more close

speaking,

as

you get from the combus

I will now take snch a flame as I had just now and

Fet free from it the particles of caruon.

Here is some

camphene, which will bum with a smoke; but if I

send these particles of smoke through this pipe into

the hydrogen flame, you will see that they will burn

and become luminous, because we heat them a second
time.

There they al·e.

Those are the particles of car

bon re-ignited a second time. They are those particles

which YOll can easily see by holding a piece of paper

behind them, and which, whilst they are in the flame,

are ignited by the heab produced, and, when so ignited,
produce this brightness.

When the particles are not

separated you get no brightness.

The flame of coal

g,tS owes its brightness to the separation, during COIll

bustion, of these particles of carbon, which are equal

ly in that as in a candle.

I can very quickly alter

that arrangement. Here, for instance, is a bright flame

of gas.

set

free,

as gulls, ducks, white brandt, blue herons, cormorants

thick upon the ground in fltvorite spots, that it

is

im

possible to walk without tramping upon them; these

fowls find their food in the rivers and streams which·

flow into the lake,

No living thing of any kind exists

in the waters of the lake.

A deep dark colored sub

stance is washed to the shore, which on the shore

somewhat resembles very small dried leaves, and in

the water looks like mud; this has been proved to be

the larvre of insects, and when, disturbed it emits a
most nauseating smell.

Where they come from, is a

I am about to put this balloon- not into

of the lake is salter than any other upon the face of

the effect which results from the action of those pro

shores of the lake, s:ty that three buckets of the water

action, because that is not my object, but to show you

ducts which arise from the candle as they arise here

from the furnace.

[The

balloon was held over the

when it immediately

commenced to fill.

]

were winged insects and fell into the lake.

the earth,

dipped out of the lake and boiled in an open wooden

trough,

with a sheet iron bottom,

those upper gas lights, and that would be very incon

States Survey in

[The upper gas lights were turned out at the

]

Does not that show you what a large bulk of

request of the lecturer, and the balloon was allowed to
ascend.

matter is being evolved?
this tube

Now there is going through

[placing a large glass tube over a candle]

all

will yield one

bucket of salt; or, in other words, that it is one third

salt.

venient.

The water

Persons engaged in boiling salt on the

You see how it is disposed to ascend; but we must

The analysis of the water made uncler the United

1850,

says that the water contains

more than twenty per cent of pure chloride of sodium,

and about two per cent of other salts, making one of
the purest and most concentrated brines known to the
world.

'1'he specific gravity of the water is very great;

this in the same analysis is given at

1000.

1.170,

waier be

The water is so heavy or buoyant, that a

the products of that candle, and you will presently see

ing

take another candle and place it under a globe, and

ers and arms out of the water, like sitting on a rocking

that the tube will becomc quite opaque.

then put a light on the other side,

what is going on.

Suppose I

just to show you

You see that the sides of the jar

become cloudy and the light begins to burn freely.

It.

person bathing in it can sit upright, with head, shoul
chair; and a person can lie on the surface with head,

hands and feet ont of the water.

In the lake the color

of the water is a very deep dark blue, much more so·

is the products, you see, which make the light so dim,

than the ocean, but when taken in the hand it is trans

the jar so opaque.

low for long distances from the shore, and though i,t ig

and this is the same thing which makes the sides of
If you go home and take a spoon

that has been in the cold air and hold it over a candle

-not so as to soot it--you will find that it becomes
dim just as that jar is dim.

If you can get a silver

dish, or something of that kind, you will make the ex
periment still better; and now,

just to carry your

Supposing I add so mueh air to the flame as ; thoughts forward to the time we shall next meet, let

to cause it all to burn before those particles are

On some of the mountain islands are

c'u·bon.

here, because we use a substance which is feeble in

not let it up, because it might come in contact with

substance.

in that region.

question which has never been solved; perhaps they

was kept hot; and if I take a flame of hydrogen and

how beautifully it glows, and just because it is a solid

the same being the general course of all the mountains

u. c.mdle; but we do not get a luminous flame

chimney,

put this white substance from the zinc into it, look

rocky barren mountains, ranging north and south;

d

tiC>1l

fl'lme, you will see that it was merely dnring the action

of combustion that this substance glowed-while it

the lake.

and pelicans, and the eggs are sometimes found so

and here, at the top, we

But I will take a piece of this

of

is better for me to do so

will now light the fuel,

the form of the old philosophic wool, as it was called?
We shall have left in that crucible, also, a quantity of

rises three thousand feet above the level

'1'hese islands are all similar in appearance, being long

found innumerable quantities of wild water fowl, such

at random. Mr. Anderson

clouds of wool which will come to you if you cannot
come to them, and make themselves sensible to you in

It is sixteen miles

long, and five miles across in its widest part, and it

and I am about to place

than to let things proceed

may say.

But what is all tl1at smoke, and what are those little

this woolly matter.

we will

of the candle; this

this chimney over it, as it

Now, I want you to see what will be the

result of the combustion of this zinc.

present

sp:rit shall be our fuel;

make this experiment because you can make it well

ing-burning beautifully like a candle,

my

This plate shall

be the "cup,"

Mr. Anderson has in the furnace a pretty hot cru

at home.

serve

purpose.

Antelope Island is the largest.

'me tell you that it is water which causes t.he dimness,
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parent.

The water in the lake is generally very shal

deeper farther out, yet it cannot be said to ,be a deep
lake.

Its rapid changes, receding from one place and

rolling out upon another, caused by thefrequcnt

imd

violent storms, which come sometimes suddenly.wU)l

out any premonition, sweeping over it with the �esfst,.
less fury of torn:tdoes, render it Vel'y nnsafe for
gation in boats; indeed, it

is

1111Vi

not considered naviga-

�ht lritntifit �mtritau.
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ble.

This great salt lake is only used at present for

ROMANCE

OF THE

boiling a little salt upon its dreary, desolate shores.

A Burner that will Save One-third of the Gas.
The French scientific and mechanical journals are

A

STEAM

ENGINE.

RTICLE XII.

LEUPOLD 'S HIGH-PRESSURE ENGINE.

We have now published engravings representing the

models and drawings of; and it cost him great labor

and research.

Prior to this invention he had greatly

improved the

steam

wheel

of

Amontons

trated on pt;tge 68, present volume of the

S

( illus�

CIENTIFIC

AMERI CAN) , but he soon saw its impracticable character.
very enthusiastic in their praises of a new gas burner steam engine in its various stages of growth, dating
Leupold was a man of great candor and honest sim
which has recently been invented in France. The back to centuries before the Christian era; and
plicity.
He gave the renowned· Denys Papin full
warmth and heartiness of their admiration are per through the many dark ages of its childhood it had
credit for the four-way cock which he employed for his
only attained to the ability to"walk alone" under
fectly delicious.
Hear Le Cosmos:steam passages, as he had merely transferred it from
"A new burner, greatly improved, which should the care of Newcomen, Cawley, Potter and Beighton,
an air to a steam engine. Leupold came very near in
as
shown
by
the
illustration
in
our
last
article.
With
give a flame nearly ab olutely steady, perfect� simi
venting the high-pressure steam engine as we now
lar to that of the best lamps with purified oil, and a the exception of the engines of Newcomen and Caw
If he had only made the steam to act upon
have it.
light like that of very rich and dense portable gas; ley, no motion had before been given to machinery by
the piston for both the up and down-strokes, he would
whi()h, at an equal expense to the consnmer, Sl:lOUld means of a steam engine through the intervention of
have achieved this object, but this was left for a more
furnish a half or a third more light, or which shonld a piston, still this motion was just as much produced
comprehensive mind to accompli�h.
by
atmospheric
pressure
as
by
steam.
The
piston
was
give the same quantity of light with a consumption
.....
less than a half or a third; which, finally, entirely raised in the cylinder to the end of the stroke by steam,
Burning and Half-burning Coal.

�

There are two proportions in which oxygen com
transparent or diaphanous, allows itself to be tra then a vacuum was produced under the piston by the
versed freely by the light of the flame, in a manner injection of cold water, when the pressure of the at bines with carbon. To illustrate these let the oxygen
to illuminate completely objects situated immediately mosphere forced down the piston. We have now come atoms be represented by 0 0, and the cltrbon atoms by

below it, would be a precious conquest-a beneficent to the descl'iption of a different kind of piston engine, asterisks, 0 () . Now when one atom of oxygen com·
progress. This conquest-this progress has been made, one which may be operated entirely by the pressure of bines with one of carbon, thus, 00 00 00, a substanee
It is pro
and Le Cosmos is happy to announce that its realization the steam, hence it was called"Leupold's High-pres is formed which is called carbonic oxyd.
sure Steam Engine, " because the steam that was re duced when carbon is burned with an insufficient sup
His athermic and diaphanous burner is quired to operate it was necessarily maintained at a ply of air. As one atom of carbon combines with one
atom of oxygen to form an atom of carbonic oxyd
so simple, so easy to construct; it produces so great higher pressure than that of the,atmosphere.
The accumpanying figure is a vertical section of this
C 0), and as the carbon atom weighs 6 to the oxygen
economy of gas; it is so agreeable to the eye; the
chimney which covers the flame becomes so little steam motot. '](he two steam cylinders are set above atom, 8, it follows that 14 pounds of carbonic oxyd
is due to a modest inventor of Province, Mr. Monier,

of Manosque.

(

contain 6 pounds of carbon and 8 pounds of oxygen.
The other proportion in which carbon combines with

heated; this flame is so dense and so steady, that it

(

has seduced the word is not in the least exaggerating

)

oxygen is one atom of carbon with two of oxygen,
C02 , thus, 000, 000, 000, forming carbonic acid.

all those who have tried it; and not a single one of

(

the consumers at whose houses it has been put up has
consented to part with it.
an incredible rapidity."

gen, O()O, O()O, CO becoming CO2 ,

L'Invention says:-" We desired to be satisfied for

five or six of the numerous establishments where the

Monier

bonic acid it gives off just twice the heat that it does
when it burns into carbonic oxyd, and carbonic oxyd

are in operation, in order to

know whether the praises of the press had not been in
any respect exaggerated.

in burning into carbonic acid gives off just as much
heat as was produced at the first combustion of the

After a conscientious ex

amination, we are, in effect, convinced of the· four
•

following verities:-

carbon into carbonic oxyd.

Coal may be wasted by allowing the carbon to pass
off either unburned at all in the form of smoke, or
If an ample
half burned only into carbonic oxyd.

1st. The complete absence of all shade.
2d. Considerable diminution of heat.
d
3 . A �ofter and more intense light.

supply of air is furnished to the burning coal, and the
mass is.confined so as to retain the heat, it is generally

4th. Remarkable steadiness of the flame.

In regard to the fifth condition, which had been

burned at once into carbonic acid, but in most anthra

affirmed by the inventor, and which is also asserted in

cite furnaces a considerable portion escapes as carbonic
Great attention is now being given by en
oxyd.

divers scientific reports, viz., that the crystal burner

effects an economy of thirty pe,' cent at least of gas for an
equal quantity of light, we ought to rely with confidence

on the testimony of the Imperial Conservatory of the boiler and quite close to it. This was the custom
Arts and Trades, of the Universal Academy of Arts ary alTangement of all the first piston engines; a b
and Manufactures, and, finally, of the Society of are the two pistons, connected by rods to separate vi
Encouragement for National Industry, who have made brating levers ; h is the furnace and e is the boiler.
experiments with it, the result of which is pronounced The levers of the steam cylinders 3!l'e connected with
by the honorable reporter,

Mr. Silberman, in the

following terms:-

As substances in

burning give off heat in proportion to the oxygen
with which they combine, when carbon burns into car

ourselves of the vemci ty of the reports, and we visi ted
burners of Mr.

)

Carbonic oxyd may be burned into carbonic acid, each
of its atoms, ()O ()O, taking on another atom of oxy

Hence it is spreading with

" 'The new burner of Mr. Monier has been tried in

comparison with three different burners.

The hurners
all'anged each on a meLr, an after one experi
w
f!{.F
. .
ment, the posItIOn of the burners 111 relaticn to the
meters was reversed.
The Monier burner was pierced

�

rods,

f and

gineers to prevent this waste, the plan usually adopted
being to admit air over the top of the fire. Holes in
the furnace doors have been found to effect a consider

When carbonic oxyd burns it
ablc economy in coal.
produces a beautiful blue flame, and this may frequent
ly be seen playing on the top of an anthracitefire'iil a

g of two force pumps for raising water grate.

When fires in steamboats are too freelY'feil
The operation of this engine is with coal, the carbonic oxyd may be seen burning wlth
peculiar.
A communication is opened with the boiler the same blue flame at the top of the smoke stacks.
by means of a channel, d, in a four-way cock, and the
Winding up a SteambOat.
under side of the piston, a, when the steam raises up
It is seldom one sees a more forcible instance of the
the piston to the top of the cylinder. This presses
" pursuit of knowledge under difficulties" than is re
the pump rod, g, on the other end of the lever dowll
corded in the following sketch of a verdant Connecti
ward in the pump barrel, when the water was forced
cut youth's first voyage in a steamboat :up the pipe, i. When the piston, a, was elevated to
through the pipe, i.

with 30 holes.
It was compared with 1st A Man
'
chester burner with two inclined holes;
A Maccaud
burner with 30 holes; d
3 , A porcelain burner with a the end of its up-stroke, the four-way cock shown
above the boiler was turned round, when the channel,
steel tip, with 25 holes.
Here follows an account of
the experiments.
It will be seen by the above expe d, became an exhaust from under the piston, a, into
riments, adds Mr. Silberman, that the Monier burner the atmosphere, and at the same time the channel, e,
effects a saving of one-third in the consumption of was brought into position similar to that which d had
occupied. The steam now entered under the piston, d,
gas.'

2d,

(

)

"It is in presence of these brilliant proofs that the
Society of Encouragement have voted thanks to Mr.
Monier, and have decreed to him a silver medal, to be
followed a short time after by a medal of honor from

the Universal Academy of Arts and Manufactures.
Both of these learned societies have also admitted him
among their members.
" In regard to us, impartial organ of the industrial

I

press, after all that we ! ave seen with our own eyes,

we have no need of the numerous certificates which
have been presented to us; we have found in them

only a superabundant manifestation, although very
honorable, of all the facts which have been stated

above, and which time and experience will, without

doubt, more fully confirm."

T

••

I

HE Oswego Starch Company have made 8,500,000

Ibs. of starch the past year.

.establishment of the k in

They have

d in the world.

the largest

His curiosity was unbounded. He examined here, he
scrutinized there; he wormed from the engineer a compul
sory lecture on the steam engine and mechanics in general;
and from the fireman an essay on the power of "white
heat," and the average consumption of pine wood, &c.
At length his"inquiring mind" was checked in the in
vestigations. He had mounted on the wheel house, and
was asking the pilot:"What you dom' that for, Mister? What good does it
which is now elevated in turn, and it forced down the do?"
He was here observed by the captain, who said, in a gruff
other plunger of the pump. This is an engine com
voice :posed of two single high-pressure cylinders operating
"Go away from there! Don't you see the sign?-' No
two single-acting force pumps.
'The four-way cock talkiug to the man at the helm.' Go 'way!"
"Oh, certain'-y-e-s; but I only wanted to know --"
for admitting, shutting off and exhausting the steam
"Well, you do know now that you can't talk to him; so
jnst go 'way."
is a most ingenious arrangement.
With reluctant unwillingness the verdant youth came
The inventor of this engine was E. Leupold, a Ger
down, and as it was soon dark, he presently went below;
man, and a native of Planitz, who published a descrip but four or five times before he"turned in" he was on
house, eyeing it with a thou htful
tion of his invention in 1723. He was a most ingenious deck and near the wheel
curiosity, but, with the captain's rebuff still in his ears,
man and early exhibited a great taste for mechanism. ventured to ask no questions.
In the first gray of morning he was up and out on deck;
He learned the trade of cabinet maker and turner, but
and, after some hesitation, perceiving nobody near save
being of a delicate constitution, he afterwards studied the pilot, who was turning the wheel as when he last saw
theology, with a view of entering the Church. He him, he asked his suppressed question in an oblique style,
somewhat charactenstic of his region:attended the university of Wirtemberg, where he
"Wal-goin' it yet, ha? Been at it aU night, ha? A

g

found favor with the professors, and was accorded

the privilege of admission to the library and all the

�

m thematical instruments connected with it. He pub

lished a work on machinery, containing illustrated de

scriptions.of all the machiues he was able to collect
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8m-ewin' on her up, ha ?"

What vague ideas of " screwin' up" to make her " go
ahead" must have bothered the poor fellow's brain during
the night!

We warrant this genius has taken out patents before

thistime for an

improved steering apparatns.
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THE ]l[OTIONS OF THE FIXED STARS.
That grandest of all problems that have ever en-

with the three groups mentioned, is the Dog Star,
Sirius, the brightest of all the fixed stars.

by the back flow of one through the pipe of the other,

But, as we and to guard against an explosion, a wire gauze is in-

have said, the most interesting of these is the faint troduced into the pipe near the jet ; gauze , as is well

gaged the attention of the human mind-the structure little cluster of Pleiades, for it is probable that around known, having the singular property of cutting off the
and motions of our stellar system-is moving steadily the brightest of this gro up, Alcyone, our own sun and flame of gas .

forward t o its solution.

The early observers o f the

heavens saw the sky rolling constantly around the

earth from east to west, as if it was a great hollow

globe hung upon a pivot at the north star, and upon

all the stars that w e can see i n the sky, are sweeping

in their immense orbits.
THE

The two gases are brought

from their reservoirs by the pipes, F and G, and being

' • • •

LID

The annexed c u t represents the simple apparatus for

producing the lime light.

LIGHT.

combined and lighted throw out the hottest of all

The production of artificial light is attracting an unflames.

D is the cylinder of lime, which may be half
seemed like silver nail heads driven firmly into the usual amount of attention throughout the civilized an inch or less in diameter, and which is pierced
world, and there is no subj ect more worthy of atten- through its length with a hole for the screw that sup 
rolling
shell, and carried with it in its daily
As in this connection the interest in the lime ports it.
revolution around the earth, but preserving the same tion.
The pipe is secured to the table by means
has be en revived, and efforts are being made to of the shoulder, B, and nut, A. The tube upon which
light
r
each
yea
to
from
year,
relation
to
other
in
position
and century to century. This opinion in regard to the overcome the obstacles to its practical use, we give an the nut, A, works is filled with a number of fine gauze
another pivot at the south pole.

The

fixed stars

immovable position of the fixed stars continued to illustration and description of i t .
disks, and the j et, E , fi t s upon it ; t h e j oint being
Early in this cent ury, Dr. Robert Hare , of Philadel- made air-tight by a washer screwed down by the nut,
prevail down to the last century, when the large and
first suggested the idea that hydrogen burning C
bold intellect of Sir William Herschel, as the inscrip- phia,
.
ti\}!l on his monument says, " broke through the in- in pure oxygen ought to produce . a greater heat than
In using the light, the hydrogen gas should first be
"
the
burning
of
any
other
substance,
and
he
contrived
cl'!lIures of Heaven
crelorum perrupit claustra), and
turned on and lighted to heat the liine gradually, for

(

went forth to the study of the uni verse of stars. The the first apparatus for testing the matter. Filling one if it is too suddenly heated by the flame of the com
o bser vations of Herschel proved that the stars which reservoir with pure oxygen gas and another with t wice bined gases, it will crack or decrepitate . Thick green
aIe . visible to o ur eyes, including the innumerable the bulk of pure hydrogen, he inserted a pipe in each spectacles should always be worn to protect the eyes
and brought the two pipes together in fine points at
multitudes whose blended light makes up the " milky
while experimenting with this intense light. It is

way, " form a cluster or system by themselvcs, which their end, so that the two gases might flow out in a now usual to employ the common illuminating gas in
is separated by inconcdvable distances from other clus- mingled j et. On lighting this j et, the heat was found place of pure hydrogen, from the greater convenience
r
ters that are to be seen as faint nebulre in the depths to be, as Ha e, _ anw-cipated, more intense than any of procuring it. In this case, the volume of illuminat
of space. Since Herschel' s observations were made, other produced by�rtificial means ; substances which ing gas Ifsed is not twice that of oxygen, but is nearly
the study of 'Our stellar system has occupied a large had never been m elted were ;;'ery soon fused when ex- the same, var y ing somewhat with the quality of the
share of the attention of astronomers. The most im- posed to this flame, and compound substances which gas.
f • • •
portant contribution to our knowledge of the had re�isted the action of all chemical agents were at
Osed by it into their primitive elements.
once
decomp
ARCHITECTURE.
NAVAL
AMERICAN
subject has been made by the herculean labors of M.
Maedler, superintendent of the Observatory of Dorpat, Professor Silliman gave to the apparatus the name of
[Reported for the Scientific Ame'*>an.]

" The Compound Blowpipe, " by which name it was

in Russia.

"
THE STEAMER " THOMAS FREEBORN .

The most prominent questions which pr.esehted soon known throughout the civilized world, where it
themselves .to astronomers,.in regatd. l;o" ' o ur stellar has played a great part and made important contribu-

The hull of this vessel was constructed by Messrs.

Is tions to our knowledge of nature. By its means Sir Lawrence & Foulkes, ' Williamsburgh , L. 1. The ma
Humphrey Davy decomposed potassa, soda, &c . , chinery was made by the Allaire Works, New York
revolving, as the planets revolve about o ur sun ? Is and ascertained that the crust of o ur earth is com- city. Her owners are Mr. Richard Squires and others
of this city, a!�d she will be commanded by that expe
our solar system moving among the other · s tars ? and posed almost wholly of metallic oxyds.
Dr. Hare noticed that certain substances e xpo sed to denced pilot and great favorite, Mr. Otis F . Morrell.
if so, in what direction and with what velocity ? Some
of these questions have been pretty satisfactorily an- the flame of the compound blowpipe emitted a very Her intended service will be that of towing on the
system, were : What'1Ire its form and dimensions ?

there a great central body about which the others are

coast, and in the harbor of New York. She is such a
thoroughly excellent vessel of her class, we deem it
not inappropriate that the particulars of her hull and

swered, while suggestions of greater or less probability

are offered in relation to the others.

There can be no doubt . that our solar system is

machinery should have a place in our columns; and so
proceed to give them, in detail, as follows '-

moving thro ugh space in the direction of the constel-

,;Jation Hercules, the precise point being not far froPl
2620 . .-right ascension,

and 400

north

Length on deck, 143 feet ; length at load line, 140
feet ; breadth of be am ( molded) , .25 feet ; depth of
,
hold to spar deck, 9 feet ; draft of water at load line,

declination.

Nearly all astronomers acquiesce also in Maedler' s con·

clusion, that there is no large central body which con-

6 feet ; area of immersed section at this ·draft, 127
square feet ; tunnage, 306 tuns. Her hull is of the
best seasoned white oak, &c. , and very securely fabten-

troIs the movements of the other stars by its prepon-

derating mass.

Maedler is, however, satisfied that all

the bodies of our stellar system are revolving about a

ed with copper, treenails, spikes, &c. , &c. The floors
are molded 14 inches, and sided 5 inches. Distance

common center of gravity, and to the determining of

the position of this center he has devoted a great deal

of frames apart from centers, 16 inches. She has one
14-inch keelson running the entire length of her,
and two of 7 inches on her bilge ; she has also
9 feet of dead wood forward, and 7 feet aft ; every deck

of labor and study.

Among all the constellations in the sky, there is no

other which has, in all ages, attracted so much human

interest as the little cluster of the Pleiades.

One of

the finest passages in Scripture is the question to Job :

beam is kneed and bolted in the most substantial man-

loose the bands of Orion ?"

The Thomas Freeborn is fitted· with one vertical beam
condensing engine ; diameter of cylinder , 40 inches ;
length of stroke of piston, 8 feet· ; diameter of water

ner ; the ceiling is of yellow pine.

" Canst thou bind the sweet influence of Pleiades, or
And, for many centuries,

a succession of poetic feeling has gathered around " The

long lost sister of the seven stars. "

But a fresh in-

wheels over boards, 20 feet ; length of wheel blades,

terest has now been' given to this storied group, for

7! feet ;

number of same, 14.
She is also supplied with 'O,ne return fiue boiler ;
length, 22 feet ; breadth, lOt feet ; hight ( exclusive of
steam chimney ) , 9 feet ; number of furnaces, 2 ;

the computations of Maedler lead to the conclusion

that Alcyolie , the brightest star of the cluster, occu-

pies the very center around which the hosts of heaven
roll their majestic courses.

The distance of our sun from the centre of gravity

brilliant light ; and on trying different substances it breadth of these, 4 feet 5� inches ; length of grate
bars, 7 feet ; number of flues in boiler above, 16 ; num

of this stellar system, as well as the velocity of its was found that lime thus heated gave out a more in-

motion, is yet undetermined, though some of Maed- tense light than any which had before been produced ber of fiues below, 10 ; internal diameter of those above,
ler' s observations indicate that the distance is such by artificial means. Thi s is the lime light, sometimes 9� inches ; internal diameter of those below, 2 'Of 19

that it would take light 640 years to pass through the called " The Calcium Light, " a s lime is the oxyd of inches, 4 of 12 inches, and 4 of 10 inches ; length of
that metal, or " The Drummond Light, " from Liellt. those above, 15 feet 3 inches ; length of thDse
1 , 000 Il).iles per minute, and that it will take him Drummond, of England, who first applied the light t'O below, 9 feet ; she possesses one smoke pipe, fit

spa()C,. �hat the sun' s velocity in his orbit is about
about 20,000,000 of years to make one revolution.

ted with

practical purposes .

slip-joint ;

diameter 'Of this, 48 inches ;

In constructing and usinz the compound blowpipe, hight above grates, 47 feet. The boiler possesses a
The latest conclusion in regard to the size of our stellar system, is that a ray of liglJ.t, moving at the rate some precautions are necessary. If hydrogen and oxy- grate surface equal to 62 square feet, and a heating

of 192,000 miles.per jlecopd, would require about 4 , 000 gen gases are mixed together mechanically in the same surface of 1 , 457 square feet ; maximuJ;ll pressme of
.
vessel, in the proportions in which they unite to form steam, 31) pounds ; point of cutting off, one-half ; the
The Pleiades are at · this time of the year almost I water-that is, t wo volumes of hydrogen to one of boiler is located in hold, and does not use blowers ;

years to pass through its diameter.

exactly '!verhead at 6 o'clock in the evening, and, of oxygen-they will remain thus mixed for any length the bunkers are 'Of wood. She has one bilge injection,
course, farther west later in the evening. A little way of time ; but if a spark of electricity, or the least par- and bottom valves or cocks to all 9penings in her bot
_
to the southeast of the Pleiades are the Hyades-five ticle of flame comes in contact with them, they im- tom. She is named after one Of our Sandy Hook
stars in the form of a V, with a bright star in the end mediately unite in chemical combination, generating pilots, who lost his life while in the discharge of his

Still farther to the southeast is Orion, intense heat which expands them momentarily, pro- duty on board the ship John Minturn, some nineteen
.
with the three bright stars in his belt. farther still, ducing a viol0nt explosion . . Though the gases are kept years ago on" the Jersey coast, at that t� a greater
.
in the same direction, forming almost a straight line in separate reservoirs, they are liable to become mixed terror to mariners
than now.
.
of one side.

I
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across his target at which to direct his aim, then let

(!)ut �O'rtt�pO'uatttn.

him place his rifle upon a rest ; but, instead of the

•

usual upright position, turn his rifle over directly

Rifles--Breech and Muzzle Loaders.

upon the subj ect of fire arms and �iiie breech-loaders.

I have looked long and anxiously in your columns for

a series of articles upon the nature, principles, con

Jltruction, and manipulation of small arms, particu
But whilst almost every other manufac

ture has heretofore received a very careful description

in detail in all their parts and principlcs of construc

tion Rlld application, the subj ect of small arms seems
ilo.;) hllve been reserved to the present time, whi(;h is

».ot lUi inappropriate one, considering the present as

pect

of affairs in o ur country.

be

The first I give I think amply sufficient,
as it would act precisely as a suction pump to a hose

upon one side, so as to bring the sights in a direct full of water ; the leather sides would be pressed to

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 noticed in the S CIENTIFIC
horizontal line with the center o f the bore .
AMERICAN, page 7 3 , prescnt volume, an article from you

larly rifles.

I think either or both these explanations mnst

the cause.

I therefore embrace it

ful aim, discharged.

The target should be such a size

that it will not be missed by the shot.

If the rifle

lies upon its right side, which is most convenient for

the experiment, the shooting will be somewhat to the

right of the aim ; but the distance below the line at

which the ball strikes, will indicate accuratel y the

amount of the fall.

Such an experiment to the person

You will much oblige me by referring to this rather

novel accident and give us the true explanation.

ROBERT T. KN IGHT.

Philadelphia, Pa . , January 22, 1861.

['1'he explanation seems to us plausible.

The flow

of water into the top of the pipe became obstructed,

perhaps simply by counteracting motions of the water,

that at the bottom run out, leaving a vacuum between ,

who makes it, will be more convincing than an hour of when the pipe was flattened by the pressure of the at

argument.

Jaffrey, N . H.

J OHN S . DUTTON.

mosphere on the outside.-EDs .
• • •

----------+
'4
.
�.
�
.--------__

to bring forth additional facts and "hed such light

upon this important subject as must interest a large

In this gether when the pump acted.

manner it can be held to the shoulder, and, with care

Rifle Barrels-Hard or Soft 1

J

Explosions in a Tea Kettle.

MESSRS. EDIToRs : --On the morning of the 31st of
57 and 86 , present volume of the SCI December last a.n explosion took place at my house in
'l'here is. o n e point in your article to which I wish t o
ENTIFIC A.MERICAN, on rifles, allow me to address you a a copper tea kettle, in which water was heating, but

portion of your reader s .
call your attention.

MESSRS.

EDIToRs :-Reading the articles which ap

peared on pages

You say, " there is nothing in

,theory, and there should be no positive difficulty in
pra.ctlce, to prevent a breech-loading rifle from being

made to carry as accurately as any other . "

I believe

that this can never be done for reasons that I will en

few words on the subject stating my opinion , which is

founded, not merely upon a limited experience in the

had got only moderately warm.

about three feet from the stove.

The cover was blown

I stood immediately

use of thc rifle , but also upon experience in its mode of by at the time . No harm was caused by the explosion.
Lime had collected at the bottom of the kettle to nearly
construction.

Your correspondent, " B, " on page 86 asserts that a quarter of an inch in thickness. On examination , I
the Wcster� h �nters prefer a very soft barrel, but he found the lime at the bottom entirely loose, having
ufacture of customer rifles for several years past, and
does not give any reason why, and I presume that apparently started in the center, leaving the pieces as
ilaving given the subj ect of their construction a great
these hunters' themselves cannot explain why a barrel though cut from side to side through the center. My
�
deal ' of"r:ef;lIl tion, based upon m any careful experi
made from fine , soft cast steel should shoot any better idea is, that as metal is the best conductor, and as
ments of my own, I think I can safely say, without
the metal expanded and contracted by heat and cold ,
than one made from hard steel of the same quality.
'
danger of contradiction, that the majority of all the
My.eXperience in rifling barrels has led me to believe and, the crust becoming mOl'e stiff daY,by day, the two
so-called secrets of a first class shooting rifle are wrap
that the superior qualities ascribed to a soft barrel are partially separated, a crack having, ,, Oc:elll' red in the
'
ped up in that Oile word j,iction. In the production of
in
due more to the perfect finish it l'eceives than to any crust ; a small quantity of water
a perfect rifle a certain amount of friction must
contact
with
t
h
e
ho,t
mctal
causing
ste6>Pl. I;a',\� lttld
particular degree of softness of the material of which
be given to the ball throughout every part of the
it is made . Any practical gunsmith will testify to the breaking the crust, letting more water' to Ule. m,Jil'tal ,
bore of the gu�blit the friction in ' different parts of
difficulty of straightening, boring and rifling a hard and an explosion took place. May not this b� � c�u"se
,
the , bore, of course, is not equal .
The exact
barrel. The tools for bOring and rifling require to have of some of the mysterious boiler explosions ? "
amount of friction to be secured to the ball is �f less
MAJOR A. WILLCOCKS.
very keen , smooth cutting edges, and if the barrels
importance than that it should be exactly the same for
Rolley, Iowa, Feb . 5, 1861.
are soft, the tools make a clean cut, leaving a smooth
every shot that is fired ; because if it it' not the same,
. . . .,
even surface that requires but a very little polishing
the shooting will be irregular-incorrect. Too mucl!
Heavy Iron Castings.
to finish it.
On the contrary, if the barrel is hard,
friction retards the ball, and a slight diminution of it
MESSRS. EDIl'ORs :--The Novelty Iron Work� of this
the sharp cutting edges of these tools are sure to wear
increases its speed. If the diminution of friction is
or crumble off speedily, and instead of cutting thcy city have recently completed two massive iron castings
considerable, the ball is ejected from the bore before
8Cntpe off the particles of the metal , thereby leaving for a new steamer belonging to the Pacific Mail Steam
the full pressure of the 'charge is brought to bear upon
a rough, uneven surface, and then, in order to make ship Company. 'l'hey are a steam cylinder and a " sur
it, and its speed is thereby lessened.
it smooth, it requireH an excess of polishing with face condenser, portions of an engine now building .
Now I believe that a breech-loading rifle can never
emery. This wears away the sharp angles of the Tlw dimensions of the castings are as follows;--Diam
.be made to carry so accurately as a muzzle· loading one,
eter of steam cylinder, 105 inches, bored ; length, 13
grooves, so essential for a good-shooting rifle .
for the reason that its balls can never be made to re
feet 9 inches ; and weight of metal, 20 tuns. Dimen
H . W. OLIVER.
ceive such an exact and equal amount of friction, as
sions of conden ser : 9 feet 9 inches high, 10 feet \)
Whitneyville, Conn" February 4, 186 1 .
those balls that are loaded at the muzzle, because the
inches wide , and 13 feet long, containing 5, 500 brass
latter are gaged to the size of the bore on being forced
Singular Accidelit.
tubes, �ths of an inch in diameter by 9 feet long, and
deavor to advance.

Having been engaged in the man

s�deRly};ame

MESSRS. EDIToRs : -The latter end of last July , dUl' weighing, for the casting alone as it comes from the
ing a tremendous rain storm, the six tin conductors foundry, 25 tuns.
Both of . these castings have 1!-n
ly conformed to every part of its surface . 'These balls, from the roof of our new market house collapsed, and rivaled shal'pness of outIine, and, so far as ascertained,
when discharged, receive a sufficient amount of fric from 10 to 20 feet of the upper part of the pipes , are without flaw or blow hole ; as specimens ..of work
tion to secure the best results. It is necessary for which were 5 inches in diameter and about 30 feet in manship they are admirable. The sole plate for the
balls that are loaded at the breech to have a longer hight, instantly flattened, all at the same time, so engine upon which the before-mentioned structures are
bearing, as this greatly increases its friction ; and I am that no water could pass. Likewise , some time past, bolted has not yet been poured. It is a novel sight
;lOt aware that breech-lo'tders can make use of a patch, a tinman having finishe<l the roof of a house and put
to witness the casting of these large pieces ; the men
which I consider is a very important diminisher and on the large conductor, wished to give it a coat of paint . hurrying hither and thither, the sullen glare of the
mto

tlie muzzle.

And being fitted to the creases, and

having once passed through the bore, they are perfect

equalizer of friction, and for which I know of no sub
stitute.

Take the patch away from the muzzle-load

ing rifle, and the weapon is manifestly inferior.

While very great pains have been taken to render the

rifle perfect, so far as to shoot with the greatest accu

racy, there is one important part in the construction

He placed a wooden plug in the eave pipe to hold his
rope, but forgetting to take o�t the plug until the

gutter was filled with water by a sudden rain, when

he took it out ; the pipe instantly flattened.

Another

instance has been mentioned to me similar to these.

There may have becn a satisfactory explanation, but

molten metal and the huge ladles or cauldrons of
liquid iron decanting their contents seemingly into the

ground, the auxious eye of the master workman, and
the corruscations of the seething metal
through the " gates , "

as it flows

and so finds its way into all

the intricacies of the mold, the little spurts o f blue
I wish to give my view, and flame flickering here and there-these form a com
that 'is a sight, which can be quickly and accurately then, if not correct, you can put me right. Many bination of effects which once seen are always remem
adjusted to all the different rBnges for which a rifle is thought it singular that a pipe full of water should bered.
E.
.
.
.
.
used. Such a sight I invented several years ago . I be pressed flat.
Hair Dyes.
I think it is thus :--The deep gutter was filled with
�ave made a great number of them since that time,

of this weapon which seems t o be almost overlooked,

I have not heard it.

MESSRS. EDIToRs :-Several noted parties are adver
water, the rain falling faster than the pipe could carry
be better it off, and it fell almost in a solid perpendicular mass. tising a " hair" restorer. " I have analyzed three of

and I am confident they are very superior and useful.
The importance of this part of a rifle may

appreciated and understood, when I state a few facts The law of falling bodies in vacuo being about 1 6 feet them and find them identical, viz. :-two ounces of
that are known even to but few persons who are in the

the first second and a greatly accelerated velocity the

sulphur, one ounce of sugar of lead, one quart of water.

Thus an ordinm'y

next second, so that the lower portion of the column

The testimonials from clergymen and others to the

sporting purposes, and carrying a conic ball with the

tendency to produce a vacuum ; but the tin being weak

original color,

daily habitual use of this weapon.

sized rifle, such as is commonly used for hunting and

usual charge of powder, will, at the distance of twenty
rods , drop its ball eight inches below the line of the

of water traveling faster than the upper would have a

gave way , as the lower part of the pipe with the velo

city of that portion of water would discharge more

4 feet ; at 60, water than the upper end of the pipe would take in,
10 feet ; at 80 rods, 22 feet ; at 100 rods, about 40 feet ; only having the pressure of 4 feet of water, or even

bore ; at 40 rods, its fall will be nearly

and a proportionate amount at all intermediate dis
tances.

less .

This law of falling bodies, and this , the momentum

If any rifle shooter should doubt these statements, of the falling body, drew the lowel' portion of the
he can immediately convince himself of the truth, i n water from the upper, 50 that the column of water was
the following very silnple manner :-HaiVing charged stretched and the' tin pipe could not withstand the
his rifle as usual, let him draw a horizontal line pressure.
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efficacy of the mixture for restoring gra.y hair to its
safe ?

&c. ; are overwhelming.

Will it do what is claimed for it ?

North Reading, Mass. , 1<'eb , 8, 1861.

Now, i s it

T. N. J.

[We have no doubt that our correspondent is amply

competent to decide for himself about the value of
advertised nostrums, and that he is able to estimate
" certificates "

at about their just weight.

mixtures are old and well known,

Such hair

and ' are sold under
4iffe rent names with a slight a,lteration in their com
position. They are usually made with &ulphur steelled

d o neutralize

d; �

in alcohol , and a little rose water ad
the offensive sulphurous odor.
" Twigg' s mixture , "

Thus made, i t is called

as it is stated the redoubted

general of this name, having been recommended to u s e
such a wash for a wound in his head, found, to his own
and the surprise of his acqu[lintanccs, that his gray
locks, after a few applications, had renewed the hues
of youth, and had become brown and blooming.
above

mixture will turn

gray hairs

into

a

The
dark

brown color , but it is an unclean application, as it
becomes a

of paint when combined with the

sort

natural oil o r grease of the head .

It forms a hydrated

wlphure t of lead, and if not poisonous, is certainly
not a desirable appliccttion by any means.

It sells for

one dollar per quart ; the cost of the materials is
about five cents.

In some cases, partially bald heads

m ay have been restored by its usc ; but pure water ,

applied to the scalp, with gentle rubbing, morning and

evening, might h ave e ffected like results .

l!'rom the

nature of the mixture, no persQn can j udge whethcr i t
is or is not a hair restorative ; it does not, at least,

contain nitrogen, which is the principal substance of
which hair is composed.

Those who may wish to try

such hair tonics, or those who are in the habit of using
the m , lllay manufacturc their own supplies at but a
small cos t from the above receipt, adding, as we would
advise , a little cologne or rose water to i t out of a
tender conscience to atmospheriG influence s . -Ens.
Sewing Machines.

MESSRS. EDl'rORS :-Having a natural fondness for

machinery and i ts operations

has caused

me

to

be somewhat interested in the sewing machine, and to

watch its progress and impro vements from its earliest

date to the present time ; and I was, therefore, much

i nterested and ent&tained in reading your report of
the discus:iion at the Polytechnic Association of the

American Institute on that s ubject.

Being disinter

ested in a pecuniary some, I am in a position to j udge

impar tially of the merits and demerits
s tatements therein contained .
candid and
course

unbhtssed,

of the various

The statements seemed

with

a few exceptions .

Of

th03e interes ted in particular companies will

m:.ke their s t ·, tc-ments faxomble to the machine those
comp" nics m tll ufacture, as in the case of the s tlt te
mont of

the number returned to Mr. Howe as sold in

I

�ht Jtitutifit �mtritnu.
I quite agree with

Mr.

1 35

Dibben concerning the im

perfection of some of the machine needles at the pres
Gard ner,

rcgluding t h e whole�om eness of running

sowing machines ; but

I take exceptions to Mr. Lan

cey ' s answer to the President, that no machine had
ever yet done as good work as the best hand sewing,
for the reason that I

making

it appear altogether in

favor of the m achines taking the single lock stitch ;

but when the sta,tement of Mr . Potter, of the Grove r

& Baker C01l1p:my, is

placed beside it, the aspect is

ch.mged in favor of the machines mrtking the Grover &

B"ker stitch ; thereforc it is somewhat difficult arriv

i ng at " tru thful conclusion i n the matter.

111 1' . Lrtncey' s experiments are worthy of notice , and

eddcntly show the hand and Grover & Baker
lock

( double

) stitch to be preferable to al l other stitches yet in

use ; and, taking cverything into considemtion, that

is my disinterestcd opinion.

The Grover & Baker

stitch seems well adapted for all kinds of family sew
ing ; and if i t is so much more elastic, as shown by
Mr.

L'tncey , than the simple lock or Ho we stitch ,

then, of course, it is preferable.

But time and use

lmve shown the Howe stitch to be good, and, in some
kinds of work,
Although

perhaps preferable to some others .

more

clastic, the work done with thc

doubl e l ock stitch seems quite as firm flS tlmt d Olle

with the single lock sti tch .

The city of Honolulu in OeeaniCft has become com
pletely Americanized, ns it is now supplied with fresh
water by pipes in all the streets .
The Commercial Bullcl:in states that the Boston me
chanics connected with shipbuilding never had such

have a machine which takes the an abundance of work as during the present winter.

real hand stitch of various kinds, viz. : the full back,

half back, quarter back, side, hem, over and over and
running stitches ;

therefore,

I would

modify

Mr.

Wood ' s statement that " Mr . Howe had found that

Parkersburg, Va. , is something of an oil region, as
well as Oil Creek, Pa .

Three wells at Parkersburg

yield from 45 to 200 b,trrels of oil per day.
It appears from official returns that there are at

the ordinary hand stitch could not be made by ma

present 43 steam vessels of war building in Ellgland,
&c. , to read that " Mr. Howe had supp osed
ranging from 1 to 00 guns, and with a stcam power
that the ordinary hand stitch could not be made by
ranging fr01l1 80 to
250 horses.
m ltchinmy, and sot to work to de vise a stitch that
'l'he boot and shoe trade of Baltimore, 1I1d . , amoun t B
could be made by machinery. "
to $4, 435, 000 p e r annum, a s stated in the Shoe and
The machine I have i s the Robinson & Roper, made
Leather Reporter.
Of this $ 2 , 650 , 000 worth is of New
by other parties in Boston , Mass . ; and it is the lllost
England manufacture , the remainder home- made
ingenious and perfect sewing machine , in my estima
work .
tion, ever yet invented .
It i s highly finished, and
A large new cotton manufactory is nearly completed
works very fine and exact ; but some would object to
at Thorwald, on the WeIland Canal .
It is the first of
it, no doubt, on account of its lowness of speed conse
this character erected in Canada West. The machin
guent
upon the principle upon which it
oper
ery has been obtained by its proprietors, G ordon &
ates, which evidently is too low for extensive
McKay, of Toronto, from England.
opcrations , ' 1J.ut for family use it is quite practical.
A small cutter of 20 tuns burden has made the voy
Others, again; w uld object to the slenderness of its
age from Greenock, Scotland, to
Australia.
She
neodles, but I find, after running i t for family use for
stopped at Madeira and the Cape of Good Hope for
some four years, th,�t thc more perfect of them stand
provisi ons, and the trip was not much longer than
much beyond my former expectations ; nevertheless,
some made by large ships.
from c3.relessness and other causes, my small stock has
In England land is some times manured by confin
become somewhat reduced.
The m akers failed , I have
ing sheop at night on a small space of ground, then
been informed, after the machines were brought to
moving the hurdle fence which encloses them every
perfec tion, in consequence of their being engaged in
night until the whole field is thus treated to a few
the clock busincss , but I have hoped that the manu
nights' lodging.
facture of them would be revived.
Although it
Some stoves have been constructed for cooking with
appears somewhat complicated at first sigh t , yet its gas
flame. Unless the gas used for this p urpose i s
operations are simple and perfect, and the work done
very pure, i t will impart n n unplmtsant taste t o the
with it, although not done so speedily as on some
articles cooked .
Most of the gases used for illumina
other machines, is better done than ninety-nine hun
tion contain traces of ammonia and sulphur. A bright
dreths by hand.
coal 01' wood fire is best for cooking meat .
The sewing machine is a great boon to domestic life,
'l'he Merrimack Print 'Works, at Lowell,
Mass. ,
and what i nven tion has come so rapidly to perfec tion print 430, 000 yards of calico per week , or 22, 3GO, 000
chinery, "

(

6'

cl,nd into gen eral usc ?

C . B.
St. Catherines, C.

W. , Feb. 6, 18t H .

per annum.

'l'HOMl'SON.

madder,

They use annually 1 , 900, 000 pounds of

150, 000 pounds of liulpha te of iron, l i O , OOO

poullds of indigo ,

pounds of alum , 20, 000

185:.1, by Ml'. Wood , an employe of the Wheeler &

Wilson Company,

•

ent prices, and with Messrs. Babcock, Lancey and D r .

ltiO, OOO

A ne w

po unds of sumac, and 40, 000 pounds of soap .
Highly Important Discovery---Saltpeter and Nitric Acid

ste<tm engine of 1 , 000 horse-power, costing $30, 000,
has recently been put up at these famous works .

Produced from the Nitrogen of the Atmosphere.

EDll'ORS :-'1'ho following communication to

Coal ashes are st<tted, by some who have tried ex

Paris, we consider of the highest importance to the

around the roots of peach- trees and gooseberry bushes

MESSRS.

Le Gosrrws, by thc celebrated savan, Abbe Moigno, of periments with the m , to be excellent for
sciences and arts :-

Mr. Salmon, manufacturing chemist of Paris, has suc
ceeded in preparing inconsiderable quantities of nitric acid
and nitrate of p otassa by means of the nitrogen of the at
m osphere and the oxygen extracted from the peroxyd of
manganese by elevation of temperature. In effe ct, in the
c onditions where Mr. Salmon prepares and causes his oxy
gen to act, it is in its essential electro-negative state, with
out having yet acquired its electro-positive atmosphere
which ordinarily constitutes it as inactive .
I n 1845 , Abbe Moigno mentioned that oxygen, when i n
its nascent state as ozone, i s able to c ombine even i n na
ture with nitrogen to form nitric acid, which, without
trouble, can be made into nitrate of potassa.
What gives more value to Mr. Salmon's process , now
being tested in the laboratory of the French Arsenal , is
that by bringing to the deoxydized manganese, nuder pro
p Ol' temp erature, a cUI'rent of steam , the latter renders to it
the oxygen which it has lost. ; and , in this way, it can he
used over and over again.

in the spring.

putting

They are generally held to be of no use

whatever, but as they contain some traces of potash
and considerable lime, they will no doubt tend to de
stroy grubs and worms.
Augendre' s white gunpowder consists of one part
ferro-cyanide of potassium, one part of white sugar,
and two parts of chlorate potassa.

These substances

are reduced to powder separately, then mixed by hand
in a porcelain mortar .

It is more easily inflamed than

common gunpowder, and is excellent for filling sheJl�,
but unsuited for small firearms, because i t oxydizes the
steel and iron so rapidly.
The city of London contains a popUlation of nearly
three millions of people,
of 20, 000 per annum .

and it increases at the rate
It extends eighteen miles in

Could i t be positively de
For those who want to ke!lP cool, we giye ll ('re a one direction and ten in another , and it goes on de
cided which of tho various s titches by m :tchinery lI O W process also communicated to the Academy i ll Paris vouring up fields and gardens like a great monster.
i n pmctic.tl use was the best , the next condderation
The total imports into the United States during
how ice may he prep'l.rerl at n vory chenp rat e , and we
would be, which of the numerous machines now made
1860, including specie, was valued at $362, 163, 941 .
foresee that numerous ice machines will soon be in

(

( price considered ) would take stitch with thc most
Believing,
I now do, that the
double lock stitch ( excepting the hand stitch , which I
will yet speak of ) is superior for family usc, which I
that

flS

e ase and simplicity ?

think should be the first consideration ,

1 should make

choice of Clark' s " Re\-olving Looper, " made at 'Vind

S O l' , Vt .

It is a wdl-fini shed , convenient, simpl e

e t,ily 1I1.l.naged

machine, and, unlike the

Bak,>r, as I understand

it,

mn be varied on

nnd

Grover &

the llnder

skin by the chango of tension, length of s ti tch u.nd

)

T w o iron retorts , strong enough to stand the pressure o f
eight atmospheres, are connected with a strong iron tub e .
O n e of the retorts is filled with a highly concentrated solu
tion of ammonia, while the other is left empty, and is
placed in a vessel containing cold water. The retort con
taining the ammonia is slowly heated , when this gas will b e
compressed by its o w n pressure a n d condense then in the
empty retort to a liquid ; as soon as the heat is with drawn ,
the ammonia in the second retort rushes back, and t'lking
the heat from the water in which it is placed, c onverts t.h e
Aame into a c orresponding qnnnt.it.y of ice.

will sew the finest of fabricB,

It

bia�ed o r o thor lVi�e,

without drawing the m , in a hOftutiful mannur, and

FLEURY.
FR. RUSCIIIIAlIl"l'.

A. L.

size of thread, to give it a number of varied appear
ances, and thereby be used for orm.mental work .

The iron and steel imports amounted to $20,526, 594 ;

troduced to " keep cool : " -

NelV Y o r k C i t y , Feb . 11, 18til .

..
-----�c ...... ....�.

cloth ; ill �hort, it iB more con

woolen

manufactures

to

and

$ 3 7 , 937 , 19 1 ,

silks

$30,767, 744.
The pca-nut is cultivated in Georgia,
North

Carolina,

&c.

Alabama,

It is planted in ridges about

three feet apart, and the vine stands up about a foot
in perpendicular hight.

'fhe stems shoot out in all

�):�ound .

bout fifteen i ne
�
.
have ,l omts about an

directions from it for
These runners

in!:it at*l It halt.

apart ; and at each j oint a strong root · strl_
into the ground about two inches deep ; at

down
the end of

this root the pea-pod is forJncd, l\l1d comes to maturi
ty.

Some farmers covel'

those

lateral

vines with

earth , while others leave them bare all the time .

It

'l'HE Ulinoi8 State Fail' is to be held at Chicago this is not agreed which is the better mode. When ripe,
venient, more easily managed and le�s liable t o get year, commencing Sept. 9 , and continue open until the one bunch' of vines will have from one to two quarts
out of ordel' than any other machh,(>' I have yet 1 5 th . The cash premiums offered amount to $20, 000 ; of peas . One acre will produce from thirty-five to
also

the thickest

treadle<L

citizens' prizes, $2 , 000.
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fifty bushels of peas .

1 36
Breaking

Horll88 by JIIachinery.

Barey talks about . the mind of the horse, and his

system of breaking may be called the mental or educa�
tional system.

But if a horse' s intellect is too obtuse

to be enlightened by the gentle persuasion of the knee

straps, or as a rudimentary course for very obstreper

ous brutes, use may be made of the apparatus here

illustrated.
holding

that

kick,

he

the

bite,

This operates simply by physical force,
animal

can

so

SKATING, AND How TO Do IT. -As skating is one of

the toe and another at . the heel, and the metal at the

a fortnight.

from slipping .

non-instructed readers how the art can be acquired in

Begin by walking on the ice, crossing

the feet at each step, and they should practice it also

who only run forward on the inside edge if they wish

to become proficient.

Walk any ten paces forward,

crossing one foot o ver the other at every ten paces,

heel rises a little above the wood to prevent the skitt�
The great advantage of this fastening is that the'

skate can be put on or taken off instantly with the

thickest mittens on,

having no screws to put in nor

buckles nor laces to fas ten.

neither

lie

the

It

ei thel'

to

right hand or the left.

beveled

gear

buckles

or

fingers.

. This skate was awarded

a

the

diploma

and

bronze

medal at the Mechanics'

Fair, at Boston, October,

1860, and a diploma at

that a

might

of

time, thereby saving cold

No Yankee can refrain

from suggesting

use

heel 'spurs, in a moment' s

will be seen that the
etraptl and bars hold him
doW». and hold him up,
and prevent him from
Mrrning

The strap can be tighten-

ed on the foot with an

equable pressure, without

down,

J;ear, nor I'un back.

of wood il.t

The brass foot rest is filled with a plate

the sensations of the time, we may as well inform our

the Baltimore Fair also

be

last Fall.

placed on the lower end

The

of the' turning shaft, and

patent

invention

was

for

this

granted

a rod carried off under

April 24, 1860, and fur

track so as to turn some

tion to it may be obtained

ground outside

of

the

ther information in rela

Bori of a mill, and thus

by addressing the invene

utilize all the power
which is now wasted in

tor,

. .....".." .... -

this apparatus.

This apparatus may be

ltllefully

employed

Bradford Stetson/ at

Uxbridge, Mass . ,

01'

0,

11'1 . Vail, No. 446 Broad

way, New York.

in

Ska.�

are supplied by either of

training horses to drive
tandem, a fashion which

MECHANICAL

HORSE

these parties.

BRAKE.

AN UGLY TlucK. -One
mon among the· bloods in our large cities, and and then walk the same line backward, crojlsing the of our Philadelphia exchanges says, the quickest "
developed more. generally at fashionable summer one foot behind the other at every pace. You will get way to disperse a collection of people in lie
resorts.
a fall or two at first, but in a few lessons you will find building, is to place a handful of Cayenne pepper
....
that you can do without them. As soon as this is ac upon a red hot stove.
The atmosphere ill thus '
No Sec_on Amonr Inventors.'
A vast . improvemeni is experienced in every depart complished with moderate facility, still adhering to tendered so stifling that its inhalation must ter
the crossing of the feet, which is the whole secret, let minate in asphyxia. The trick was played recently
ment of business, and, among others, we observe an
the foot follow the skate, and you will find that you upon a Dutchman who keeps a " musical beer
immense activity among inventors.
are, insensibly as i t were, rolling both backward and house. ' , Some mischievous person applied the pep- .
Within the past few weeks, the number of applica
tions for patents through this office has greatly aug forward on the outside edge. It is a simple truth, per, and awaited results. A splay-footed female·doing,"
and is a mechanical certainty, as the leg once crossed, up a pas seul on the " stage " was the first victiJll• .,'rwh�,·
mented, arid we are happy to notice a vast improve
is becoming quite '�m-

the skate on each foot can only l'est on the outside minut� afterward, splay-footed female, proprietor 3lld<
ment in the quality of the inventions over those
whidl were presented to our notice a year or two ago . edge, and the balance . of the body in that position has spectators were all on the sidewalk together, coughiug ·
been learned. -New York Despatch.
in a mil.nner that threatened cervical dislocation to 'al1-.
Severa1 . inventions which have lately come before u s
hands. The party was effectually broken up for tlx�"
are very important, but n o t more than about one
STETSON'S IJIIPROVED SKATE.
night. The proprietor threatens, should he catch t�f"
fourth of the entire number of alleged improvements

The skate here illustrated is fastened to the foot
which are submitted to us possess such novelty or
merit as will warrant our advising parties to apply for by broad straps without any buckles, in the firmest
mauner possible, enabling it to be put on and taken off
patents upon them.
with the greatest facility.
Within the last two weeks there have been granted
A metal rod a, Figs. 1 an d 2, extends the whole
FIFTY-EIGHT Letters Patent for the United States, ex
,
clusive of a number in foreign countries, to inventors

whose

applications

through this office.

were

prepared

and

conducted

--------�-

mountains. "

three feet thick.

GoLD

PENS

AND PATENTED MACIlINES.-In a circular

come under our observation, we find the following :

" In 'regard to the ' cheap gold pens, ' I beg leave to

say. that, previous to operating my new and patented
machil)£lll , I could not have made as good writing pens
for the price had the gold been furnished gratuit
ously. "

1,uE . Fall

l/-iver New8)lays the eight cott6n mills in

Nail four rough b<jards together in

the form of a. box without top or bottom, set it upon

the pile of manure and fill it with good soil to the

depth of foul' or five inches.

( old window sash

will

do) ,

Cover the bed with , glaS!!

and in two days it will be

.

warm enough to receive 'the seed. Tomatoes, cabbages

lli th of the skate above the iron and below the foot
I le
rest, the latter being formed of brass, and fashioned
into th" proper shape by being struck up in a. die.

�

Th ro ugh t wo slots in the rod, a, lire p ssed the ends
of two broad straps, one for the toe, lind the other for

of Mr. A. Morton, of this city, which has accidentally

Make

a pile of horse manure a few feet square and two' or.'

& Leach of this city, for fitting out a number of cars
to be used on the street railways in London. 'fhese
cylinders had been sent to the railroad workshops in

don, lighted with gas made at the foot of the All eghany

Both exhibited the same peculiar, rigid

HorBEDS. -Now is the time to make hotbeds.

the' cars on the 'Pennsylvania Central Railroad for
burning gas, had also taken a contract from Hathaway

:

'

nine poison.

. , at Eleventh, and Marketo street, a number of
*<iUght iion cylindrical vessels, which, we were in
�ed, contained compressed gas. Upon further in
qtiiry we learned that Mr. Williams, who had fitted up

there ; so that be ore long
;ve may
.
expect to hear of AmerIcan street railway cars III Lon-

bodies of two frogs, one of which had been killed by

appearance, which is the characteristic effect of strych

�
.;'. }"

be filled with gas by means of the com-

contents of the murdered woman' s stomach, in the

course of his testimony, exhibited to the court the

stomach.

��day, " says the Philadelphia Gazette, February 1 1 ,
the passenger station of the Pennsylvania Rail

��na, to

hi�

upon it some of the matter taken from the woman ' s

--------�-

pany·� tU1Paratus

ON the recent trial of Abson for the murder of

wife in New Jersey, Dr. Doremus, who analyzed the

dropping strychnine upon it and the other by dropp�ng

FIRST SHIPMENT OF GAS TO LoNDON .-" We saw yes

A

offender, to " throw him mit a brick. "

the instep of the foot, as , shown.

Upon the shaft, a.

near i t s middle, is secured a small gear wheel , the

teeth of which mesh into a worm upon the short

transverse shaft, ' c, so that by turning the short shaft
by means of a key the rod, a, is rotated, and the straps

are wound around a, taking them up and tightening
them �pon the foot to any extent desired.

By insert

and lettuce ani the most suitable plant� to force. .

. .. .

PATENTS AT THE SOuTH.-We have just received a

letter from one of our correspondents residing in South

Carolina, in which he states that in a recent convocill)-'

tion with a prominent member of the State Convcn-

.

tion , he was advised that if the Union should be for

ever dissolved, patents already granted would hold

good in all the seceding States.

Patentees residing

South are as much interested in this as are those resid

ing in the Northern States.

MuslC.-We have receiv�d&om Professor Eugene A.

Wiener, No. 765 Broadway, the following pieces of

ing the key and unwinding the straps, they are in

music : "The Grasshopper waitz, " "Young America, "

The toe strap is wedged in place permanently, but the

one of the greatest living pianists and musical 'Yiters.
We have never witnessed his skill on the piano ; �t, ,

stantly .loosened so thl!ot the skate may be taken off.

that city which ha.ve been running for the past few eMS oi the instep Htrap are drawn loosely through the
on thtee·fourths timtl', are now running full slot in the rod, a, so. that they may be adjusted to the.
time.
size of the instep.

weejts
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and " Salamagundi. "

so

far

as

The Professor a.nnounces himself

our wte in such matters is concerned, wt

ilhould pronounce his musical-writings very moderate.
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pendent of the wick tube, contains a provi!lio� for con

venience which should be applied to every coal oil
lamp.
We have thus pointed out some of the defects exist

ing in the common lamps used for burning coal oil .
That these defects can be remedied, we have no doub t

:mnnr & COnANY, EcUtors and Proprietors.
•

At
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whatever, as the word " impossible " does not belon g
to the dictionaries of American. inventors .
NEW PATENT BILL.

Since our last issue, we have read the discussion

that took place in the House of Representatives on

the passage of the Patent Bill.

The bill was urged

by Judge Niblack, of Indiana, one of the committee,

W.AB-FOOD FOB

REFLECTION.

Let any man sit down, with a cup of cold water in
his hand, and think the matter over 1I0berly and seri
ously, and we think he will . agree with us that it is
one of the strangest things in the world when two
civilized nations actually get to the point of fighting
each other. There is a good deal of force in the old
saying, " Old men for counsel, young men for war. "
Many thoughtless, hair-brained youths seem to look
upon war as a species of rare sport ; and even old men '
will sometimes become testy and pugnacious, and if
they do not actually engage in battle, will
U

Shoulder their crutch. and show how fields are won . "

As tkere is a considerable disposition on the part of
f,
:.!��::''!?'��8��';..�e British Agent. to receive subscript on. of Missouri, who objected to the increase of the some of our people to explode a little gunpowder
Q-, s.� Pro.opectu� on last page. No traveling Agents employed. ComIl).issioner' s salary from ' $3,000 to ' $4, 500. The around the domestic hearthstone, we have thought
bill, however, passed as recommended by the com- that a little food for reflection on this subj ect might be
'
VOL. IV. NO. 9 . . . . . . [NEW SImms .) . • • . Seventeenth. Year.
more accepf4bIo to our readers than to offer themselves
mittee.

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1861.
COAL OIL LAItP�PBOVEDNTS WANTED.
In the last issue of the SCIENT�FlC AuR�CAN , we
published an 'important communication on the subject
of hydro-carbon oils, which article has no doubt been
very generally read and studied , by this time. We
now -.lluda to it

as

an appropriate
introduction to
,

some remarks whioh we are about to make concerning
too , r.mps which are employed in the burning of such

-oilil.

"

and the .only opposition came from Hon . Hr. Phelps,

It provides, as stated in our last number; that no as ,food', for poitdilr. No one wno thinks at all will '
pa.tent shall be extended hereafter when the net profits pretend to asSert that a war' between two nations ciIn
or" the invention shall exceed or equal $l()O, 000 . A bo otherWiSe than detrimental to their several and '
very important amendment reported by the cO�t- mutual interests. An immense amount of money loss '
,
,
in wa� expenditllre is certain on both sides, to say
'
tee relates to designs, viz. :B� it further , enacted, That any eitizen or citizens, or nothing of the indirect 'an:d incalculable loss from the
alien or alieni, having reside d one year in the United States, suspension of commercial relations, the prostration:
o(
and havin� taken �e oath of his or their intention;to b e 
come a ,mtizen; wlio , by his , her or their , own , industry, industry, the withdrawal of men from profitable em "
genius, eWorts and expense,..roay ' have ' invented or pro- ployments, an:d the loss of humllu life and the sorrow '
duced any new and original desigu for a , manUfacture,
resulting therefrom. That it is a virtue and' a neces- '
whether of metal or other material or materials, or 'any
new and original design for the printing of woolen, silk, sity in self-defence, we do not deny ; and all history
cotton, or o�er fabrics, or any new and ' original design for proves that self-interest
and national interest will not ,
a bust, s�tue or bas relief, or 'composition in alto or basso
relievo', or any new and original impression or ornament, prevent men from incurring its terrible responsibilities .
or to be placed on any article of manufacture, the same Millions o f men and thousands of ships
a.re kept in ·

household illumination where ,
As a burning fluid Jor
'
ga s cannot be obtained, coal oil has very generally being formed in marble or other material, or any new and
constant preparation for war, while 15 per Cent of the
superseded all other fluids, such· as fish and lard oil ; useful pattern, or print, or picture, to be either worked
into or worked on, or printed, or p ainted , or cast, or other- adult malo popUlation of Europe are said to be re
d
"
exploa,lld , the alcoholic 5J&mphene mixtures."calle
.'
wise fixed on, any article of manufacture, or any new and quired
to supply the complements of standing 'armies
o
sive fluids. " SOm4Joillrery lfOod imprvements
have re - original shape or configuration of any article of mannfac
and navies. It is a .telTible comment on this era of
cently been effected in the construction of the lamps ture, not known or used , by others before his, her or their
invention or production thereof, and prior to the time of boasted civilization that the
newly;completed naval
for burning coal oil, by Mr . Racey and othEl18 ; still we his, her or their application for a patent therefor, and who
shall desire to obtain an exclusive property or right therein arsenal of Cherbourg, in France, has cost the astound
think the subjeet ought to receive furthei attention.
to make , use and sell, and vend the same, or copies of the ing sum of nearly forty millions of dollars.
Every
As coal oil requires a considerable current of air di- same , to others, by them , to be made , used and sold , may
country in Europe, we believe, has national debts in
rected into the llame ,to prevent it from smoking, a make application, in writing, to the Commissioner of Pat
ents, expressing such desire ; and the Commissioner, on nearly all instances of most serious 'amount in propor
glasS chimney is provided for each lamp to produce an due
proceedings had, may grant a patent therefor, as in the tion to their
population and resourCes, and ,the' origin '
e1fective draft. Such chimneys are very subject to case now of application for a patent, for the term of thre e
of these national debts is traceable to war, and "their
breakage ; and th us a considerable expense is constant- and one-half years, or for the term of seven years, or for
the term of fourteen years, as the said applicant may elect perpetuity is solely attributable
to ' war and warlike '
ly entailed to replace them, in addition to the cost of in his application ; Pr01Jided, That the fee to b e p aid in
armaments.
at is consumed. Lamps for burning this oil auch application shall b e , for the term of three years and six
the oil
monthS, t4\Il d ollars ; for seven years , fifteen dollars ; and for
Everybody reads, from time to time, of new b:mm
�l\t a chimney have been invented, and thev
'" are fourteen ears, thirty dollars ; And pr01!ided, That the p attions' and improvements in the " deadly art of war ; "
in their way , ; but by producing a draft with entees 0 designs under this act shall b e entitled to the ex·
a bhlmney, a greater q\l&ntity of O:l[ygen is brought tension of their re spective p atents, for the term of seven but it may not b e s o generally knon that they are
years from the day on which said patents shall expire,
into contact with the flames. and thus a, more brilliant upon the same terms and restrictions as are now provided far more costly than the simple imd less ' destructive
implements in use fifty years ago. The various kinds '
the extension of Letters Patent.
for
light is produced. , Some invention to obvi ate the
Hon. Mr. Bigler , reported the amended bill in the of improved rifles cannot be supplied at the price of
expense incurred for chimneys in coal oil lamps is demanded, and the inventor who first effects such im- Senate on the 13th ult. , and it was , passed with an superan nuated " Old Brown . Bess, " the common flint
provement, and, at the same time, preserves the bri!- other slight amendment. The House must now act musket of' formel1 days. As an example of, the in
liant flame pecnliar to the .Argand burner , must, we upon this amendment before the bill can become a creased costliness of warfare, we may mention ' that,
during the great conflict which termiuated iIi the over-'
law. This, we think, will be promptly done.
think, make a handsome fortune.
� . . ,
throw of N.tpoleon Bonaparte; solid shot was the mis
Common coal oil Iamps-at least those that we have
DIPOBTANT TO INVENTORS.
sile usually fired from cannon, whereas shells are now
e�ined-are also defective in the mode of operating
An act of great importance to the inventive inter
preferred, being much more destl.'Uctive . A 32-pound
the wick. This is usually done by turning a nut
'ests of the country passed the Senate on the 11th ult;
ball cOst ' about $ 1 . 62 ; while a 32-pound shell, filled
which has a small spur that takes into the wick in
It will be remembered that, tw:ough the instl.'Umen
ready for firing, costs about $8 ; and the guns to fire it,
the tube, and ' raises or lowers it, according as it is
tality of Hon. Jefferson Davis, an amendment to the
weighing from three to five tuns, in round numbers,
turned to the right or left. This is a very convenient
Appropriation Bill was agreed on at the last session of
cost from $300 to $500 each.
device, and no fa.ult can 'be urged against it theoreti
Congress, prohibiting any department from purchasing
The standing armies and navies of Europe, e ven on
cally, but practically, it is defective. Thus, when a
pa.tented articles for the various. Bureaus, either naval
what is called the " peace footing, " are on a prodigious
wick becomes very soft by being saturated with oil,
or war. This cut off a large nmnber of: manufactur
scale '; take, for example,
the spur will cut into it and become choked, so that
ers, and crippled some branches of government mate
lRANCE.
it can neither be raised nor lowered. And if the wick rially.
The la8t reports, of the Secretat;ies of War and
Army, 600, 000 men ; , 170 , field batteries ; guards,
is.a little too thin, or a. little too thick, the spur is
Navy recommended the repeal of this law, which tb..e
30,000 men ; navy, 425 vessels and 30, 000 sailors.
equaUy at fault in operating. In a4dition to the wick
Senate has effected, but ' with the provIso
no
AUSTRIA.
spur, every op.e of these lamps should , therefore , be
more patented firearm8 ;are, to b8 , purchased.
Al my, 600,000 men, of which 525,000 are infantry,
provided with a suppillmentary device or alTangement
The latter important interest is stricken down, not·
75,000 cavalry, 60, 000 artillery and 10,000 engineers
by which the wick can be raised and lowered.
withstanding the general protest from an immense
and staff.
These lamps are also defective in the brass hollow
number of inventors. Congress has made the discov
PRUSSIA.
cone inside of the chimney surrounding the wick for
ery, during the past year, that inventive genir:s is an
Army, 525, 000. men.
conveying a current of air to the llame from below.
important element in the national progress.
ENGLAND.
This cone is also an air deflector, and it generally ex
• •• I

th

l

excellent

that

SUIPS' CABLElI. -In the month of August last, a
Army, 226, 000 men, including the colonial troops ;
tends too high above the top of the wick tube ; it
therefore hides a part of the flame, thus rendering it severe hurricane visited the river Platte, and did great navy, 600 vessels, of which over 300 are sa8!Dg :ves

.>0 steamers and 40 ships of the lille� oarrying
practi.caJ.lY llseless for the purpose til giving light. damage to vessels lying in the roadsteads of BUenos sels, 2"
,
Another defect belongs to the arrangement, or rather Ayres. Fifteen sail were stranded and two sunk, and about 18, 000 guns and 70, 000 men �
want of good arrangement, for getting at the wick to among them, several American vessels received great
RUSSIA.

ignite it, as in doing this, the chimney and the brass damage. At that time there were twenty-two Spanish
Army, 1 ,000 , 000, including the reserve,' besides
cone ha.ve first to be removed, and the wick tube has vessels in the same port, not one of which parted a , 225,000 irregular troops ; navy, 200 vessels and 60, 000

to ,be ul1lKlrewed and taken out. These are certainly cable or was otherwise damaged. These vessels were sailors and gunners.
tr.Qi.t¥� 1 "��ot only tro\1blesome, but , un,cleanly provided with superior cables. English and American

�, �l to get t4e �ut of , the oil cali into the

� .. ,;...operations' whieh bave afterward to be re
�' w.e tb.e lamp can be �ted. The old

� oil ll\olllp "

provided,with • teed channel inde- demand.&d.
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m

TURKEY.

�lllY (regular) , 180,000 lJj.Cn ; reserve, 148,000 ; ir
str.ength � thOll6 wbj.ch were: g�raUy,mide ,tlilTt1 regular troops, 61,000 ; vaOous cOJ;Ltingel!,ts, 110,000.
years ago. A reform m this direytion is'Certahily 1IQtal, 319,000 . Navy, 70 vessel$ awl 80� sailors
cabiell are now, made too light ; they are not ftIlu.al

"

Mid gunners.
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BELGIUM.

Army ( on a war footing ) , 85, 000 -infantry and 14, 000

ca,valry.

SWITZERLAND .

Army, 125, 000 men.
525 , 000

men, beside

50, 000 cavalry-in

c1ucJing'the contingent of Aust.ria and Pr ussia .
Army, 1 3 , 000 m 3n ; militia, 2 , 86 2 , 6 14 men ; navy ,

10 ships of the line, 10 frigates, �1 sloops of war , 3

brigs, 1 schooner, 30 screw steamers and tenders, 9
side-wheel steamers,

3 store vessels,

permanent

6

store nnd receiving ships ( in all, 94 vessels ) , a naval
asylum, a naval academy, and. 8 navy yards.

As regards the comparative cost of standing armies
and navies of various countries, a Belgian paper as
serts that the maintenance of these armies in times of

peace costs the countries of Europe annually $ 3 8 5 , 000 , 000, and the fle ets about $90, 000 , 000.

'I'he expense

of the two greatest navies in the world, during the
last seven years, is stated ( on English official author

ity ) to be, for England, $265, 000, 000 ; and for France,
We have before us two calculations of

$90,000, 000.

the cost of only the great wars of England, and we
find by the lowest calculation that the war occasioned
by the revolution of 1688, " to establish William and

to humble France, " cost $155, 000, 000.
the Spanish succession,

The war of

" to deprive Philip of

the

crown of Spain and to humble the Bourbons, " cost
'I'he Spa,nioh war of 1 7 3 9 ,

$220, 000, 000.

" a quarrel

about Campeachy and t.he crown of Hungary, com
monly called the Logwood War, " $235, 000, 000.

The

seven years' war, in 1776, about Nova Scotia, $535 , The Am(lrican war, resulting i n the inde
'
JJnited . States, 'COst $755, 000, 000.
n
The war of the Fre ch Revolution, " to repress anti
000, 000.

pendence of the

monarchical principles in France and the rest of Eu
rope," cost $2,360, 000, 000.

24 Cooper In5titute, this city-Charles went totally against the non-expansion theory.

McCarthy, Esq . , Vice-president, in the chair ; Benj .
Garvey, Esq . , Secretary.

The war against Bona

parte, " to restrain the ambition of NaPllleon,"

cost

$2, 930, 000, 000 .

The ablest statistical writers-the men most compe
tent to form a practical judgment on money value in
any shape, and to authorit:�tively s tate the national

Mr .

BROADBENT,

An

engine, cutting-off at two-thirds, required more fuel
than the refuse from the planing mill in which it

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.

UNITED STATES.

The following

Merriam took part in the discussion.

is the gist of it:-

The experiments at Erie wore referred to, and also
On Wednesday evening, February 6th, the regular those at the Hecker Mills.
weekly meeting of this association was held at its
Mr. CAMERON said that he had a case in point that
room, No.

GERMAN CONFEDE RATIO N .

Army,

[Reported for the Scientific American.]

of the Newark Engineers' Society,

worked would furnish.

He took out the cylinders and

put in a larger one, with a variable cut-off, which re

was present, and presented to the notice of the mem duced the fuel consumed to such a degree that the
bers an improved steam gage. Its peculiarities, and mill had fuel to sell.
the principles involved in its construction, were fully
Mr . KIERSTEAD considered the question settled hy
described by him.

something that had occurred on board the steamer
Mr. GARVli:Y submitted to the association a new and Ala�ama, some time ago, during · the trial of the
original plan for portable boilers and engines. '
Sickles' cut-off case. This steamer was compelled to
These inventions were referred to the Committee make one trip without using the cut-off, during which

on Science and New Inventions, and when reported

time the consumption of coal was very much in
upon by them, they will receive further attention from creased.
us.
Mr. KOCH, in the midst . of other remarks, argued

The Committee on Membership reported favorably that if the same boilers were used with the same
upon Messrs. Charles H. Haswell, A lex. Scatterly, - pressure of steam, the steam used at full stroke would
Roosevelt and J. B. Kierstead, which gentlemen were be dryer than that used expansively.

duly elected by ballot.

Mr. DIBBEN objected to the law of lIlariotte as ap
The Committee upon Nominations had completed plied to steam, and stated further that, if it was fol
their dutie&, and accordingly submitted the subjoined lowed, it should be modified by the dynamic law,
report : 0
which would give us a lower theoretical line.
For Pl-esideTft . . . . . . . . " J Thomas B. Stillman.
Mr . ROWELL stated that, at the Metropolitan Mills,
For Vice-President. . . . . .
For Secretary . . . . . . " . . .
'For. Treasurer . . . . . . . . . .

{

B. F. Isherwood.
John C. Merriam.
A. L. Holley.
Benjamin Garvey.
H . E. Roedel'.

they found it took less fuel to do precisely the saine

work with a single cylinder following nine-tenths

stroke, than it required for two cylinders ( same size ) ,

For Chairman of the several standing committees : cutting-off at one-fifth.
Soience a nd New nv entions . Chas. H. Haswell.
Lib,-ary and Cabinet . . . . . . . . C. F. Holden.
PTinting and Publication . . . Richard Lockwood.
Accidents and theiT Causes . . T. D . Stetson.
Statistics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louis Koch.
Adrnission of Members . . . . . . John K. Simpson.

I

Mr. A. L.

FLEURY contributed

a paper upon Fuel,

Mr.

DIBBEN

wished to see the diagrams, and on

seeing that of one-third cut-off, argued that it there
was no leak in the valves, it must have been more
economical than the other, and that the power yielded
must show, by the indicator card, if the instrument
was perfect.

which was read by Mr. Merriam. It contained much
Mr . MERRIAM objected to Mr. Cameron' s . case as
useful ini'ormation, and was highly appreciated by the proof, until it could be determined, that the economy
members. A vote of thanks was awarded Mr. Fleury was due to working expansively. He also thought

for his excellent paper.

that the experience of engineers would rather go
The Committee selected by the society to prepare a against Mr . Koch's theory, and that the less steam
memorial to be presented to the Legislature, relative taken from a boiler the dryer it would be ; the short

to the employment of practical engineers to inspect experiment at Erie conclusively proved this. With
the boilers of this .city, reportcd; the memorial, as regard to the Alabama, they continued to use the same
to calculate the positive loss incurred by any coun try
prepared by them, is as follows :cylinder for full stroke they had used for expansion,
by the employment of hundreds of thousands of fine
To the Honorable the Legislature of the of StateNew York:
and could not furnish steam enough ; it was by ho
young men in warfare or preparation for warfare, in
loss or gain from any given problem-would despair

lieu of devoting themselves to industrial pursuits.
And then the positive, irreparable loss to the nation
by death or maiming !

Every man killed or disabled

in war requires another man to supply his place; and
t4at, in tUtu, creates a fresh vacuum in the lists of
productive labor.

At the conclusion of the late Rus

sian war, the following statement of losses appeared
in the public journals :-" England lost 19, 584 gallant
men by death in action, wounds and disease, and 2, 873
were discharged from the service on account of the two
latter causes ; thUS England has sealed her declaration of
unflinching devotion to the cause of national independ
ence by the sacrifice · of 22, 457 gallant soldiers.

The

losses of the French , as far as ascertained, amounted
to 60, 000 ; and Count Orloff admitted in Paris that
the Russian loss was not less than 500, 000.

The loss

sustained by the Sardinians has not been, and the loss
sustained by the 'furks never will be, ascertained. "
That very war cost England alone, according
careful calculations, the sum of $500, 000, 000.

to

A few

rugged facts like these may well lead the thoughtful
mind to inquire, " Whence come wars and fightings
among you?"

Street Railways in Europe.

We understand that several leading capitalists in
London, Manchester and Liverpool are associated with
our countryman, Mr. Train, in his efforts to apply
and extend the American system of street railroads
n England .

The first laid down was in Birkenhead,

opposite Liverpool, the rails for which were defective,
but the rails for new Hnes in London and Manchester
arc said to be of the first quality.
We also leanl, by recent European news, that Mr.
Valentine, an American residing in Paris, has proposed
sllch railroads for the French cities, and a complete
system has been devised and accepted, it is said, by
the Emperor.

English contractors engage to build

The undersigned engineers, manufacturers and proprie
tors of steam engines, boilers, & c . , residing in the cities of
New York and Brooklyn, respectfnlly represent:-That the
vast increase in the number and variety of steam boilers,
and their appendages, in the cities of New York and Brook
lyn, and the increasing danger arising therefrom, as well as
from improper constrllction, defective materials, and in
competent management, known to exist to an alarming
degree , require , as essential to the safety of life and pro
p erty, that a proper and uniform system of inspection
should be legally instituted ; and your memorialists tbere
fore respectfully ask that your honorable body would enact
a law, the provisions of whic.h shall extend to the inspec
tion of the materials and construction of all steam b oilers,
engines, and apparatus which, from misconstruction, mis
use or deterioration, may become liable to explosion,
there by endangering life and property in said cities.
And your memorialists would further represent : That,
for the proper security of those concerned in the manufa c 
ture or u s e of such boilers, engines, and their appendages,
as well as for the security of th� public, there should
be appointed a Board of Inspe ctors, comp osed of p ersons
whose experience and scientific attainments · should be a
sufficient guarantee to all parties for the proper discharge
of the duties of such inspectors; and such Board of Inspec
tors should have p ower to approve and license the use of
all proper boilers and engines, or their appendages and
attachments, and also to suspend or to prohibit the use of
any boiler, engine or fixture which may, in their judgment,
b e considered hazardous to life or property, 01' which, upon
proper examination or tests, may b e found defective.
And your memorialists would further represent : That
said Board should have power to examine the credentials
of all persons who may, at the time of the organization of
said Board, or thereafter, be employed as engineers or
boiler tenders, or have the charge of any boiler or engine,
and to inquire into their qualificatiollS for such employ
ment, and thereupon to approve and license such as, in
their opinion, are qualified for such charge , and to restrain
all others from officiating in such capacity.
And your memorialists further represent : That, if any
further discretion or p ower be required to secure the proper
execution of the daties of such inspection, a Commissioner,
or Bo.ard of Commissioners, composed oCengineers of high
professional standing and integrity, should be created with
p ower to supervise and superintend the acts and doings of
said inspe ctors, and make such rules and regulations for
the government of said inspection as may he deemed
proper.

means satisfactory.

Had they been able to replace

their cylinders by smaller ones, they would have found
different results.
'fhe evening being far advanced, the meeting at this
period adjourned.

-

Patents a Source of Wealth.

Probably but few of our readers are aware of the
amount of business annually transacted at the Bureau of
Patents in the city of Washiagton, and the profits real
ized by the inventors from the sale of their p atents. Ac
cording to the recent report of the Secretary of the In
terior, it appears that, during the year 1860, 4,781 patents
were issued to citizens of the United States , 21 to subj e cts
. . 5 to subJ. ects of France, and 5 to subj ects
of Great Bntam,
of other nations.
The government fee to a citizen of the United States is
$30 ; to a subj ect of Great Britain, $500 ; to sabj ects of all
other foreign countries, $300. It is not every p atentee who
is as successful in coining money from his invention as
McCormick on reaping machines, Morse on the telegraph,
Goodyear on india-rubber, Pe eler on the plow, Howe on
the sewiug machine, Bigelow on carpet looms, Burr on hat
machines, or Colt on firearms , beside many others w e
might name who have amassed immense fortunes from their
patents ; but, as a general thing, the patentee who mana
ges his inventio� with any ordinary degree of enterprise,
can usuaUy reahze a competenc e from his p atent.
We are led, in connection with these remarks concerning
patents, to refer to the extensive establishment of Messrs.
Munn & C o . , proprietors of,the SCIENTIFIC AMERIC AN , a
weekly newspaper, which is esp ecially devoted to me
chanical subj ects and inventions, located at No. 37 Park
row, this city.
Messrs. Munn & Co. have been engaged in procuring pat
ents for more than thirteen years , and we learn, upon in
quiring at their offic e , that they have been employed by
more than fifteen thousand applicants for patents in the
United States, and that more than three·fourths of all the
business done in foreign countries by American inventors is
transacted through their Home and Foreign Offices.
In ordinary times, the firm petition for about two hundred
patents a month, and from the number of employes en
gaged in their office as draughtsmen, specification writers
aud clerks, and the hundreds of models displayed under
glass cases around the 'walls of their offic e , a visitor would
Upon motion of Mr : Simpson, it was resolved that suppose himself in the United States Patent Office. Per
the Secretary should send a copy of this memorial to sons haviug a taste for· inventions and mechanical subj ects
will find the office of the SC IENTIFIC AMERICAN , No. 37
e8IJh member.
Park-row, a place worth visiting, whether
they have pat.
.
A r�mark or two by Mr. Simpson resulted in the ents to.secure or not.

such railroads in France, and furnish one-half of the subi�c� of expansion being again bro �g4t before the
The above we copy from that excellent pictoria (
cap ital, provided Fren6h capitalists furnish . the other assoctat\on. lIlessrs. Koch, DibOOn, Row�l1, Simpson, newspaper, the New York illustrated News, pUbl.iahed at
.
half.
Van 'der Weyde, . Kierstead, Cameron, Fleury Rn,d No. 63 Ann-street, th is city.
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carbon. Bitumeps , oils and alcohol form a liquid fuel,

TR POLYTECHNIC ASSOCIATION OF TR AJ[ERI-

giving out a great deal of heat.

CAN INSTITUTE.

Greenlanders produce all their heat by the use of

[Reported for the Scientific Amerlcan.l

lamps, with wicks made of moss .

new fuel, as carboniferous as coal, but of a much four to eight miles, as it may become necessary.

fessor Mason in the chair.

earlier geological period, has lately been discovered in

PROJECTILES.

men .

the progressive

charcoal has antiseptic properties.

rotary

motion could not have a
motion of

leverage

a bullet or

Mr. SEELY said that it was an error to suppose that

upon

planet, so

as to deflect it from a rectilinear into a curvilinear di-

rection.

If the direction of the axis of rotation is

such that the momentum of the rotary motion in one-

half is more or less in the direction of the progressive

motion, and in the other half in the contrary direc-

tion, might it not have a leverage to deflect the ball

from a rectilinear direction ?

He suggested that the

aberrations of projectiles fired from smooth bore pieces
might be due to this cause, and that long cylinders,

pointed, and hollowed out at the other end, might ob-

The

air is to be compressed by a stationary steam engino.

Russia, and is attracting the attention of scientific The effect from an equal pressure in the engine wi l l be

" Progressive

and Rotary Motion, " instituting the inquiry whether
a

COMPRESSED AIR FOR RAILCARS.
Mr. HASKINS read a paper upon the use of compress

smoke or gas. Whenever a lighted paper held over a steam for locomotives. The compressed air is to be
fire will ignite the smoke or gas, there is a loss . A placed in a receiver, which is to be rechal'ged every

this city, on Thursday evening, Feb. 14, 1861-Pro-

MASQUERIER read a paper upon

Much heat is lost

cularly appropriate when it is desired to apply all the

heat at a particular point.

from the escape of unconsumed fuel in the form of ed air for propulsion , and especially as a substitute for

The usual weekly meeting of the Polytechnic Asso-

ciation was held, at its room in the C ooper Institute,

Mr.

The Exquimaux and

It will not assist

in the preservation of meat, or of any animal or veg

I

etable substance.

The power which it really has , is

that of absorbing gases, 80 that it absorbs the offensive
emanations from decomposing meat , and, apparently,

as great as from steam , while the pressure can be safe

ly made much greate r .

The loss from radiation of

heat from the locomotive is

avoided.

He propof,e :i

especially a plan for a railway over Broadway, the

cars to be 1 6 feet above the pavement, and

to be run

by compressed ai r .
Mr . D LBBEN and M r . Butler ·feared there would b e a

makes them sweeter.
Mr . STETSON narrated an experiment with fine char

practical difficulty from the great diminution of pres

cooked and soon eaten up.

be overcome, and believed that the advantages of CDlll 

sure in the l�st mile, so that it would require not

coal , by which meat which had become quite offensive merely a variilble cut-off, but a larger cylinder.
Mr. STETSON considered that a difficulty which could
was tlntirely changed in one night so that it was
Mr. PELL related an incident with regard to the

pressed air for a motive

power had been generally

He had proposed the usc of underrated.
The PRESIDENT considered a practical method of con
spirally-shaped chamber behind the ball
' might give the charcoal to render inoffensive a -residuum which had
rotary motion required.
formerly been thrown into the river, and turned it to veyance of city passengers as of great importance.
viate the necessity of rifling ;

or,

if not, that a manufacture of glue.

Mr. DmBEN said that there was no such leverage in

rotary motion.

The rotary motion of globular balls

:is caused simply by the eccentricity of the center of
gravity.
The PRESIDENT inquired whether a cannon ball was

agricultural'l'urposes.

It became perfectly sweet, and

was a valuable manure. Mr. SEELY said that these facts were not inconsistent

with his theory ; for meat would decompose j ust as

rapidly under charcoal as under brickdust, although its

ever made without this eccentricity .
Mr. DIBBEN said that Mr. Hotchkiss had a method

decomposition in the former case would not be evident

easy to determine upon which side of a round ball i s

variably the product of organization.

of centering his ball to accomplish that result.

It

i,;

its center of gravijY , by immersing-inn. mercury.
Mr. PARKHURST " said that, according to the law il-

IURtrated last week, there is a tendency in the length-

ened ball for rifled cannon to take the shortest axis of

FREE SPEAKING VS. FREE LISTENING.
Mr. FISHER proposed the use of a voting aFparatus

to indicate when it is time for a speaker to sit down,

so as to avoid prosy speeches, irrelev'1nt digressions,

to the sense of smell.
The PRESIDENT remarked that fuel was almost in

and unwelcome subj ects.

warm our feet or cook our dinner from the heat given

Substitutes Therefor, " proposed by Mr . Stetson.

We do not

out by the crater of a volcano ; and even where gases

The subj ect selected for the next meeting is " The

Mechanical and Chemical Properties of Cotton, and
The meeting then adj ourned.

are emitted from the surface of the earth , although

they have been used for light, they have not been used

rotation, and showed, by experiment, t\tat a model of for heat.
these balls would thus change its axis of rotation,

Horses could not be used as for an elevated track, and

there should be some substitute.

It may be a question, too, whether they are

not the product of organization.

It is a matter of

Items about Patent Matters.
A special correspondent of the New York

writing from Washington, says :-

World,

A large list of patents have been issued this wee)l:, show
ing , to that extent, that political troubles are not affecting
the interests of the country. The number issued compares
the rotary motion is not too rapid, by placing the cen- man beings, before the existence of man, by the favorably with the best days of the Patent Office . • '1'hrse e
of the patents granted this week are to inventors in e
tel of gravity forward oC the center of the mass, or by storing of the vast coal cellars which we find immedi ceded States.
even in opposition to the force of gravitation.

In profound interest to observe how wonderful a provi

practice, however, this tendency may be overcome if sion was made for the occupation of the earth by hu

the feathering of the rear of the ball from the action

of the expanding gases upon the leaden belt, so that

the atmospheric resistance shall counterbalance the

lateral centrifugal . force ; the progressive momentum
will tend very much to retard the change of axis.
Dr.

THE WEIGHT OF THE ATMOSPHERE.
VAN DER WE YD E exhibited a new process for

weighing the atmosphere.

In the common method,

the air is not directly weighed, for when we weigh the

ately under the surface of the earth.

Coal is not only
The same correspondent also says that protests con
a 801\rCe of heat, but of power, of wealth, and even of tinue to be received against the extension of the
life, to a very large proportion of the population of McCormick patent. If this case was before Congress

this country.

It is the reason why this city sustains for extension, this is the right way to defeat it, and
It is the reason why we should second every proper effort to accomplish
the growth of our popUlation for the last ten yeal's has that result ; but the case is to be decided upon the
8uch an i�mense popUlation.

tural portions of the community have not much pro

gressed,

because

the

improvements

flask containing the air, we do not weigh the air in it.

enable men to take care of larger farms.

minus the amount of air abstracted froUl it ; and it is

cal, scientific and artistic pursuits.

We first weigh the flask by itself, and then the flask,

very difficult to determine precisely how much air is

The agricul

been almost entirely upon the seaboard.

in

agriculture

Thus, a large

proportion of the population are left free to mechani

Within ten miles

evidence offered in legal form, before the Patent Office,

and we humbly submit that simple protests are not

evidence taken in due form. We contend for the right
of every patentee to have a fair hearing under the

law.

No fears need have been entertained that the

Acting Commissioner would have violated his oath or

of the City Hall, the stationary steam engines and done injustice to the interests of either the claim�nt

abstracted, because we cannot easily make the vacuum machinery driven by them do the work of at least ten
perfect. The new method reverses the process . A millions of men. This is the work done by coal ; and

or the opponents.

His recent decision in the great

extension case of Burr & Taylor,

for making hat
flask being made sufficiently strong, air is compressed such is its cheapness at the mines, that it will not pay bodies, we think conclusive evidence on this point .
The cost of this Burr was as abundantly able to pay his case through
into it, an.d the weight of that additional air is ascer- for an additional sl;lOveling over .
tained. A single stroke of the piston was sufficient to immense amount of labor may then be estimated as McCormick or any other patentee, had such a
increase the weight of the apparatus, the whole being

merely at the cost of oiling and taking care of the ma

course been open.

After four strokes, tho air was

In England the question has been agitated how long

one of Morse' s telegraph patents by an Act of Con

weighed together, by two

scale very perceptibly.

grains, which turned the

measured. by discharging it into a glass receiver filled

with water, when it displaced about one pound of the
water.

The weight of the atmosphere is thus ascer-

tained to be about s

� if

part the weight of water,

varying as the barometer varies.
FUEL.

Mr. PELL read a paper upon " Fuel, "

whole subject.

reviewing the

the coal will last.

An effort is being made to procure the extension of

With us the question may be, for gress.

a century to come, When shall we have to dip out the

Dr. Leverett Bradley,

uf this city, the inventor and

New disclosures

patentee of improvements in telegraphing, is now in

coal above the water level known to be accessible for

ing the Morse patent, claiming that it would have the

first pail of water to get at the coal ?

for the last dozen years have increased the amount of Washington , to oppose any special legislation extend
fuel.

It is now becoming a matter of great import-

effect of preventIng the public from enjoying the ad

ance to appropriate each kind of coal to that work for vantages of improvements which would I'educe the

The most ancient fuel is wood, and which it is best adapted. Zinc paint can be made here cost of telegraphing fifty per cent on the present rates,
much cheaper than abroad, because we have the Lehigh and increase the facility of transmitting matter to

the different kinds of wood give out heat according to

the relative quantities of their carbon.

Wet wood

contains more than one-third of water, and much heat
escapes up the chimney while converting this water

into steam.

chinery, the cost of the fuel being regarded as nominal.

The quantity of water contained in re-

cently-cut wood amounts frequently to 50 per cent,
while wood felled a year will contain 25 per cent.
a b'ee decays , its value for fuel diminishes.

As

To pro-

duce the greatest effect from fuel, it should be placed

coal, which is especially adapted for its manufacture .

four-fold the amount now sent, and on the ground

it is better adapted than the Lehigh for steam pur

only benefit a company which has a monopoly.

The Lackawanna will not answer the purpose, although
poses.

Thus there i s a distinction even among our

different mineral coals, as to their uses in the arts .

Immense amounts are lost from our ignorance of the

art of adapting our fuel to our work.

upon uS,as we advance.

This will grow

We consumed over nine mil

that any extension would, while inj uring the public,

We have received the annual repOl·t of the Com

missioner of Patents, and shall publish it in our next
issue, with such comments as we may think it de
serves.

The Board of

Arts and Manufactures for Upper

every year we· are pro Canada recently sitting at Toronto, strongly reCOlll
also possesses qualities that are serviceable in the arts . gressing. Thus we are making room for a larger popu mended that amendments " should be made to the pat

in close stoves.

Charcoal is very valuable as fuel, and

It prevents putrefaction by absorbing sundry gases,

and will remOVe taint from meat that hits been kept

lion tuns of coal last year, and

lation of well-fed, well-houllCd, well-taught men by

ent laws of that provinc;e, on the basis of a bill intro

the economy of fuel , and the economY1>f the machinery duced in the session of 1859, giving to British subjects
"'

non-residents in - Canada, and foreign subj ects, the
too long. The most impor tant fud now known is driven by fuel.
Mr. CHURCHILL remarked ,that gaseoUil f\lelis parti- Tight to obtain patents in that province on paying an
Goal. ' Non-bituminou8 coal consists almost entirely of
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DEVICE FOR RAISING WATER.

amount eq ultl to the fees and charges that may be pay

able, at the time of such application, by a Canadian

inventor to secure a patent in the country of the ap
plicant.

Restricting grants of patents to British sub

jects, actual residents of Canada, is impolitic and leads
to constant evasion of the laws of the province, and

consequent frequent litigations.

The present patent laws of the Canadian provinces

are a libel upon all j ustice and comity bet ween reci

procating neighbors, and ought to be modified s o as

to give foreign inventors a chance to protect them
selves against a wholesale appropriation of their in
ventions.

This invention consists in the employment, in com-

bination with the buckets and windlass of a well, of

has risen to the spout or trough to discharge its con-

while the empty bucket descends.

'l'his invention consists in arranging a"Series of small

rollers, of a suitable length and diameter, in such a
manner as to form a hollow cylinder of rolling surfaces,

within which the filling of the cigar is formed into a
proper shape, and the wrapper wound around it.

It

also consists in combining, in a suitable manner, with

the cylinder of rollers before mentioned, t w o or more

conical

cap-formers which may have sharp-cutting

Thus by a contin-

UOU3 motion of the windlass shaft in one direction '
•

the buckets alternately rise and fall WIthout any spe-

cial manipulation, and the drawing of water is l"ender�
ed less laborious and inconvenient than usual.

Y. , is the inventor.

p.

TUCKING AND PLAITING GUIDE SEWING MACHINE.

This invention consists in an improvement in tuck-

ing and plaiting guides for sewing machines, whereby

the edge of the fold of

CIGAR MACHINE.

the tuck or plait is kept

infallibly at a uniform distance from the needle.

It

also consists in a certain arrangement, in combination

with the guide, of a pencil or marker, by which, as
one tuck or plait is being stitched, the proper line in

which to fold the next one is marked upon the cloth.

Warren L. Fish, of N ewark, N. J . , is the patentee of
this invention.
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point of contact of said edges with each other being

in, or nearly in a line, with the axis of the cylinder of
rollers, whereby the " cap " of the cigar will be formed,

end of the cylinder of rollers, a pressing head, which

_cap on the cigar ;

�lso ,

in the use of an adjustable

pressure roller, in combination with a feed table for

feeding the wrappers to the work, and also keeping

the wrappers smooth and under the proper degree of

tension.

W. W . Huse, of Brooklyn, is the patentee

of this invention.

BRAN DUSTER.

The obj ect of this invention is to obtain a simple

and efficient machine for 'thoroughly separating all
flour from bran.

In machines of this class, which are

commonly termed bran-dusters, the chief difficulty has

been the thorough cleansing of the flour from the

bran without cutting up the latter so fine that it will

escape with the flour, a contingency due to a too rigid
scouring operation, and which, it is believed, is fully

a voided by this invention, and , at the same time, the
flour thoroughly separated from the bran.

end we

employ stationary brushes

and

To this

revolving

screens, one or more in connection with a fan and

other concomitant parts, whereby the bran, while being

acted upon by the brushes, is discharged out from the

screen or screens, so that it will not be unduly acted

upon, and still a thorough separation of the flour and

bran effected.

Mr. George Clark and Peter T. Elting,

both of Sandusky, Ohio, are the patentees of this in
vention.

'fhis invention relates to the use of a clamping de

needle, for the purpose of clamping the thread of the

said needle firmly agaiust the said bar or carrier dur

ing the first part of the ascent or withrlrawing move

ment of the said needle, and so causing the thread to
from being thrown out On the wrong side- of the needle,

and preventing the thread from being drawn back
through the eye of the needle, and thereby insuring a
proper quantity of slack being thrown out from the
on

the proper

side, for the entry

of

the

By the means heretofore used for

operating such a clamping device, it is made to clamp
the thread at one stage of the downwftrd or perforating
movement, as well as during the upward or withdraw

ing' movement of the needle, which is very objectiona
ble ; and this invention consists in certain improved

g device, whereby

means of opemting the said clampin

it is caused to clamp the thread at the proper stage

of

the stitch-making operation, but is prevented clamp

ing the thread during the perforating movement of
the needle, and during any [greater portion of the

withdrawing movement than

is necessary.

This in

vention was patented by C. W. Williams, of Boston,

Mass.

369.-Howell Cooper, of Watertown , N. Y . , for an I mproved Heater for Cheese Vats :

I claim, first, 'I'he combination with the heater and vat of a valve or
d
t
e r l d t tl
�:�\h:'v:i �: �fpe'�� �1�e� fe�di���:r�� t�� ��!�e�I���I�!f�:l!�b��:�����W;
as
s�c��!a�;'he empioyment of two or more valves in connection with
�fJ'e�e�i�i,a���:.�ti;,r{;:���1 jt�r�h"tl'OI the supply to the vat 011 oPI70bite
e
n
l i
to �����t��: ;J��� l�';V��I���� �a�;�t���, ���1 !�: :�8£��d°:"l��I;ei::,�:
spective faces and backs to like condj,tiuns of the fluid in the heater and
vat, substantially as specifit!d.

3 70.-H. N. DeGraw, of Green Island, N. Y. , for an Improved Boot Jack :

372'-0. Doolittle and N. Eldridge , of Dansville , N. Y. , for
an Improvement in Ditching Machines :

I claim, first, Supporting the carrying bands at an illtermediHte
frame, substantially as described, so that the
Oillt from the sliding
b
t
ie
a
e
ee
ISSUED FROM THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
!ie��t, �T,:�� ��rtc,t.�fo\':"�tra� ��r��i�; ���1 :i[� � ���;i�fn : �;,rt
delivering SpOilt, and a mechanism for gIving the I:Ipout a positive
FOR THE WEEK ENDING FEBRUARY 1 2 , 1861.
vibratory motioll, arranged substantially as described for the purpose
set forth.
Third, The combination of a dItching scoop with grading plows ar
Reported Officially for the Scientific American.
ranged between the wheels, in order to remove the uneven surface of
the ground in line with the track of the wheels, for the purpose set
*** Pamphlets giv"ing full parti-culars of the mode of applying for forth.
patents, size of model required, and much other information useful to
Inventors, ma.y be had gratis by addressing l\lUNN & C O . , Publishers 373.-C. H. Dunbrack, of Jacksollville, Ill., for an Improved
of the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN, New York.
Water Elevator :
1 claim the adjustable drum, D, arran�ed with the permanent wheel,
C
,
substantially
as shown, to admit ot the facile adjustment of the
359.-R. A. Adams , of Indianapolis, Ind . , for an Improve
rope, E , to suit the hight ofthe water in the well.
lllent in Grainers' Tools :
I claim carved or stamped leather. gutta-pereha or other fl e xible ma
[The object of this invention is to attain a simple and efticient machine
terial above referred to, secured to cn�scent or other suitably shaped for elevating water from wells for domestic purposes-one that may be
board or plank, substantially in the manner and for the purpose� set manipulated
with facility, and not liable to get out of repair. The in�
forth.
vention consists in the employment or use of valvular buckets, with au
360.---.T. A. Allen, of Deerfield, Mass . , for an Impllbved adjustable windlass and movable spouts, whereby the desired end is
Butter Worker :
I claim the arrangement of the pressing roller, E, with a reciprocat� attained.]
ing frame, D, that has its extremities hung upon pillS Which run in 3 U.-Rufus Dutton, of Dayton, Ohio, for an Improvement
longitudinal grooves in the tub, which pins serve as the axis of motion
in Harvesting Machines :
and also as guides for said frame, substantially as shown and described, I claim,
first, 'fhe construction of the frame consisting i l the com·
whereby the distance between the roller and the bottom of the tub may bination
of the upright standard, provided with the journall boxes for
be varied at pleasure, and whereby the butter may be ga.thered to the
l t
n
l
g
center at will by the roller, aU as set forth.
l
:l���;;� �ll�Td ti�!�d� �, go����I:�dW:�d ��ra'��:d �h �heC�i���:���J
[This invention consists in the employment or use of an inclined plat- fO
e p �
s���!ct��Fh:
gfi�
�uxiliary
arm
for
supporting
the reel in three
l�s�
form and a roller, the latter being Htted in a suitable frame which is bearings, one of which extends over the platform, thereby
supporting,
provided with rollers that a.re fitted in guides
at
either
side
of
the
plat�
a
�¥�I�� ���U�:���i� :�:111�:1������ b�:�i�dj��£���\ �1�O��: ����
form, whereby butter JUay be " lforked , . and deprived of all butter� ��:t�
'\Then
constructed
and
arranged,
substantially
as
described.
milk with great facility.]
'J'hird, 'I'he arrangement or the main frame and metallic CO UPlillg
361.-P. Anderson, of Norwich, N. Y . , for an Improvement ���Yi�t����:t)��, II�ulhe:������t��� �{:rt n�e1i�J:;o�:�'d���ri����liary
in Water Elevators :
Fourth, The comlnnation of the axle, V, and auxlliary dnving and
I claim the employment in combination with the buckf'ts, windlass carrying wheel, .H', with the main driving wheel, H, whereby addi�
and windlass shaft of a well of the self-acting de\'ice, composed of the tional traction is secured for operating the cutter when the machine is
oscillating double armed lever K, sliding toothed collar, J, and oscillat· used for mowing, substantially as and for the purpose described.
img lever, M, with its spring, L, in the manner !:!hown and described. 375 .-W. L. Fish, of Newark, N. J., for an Improvement in
362 .-Daniel Barnum, of Jersey City, N. J . , for an ImproveGuides for Sewing Machines :
I claim, Hrst, The combination of the pressure roller, D, hltving a
ment in Guides for Sewing Machine s :
I claim
gages tor l'5ewing tucks and seams, the combination of the spirally arranged system of teeth and the oblique lip, 1', on the lower
a
fO
l
a o
plate, substantmlly as and for the purpose described.
��?r';f: ��t��f��\i�)��� J����ie :I��!� ;:'t!r :�d��nd npper clamping Second, The employment, applied substantially as described, in com
surfaces, a and e. outside of a gage. as speciiied.
bination with the gage, E , of a tucking or plaiting guide, of a pencil,
d S g Pl
dt
r e
or other marker, for ma,rking the proper line in which to make the foll1
a, �'�����'g ! g:�: {�l rh : �?a��!�;��;}:�:� a ����,U�t [i�e li��, b :t�t for the next tuck or plait, while one IS being stitched.
as specified.
Third, The upward deflection of the edge, h, of the upper clampillg 376.-E. C. }'raser, of New York City, for all Improved
surface, e, as set forth.
lIfachine for Cutting and Punching Sheet Metal :
I claim the application of the tool, C, constructed with a neck as de
I also claim, in com�inatlon with the combinat.ion first claifl1:ed, male
and female, corrugatIOns or groove",,' k. strllck up in and dIdgonally scribed,
for punchill.g and cnttlllg sheet !Detal, in combination with the
across, both under and upper clamplllg surfaces, and e, as and for adj ustable
dle and die-bed, A H, as set 10rth.
the purposes specilied.
3 77.-C. C. Garrett, of Spring Hill, Ala. , for an Improve
<L

..

r,

<1,

3G3.-Charles Beach and Thomas Brown, of Jacksontown ,
Ohio , for an Improvement in Cultivators :
be drawn up through the cloth, preventing any loop

looping device.

s
c b
i
e
cO�lf�i��d\� taW�:S!a�:: �� ti�e �1�d �f���{:i�fa����f[�;�Yf!i��! ���:l?l!
t
i t o
nt 0
O
�f e!��, ��1 C�(�;l ::fg g� �f!' l��):1��li:s [tR1Il��i�e!(�\�i�� �: :�[����
SiO ll, at the end of the series of pans, substanLially as described.
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vice, attached to the bar or carrier of the perforating

needle,

36S.-N. W. Clark, of Clarkston, lIIich., for an Improve ment in the Manufacture of Salt :

t
l
a' n e o
e
th� ���.��p��:, � Jc 6,e� ��e �;I��� tlb� :bd'-t�e �:n;�����h� �·h�l� ��
be arrallged jointly and operated in the manner described.

It further consists in arranging, in one

to the cap-formers during the operation of forming the

io
o h
fOs��ond, III combination with the screen, and brushes, F, the adiu ,t•.
ble frame, G, arranged substantially as shown to regulate the stittness,
ela�ticity or yieldingness of the brushes tilr the purpose specified.
Third, The horizontal brush, E F, formed with oblique or tangential
horizontal disk screen, sub·
o
:E����'l1ih �f;��\b�
l������:�� ��;VJ��tl�
i
n
o
e l l l
he
th!���\ ;a�ed l��� �)��I�d\h :fl�l�c�1: J� Of· �h� 'htp� �r�(�t :�:����d \�
operate as and for the purpose set forth.

371.-Robert Dodsworth , of St. Louis , Mo., for an Improve
ment in Hemp Breaks:

and the point cut off before the cigar is removed from

is so acted upon by a spring, as to keep the cigar up

��!�� d

I claim thej<tws, C U, attached to the foot piece, A, and provided with
the shanks or levers, D D, in ('onnection with tht' shaft, E, provided
with spiral grooves, d d, in which pins, c c, of the levers. D, tit, an(i the
cord, G, connected tf.) the shaft, E , aU lJeing <Ll'l'anged 8ub::;tantially as
and for the purpose set 10rth.

edges at the circumference of their bases, the nearest

the machine.

ment in Whips :

i
n article of manufacture, con·
h i
st;l��da� :nd }g���:��!����Vs���i��d�

tents, the said self-acting device will come into opera- 367.-George Clark and P. T . Elting , of Sandusky, Ohio ,
for an Improvement in Bran Dusters :
t·lon, and change the d'Hec t'I on 0f rnot'I on 0f the WI. n d- J 'Ve claim, fi rst, A horizontal disk screen, provided on its under side
l:n �;:��:;dLa!��� �iti�� �� a�h;e ����:Se�fc�l��n���e��, t�l��t
lass, and cause the alternately filled bucket to rise

Recent American Inventions.
The following inventions are among the most useful

a 366.-J. R. Cannon, of New Albany, Ind . , for an Improve-

self-acting device so made that when a filled bucket

Anderson, of Norwich, N.

improvements lately patented :-

spected and manipulated or operated upon when necessary, and lU
which the bees will be induced to build the combs even or in the same
planes with the respective frames thereof. ]

ment in Seed Plallter� :

claim the arrangement of the concave shovel. c, shield or guard, b, I elaim the (1rra.n� ment of the shaft, J, wheel, K, cylinder, S, gear·
beam, A, with ItS ellrved neck, the curved standards, �f M, and the ����I�·rJinl�����J:�r;'\\.�' Q�o:���l:��,r;\ h������vs�tr, sl�'�ngl'r!�:!idA�' �l
handles, N N, the whole being constructed as and for the purpose set in the ma.Uller a.nd for the purposes shown and described.
forth.
[The object o f this iUyenWlll is to obtain a machine by which COl U
364.-D. R. Bowker and Wm. P. Bensel , of New York City, may b planted alone or in eOl llcction with cotton seed, as may be reo
l
e
for an Improved Machine for Chiming and Jointing quired.J
Staves :
I claim tlw nrl'angpmpnt of 1he rot.ating- cutler dl�k, OJ \vith the rotat� :178.-8. lIL Goff, of East Addison, Vt. , for an Improvement
in Cultivators :
ing ('utter heads, (} G, and swinging damp framf', J, arl'ang(�d for joint
s
a
i t r
operation, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
fr!���
�itl� n��gi;�l��: � t�:gl����� t��I�� ����!��r�N� {�a�'e�D�
[The object of this invention is to obtain a SImple machine for chiming shflre, E,IC,toothed
shaft, F, and hooks, J, in the maUDer and for the pur
pose
shown
and
described.
staves, that is to say, cutting the chamber, cross, and bevel, and also for
jointmg the staves, the work being done at oue operation. The inven [This invention consists ill a novel and improved mauner of attaching
tion consists in the employment or use of a rotary cutter disk, in con� a cultivating device to thfl axlp, of a pair of wheels, whereby one pail' of
nectiol1 with a R\Yingillg clamp frmne and rotary cutters, \Yhel"�hy th� wheelS are made t.o ans\ver for buth de\rice;;, and serve eqnally as good
a purpose :J.R if permanently secured to either and used with one device
d�Hired o�iect. is obtained.J
365 .-S. R. Bryant, of Waterford, Pa. , 1'01' an Improvement only. ]
I

I

Xj

in Bee·hives :

elaim, llr�t, The inclined hottomR, a', in connection with the hingerl
comb frames, I. and a quaddlateral box, A, formed of side and enrt
pieces, b b', c c t� arranged to open, substantially a� and for the purpose
set forth.
i
i
l ed in the comb frames, I,
su��r����I}::S ��1 �g� tt� ��lr��!�S�ei' fJi.lli�
Third, The V.shaped crOS5 rails, m, of comb frames, I, when con
struorted narrower than the upright bars, 1 1', and used. in·connection
with tbe guide strips, q, for the purpose specified.
[The object of this invention is to obtain hive of simple construction
that may be kept clean without any trouble, the combs readily in�
a

a
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H7H.-G. S. Greenleaf and Cyrus Buckland , of Springfield ,
Mass . , for an Improved Carpet Stretcher :

We claim a carpet stretcher, constructed and operating substantially
as set forth and for the purpose specified.
380.--N. D. Hartley and M. S. Moiehouse , of Quincy, Ill. ,
for an Improvement in Beehives :
We claim the arrangement of a chamber, A, slotted and perforated a t
i
XI�P�O�Id�dX�rtha���f��!tr���t
P�fW�lt�oa�ihe�;,\�:�� �n3 ���e
n
b
t t
�fg:,
;nk �, ru1;:��� :�! l�l:;.dl'a1f����f�e��� � �l�dd�;;�ati�� ;��:
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

141
381.-1. I. Harwo o d , of Boston, Mass . , for an Improvement
in Pianoforte Action :

403.-H. D. Rogers, of Grafton, Ohio , for ail Iinpt�,.ement
.
in Plows :

r claim the rabbeUed portion, A, bevel-edged slots, A�, couBtersuQk
studs, B B B, and the extended portion of the wmg marked; 0, t4,e
b
d with the shoe and point" D, for the-p�rpose de�
���:d =!�l���f�:a�.

claim a yielding spring lever resting upon the jack, and 0 operating
therewith as to kee the jack at each blow of the hammer8 in proper
tt
Ka
e
rn���n�s;�� !�:ike ili::fri�� wh�����:�� ::�� ���i�I::Y�l�Ii! '
key lever.
I

404.-Gelston Sanford, of New York City, for an Improvement in Mills for Grinding Paper Pulp :
,

382.-D. W. Henderson, of Deerfield, P a . , for an Improved
Stump Machine :

I claim, first, The construction of the bar, K, in combination with the
hOs::�n�,8t �i:�ti!f��h::o�o�g���dtt� �:�C:��,e� and F, together by
C
h a e e
h o n i
.!��s�1i :; :; 'J ; p w :� �t:;'b�ih�::�:;� t ; � ;?�:J i:e�h�be�
and axle, 14- G H, when the same afe constructed in the aforesaid com
bination, and" for the purposes set 'forth.

�
3 8 3 . A. C. Herron, of West Farms, N. Y. , for an Improve. ment in Car Brakes :

m rt
i
r tb e �h�r Kr��� ��� ��:
h
b ,
cl!tc��1 b � � !Nli .ilid� ��eO�:!; ' b�r�t
8 ar8 Uivalents
rf)Uers
t, the chains, K, and the han«1 P, or �eir eq
J
ran gea as shown by, Fig. 1, No. I, and �·ig. 2, No. 2, of the drawlngs,
e
fOS��!d��: s����I!h�el, H , in combination with the springs, 0, and ,
the inclined planes, F F, or their equivalents, for the purposes de8C���. Th S rt B d
b A' as shown by N0. 1 , Fig. 4:, 0f
the draWing�, ¥orD&'e ph;os:::lt f��th.
38'.-T. D. Hoxsey, of Paterson, N. J. , for an Improvement in Tape for Spring Skirts :

I olaim the combination of the longitudinal sack, B, mnning lengthwise
through the. tape, with the �ctQ.ngular bag or pocket now in use, '
r
l� o�'iJ'::'���:x�!�ei�!i� :��.= :,:::,:�c��:d .
sitting or otMrwI8e.

385.-Henry Hunsiker, of Lewisburgh, Pa. , for an Improvement in Machines for Separating Clover Seeds,

&0.:

I claim, in mills for grinding papAr pulp, constructing the sides of
conical.sh�ed staves, with roughened
surfaces, set alternalely in res
t�:tS� l� �o:�l��Jg��hh 8f:e :e���t:3 nr��r:r�E��0����da8a�eJ
operating substantially as described.
395 .-Ferdinand Pimmer, of Grand Junction , Tenn . , for an
Improvement in Ditchillg Plows :

l
n
n f c
A��; t�� c��n ��ei� 6,E:' {h:�!4,�����
�r:'e:J:�l;�:
fr�;:
with thefhlii
combination
guide ulleys, h, slide, 1, and hand lever, I, conin
stsl���e: ��\�P:::����: ri�� E�h!b�
d
e f
ebi7e�������:�sb aft, q4*, slide,
lever, E ,
�:h:�����d'��bg;e�'7n�na�O��i��\'h� ';��po��es:if�3!�ng
Third, The arrangement of the rotary cutter, K, in combination with
the share, II" as described, for the purpose of beveling one side of the
ditch.
'
ti
S
in��'1,��a�I:,�'!.7tt�f:r:r':r� �� j���:!.���� �U':,v:::�t�g. ��'b�la�:
tiliUv in the manner and for the purpose set forth.
T
h
a
s
ca�� u* :,t, ':r:ri:�����h:� S� it�, ::ti:tal�o�*�\\���:
L , constructed and operating in the manner and for the purpose speci.
lied.
[The object of this invention is to produce .. plow which will open a
ditch to any desired dept,i!.. Ihrow the dir\ on one side by means of a
reciprocating shovel, and b�oVi,nhii other sIde by the action of .. rotary
cutter, and which enables the driver to mise and lower the share or to
throw it out of the ground altogether, and also to cause the plo w to run
in any desired direction.]
,

,

_

,

405 . -1. J. Saunders, of Sparta, Ga. , for an Improvement
in Guano Spreaders :

I clatm the combination of two hoppers, A and B, slide, S, cam wheel,
c, and its dl1v1ng pulley, a, with an ordinary wheelbarrow fl'ame, all
� tSi�1�d, arranged and operating in the manner and
}�: lha:�u�����' �
[This invention consists in the combination of two hoppers, a dis
charge governor or Slide, and a cam wheel and its driving pulley, with
an ordinary wheelbarrow frame, the same constituting a very sImple
and emcient apparatus for spreading guano and other pulverized term
izers by hand.]

406.-C. H. Schadt, of New York City, for an Improvement
in Anvils :

I claim the arrangement of the stout spring, G, rising and falling
pl&te, E, and weak springs, H, in cpmbination
with the ease, 0, and
��:!��d�nstructed and operating substantially as
and for the purpose
[This invention consists in the arrangement of a stout spring acting
on the under side of a rising and falling plate which supports the anvli,
and which Is ..- uPmt !rolb the upper side by'a series of wea�
spr.ngs in such a manner that the force of the blows is counteractettby
the stout spring, and the recoil of this spring is counteracted by
. th'e
weak springs.]

n
t s
a
bO��?, �t:n8f�:e:a!e a���S;�s�;::C:J �D� ��:g� i':t 1:!.�{:ll�� ,�
to the discharge box, E / , concave bed, D ', and fan box, K, set forth for ·
407.-L. H. Smith, of Salem, N. Y. , for an Improvement' in
the purposes specified.
Sewing Machin es. ; ante -dated August 12 , 1860 :
[This invention consists in effecting the discharge from the rear part 396.-Whitman Price , of Mount Olive , N. C . , for an Im- I claim,
first, The endless belt or chain, tJ, &ulleys, T R, and clamplug
provement in Cultivators :
of the concave, on a vibrating curved screen, which is so combined and r claim
the a.rrangem�nt of the beam, A, side framesl A ' , handles, B ::�r���fo"n �itt fh�rC:��h�ft;ii�l�n�q:::s, z�, ����:nJ.sr;a���Jd
arranged in relation with the fan box that o. blast of air will be caused
s v
e::: :e� a ��te; :��' E�n ' �' :�� lor the pu rposes set forth.
''
'
�e�J, �� ;�:'�'bJi�g���'t:u:�� :e i , a p i a
to act upon the seed, chaff, &c., at a point where it impinges upon the ;�
Second, The adjustable cloth holders, Z E', al1d wfr��or Hnes, W,
for the
purpose set forth.
o " a
s
screen in its fall from the concave, thereby effecting a better separation 397.--.T.
H. Renshaw, of Knoxville, Tenn . , for an Improve- �Wo� ���� ::'o'"J1�t�,,������\!; :� c':�r!� t� ���r� m:'h���:;::
of the seed from its impurities.]
Third, The connec ing rod, H, cam disk. :If, and slotted:l'ocker, J X L,
.
ment in MetaUic Col!Ins :
t
g
se
386.-W. W. Hus e , of Brooklyn, N. Y. , for an Improvement
I claim. first; The compound joint' consisting of the beveled lapped
portions, It a. and the cemented cftanneliustde of the coffin, so arranged fJ'�,�-!�i':��ia���l���tj����:t:;�l ��ti���o �h:��!!ti����::. t
in Cil.ar Machines :
�
h
'
th
'
!"
�
Wl
408.
!'
n
l
pr
upon
ess
the.
surlace
of
the
cement,
H.
as
T_
and
Stanard,
for
the
of
Wayne
,
Mich.
,
for
an
Improvement
a
s T
o
I
t h.
.
in Hanging and Operating Window Sashes :
as d�:�rlbed, � �;n%t:���; �i����:h;�: �, ��i:����eS���li?:�a PuSecond,
.. se soTheortadjustin5
screw, E,_ J;lut, k, jointed arms. F F, and I claim
tg�fr: � �r !��ir equivalents, for keeping the cigar up to the work of ,
the two sashelf, B B', connected by cords, b bl, runRln, �fr
n
r
t
r
combinati
n
h
c
g
i
r
o , i::r,e:�e�
Second, The adjustable pressure roller, L, arranged and operated as !!irh � ��Kfn� i � ?lieC������:dlfu��t� :l��o��: :;:���th.
���J:y������tl��n� ;��l�. h�, !ltll rt�::C- n:lo�:
described, in combination with the table, C , substantmJly as and for [This Invention relates to a new and improved device for supporting all arranged,P:'���bi:
and operatinft as specified.
'
the purpose .et forth.
[See
engraving 01' tWo nventlon on page 16; rn:esent volume, of .our
the head of the corpse in a .proper position a"d in keeping it in this pot i q
e
. joumal.]
le���l'�i�s���tial\� �=�!3;:�j !�r��i:!rar:hgfe t: [h� ;:1:: silion. The invention consists In combining. with a curved plate, which
4:09.-V . Stirewatt, of Albany, N. Y., for an Improved
n e r and for the purposes stated.
fits around the back of the head, two jQinted anei adjustable screws, in
Churn :
387.-Hiram Hutchison, of Newark, N. S. , for an Improve such a manner that the head of the corpse may be secured rigidly in i ts
I claim the ribs or cleats, L L, on the innf'r
of the clnu1i body,
tt�� r:::ri� f�: ��e � ����:;:N!��tion willishrfRrur
the dasher, H, sulnUUl·
ment in the Manufacture of India-rubber Goods. Pat- desirable position.]
;
t ��
ented in England, Dec. 29, 1858 :
.'
J claim coating or combining india-rubber or other �ms with sheets 398.-Stephen Reynolds, of Richmond, R . I., for an Im- 410.--.T. C . Stoddard, of Worcester, Mass . , for an Improve.
of cloth, leather, or other material, in the places and of the forms re
provement in Machines for Binding Grain :
ment in Rake Heads :
quired by the employment of pattern rollers, substantially as described,
t' �:� l�: �fa�r�ri:�:>a�d cf���L�a�il�:;;:!ft!��
C!
!h o��g� I claim attachin the steel '-rods, : B, to tbe bead, A, by means of the
t h
nt s
f h
�
b
t
le
�J:,
s
o��
��
��
n
f.
an
on
tr
d,
s,
a
,�h e
��t:e�
':.�: a:: f��'!n���: ��iri��� �t ih� �f:�t��e:therO o: �th:;
8 i�
g
o
ma.terial which becomes uselE'ss will not be coated 01' combined with
: nlfh:lg�n��:' ���:� g���7'1���h�ia�lt8IYY �: :g: �::D:�����= t d:
�
the india-rubber, thereby produeing great economy and great improve st�:�t g�t ;�:os�e����:�l:t g r:b!«;:n3��n�r:
T
i
i
o
ment in the goods.
��:ie�t�g1�: f:rii��::t,���:n�A� � �tl��tthe en� of ,t�e �a�d and iD� ! :c�i:::: ::::la��::::ed�:e:��� �:t;::da:�!:�:::::�
Third, The employment of the double jaa.ws, L L' Lilt so arranged for attaching the teeth or ti,nes to ' their ct1>S"sbars or
388.-T. B . Jone8, of Earlville , TIl . , for an Improvement in
heads, whereby
jaw,
one
in
shan
band
;placed
the
be
of
end
one
and
that
operated
and
Seeding Machines :
the otner end in the other ,jaw, by the action ot the carrier, 1I, or its they may be easily adjusted 10ngitlldillRlly oli 'their bars and sec�ly
s
b��� 7o tr�:t!er gf:����:t�3. security of the fixed at any desirable distance apari withEmt' -bolts, screws, . clam,ps, or
I a
r
in c��!:':t�)� e::R!°t\e:�stfc�1���:�� ���!1� � :� ���l��"�: �?b������'sri�!!t����i;U:S
P', t.ubes, I J, and passages, e, arranged substantially as and for_the
Fourth, Causing the double jaws, L £, t:u, to make one-half a revo· anythIng of the kind. The invention con,sj&t� :In forlntng a groove of &
'purpose set forth.
p
j�la!:�if:ili� �n�:r�!���:�:n�::iry �:��n f��ettw::r��:� sufficient depth from end to end of the .bar . Or: rUe head, to which the
[This Invention has for its object the obtaining of a maehine which l���u
s
wire rods ar. to be attached, and · In .f9,"", �a.l;oIl l'nd.a 1�� Qn one
rows,
check
in
or
drUb!
in
broadcast,
may be used fo-nowing seed, either
"fit;< r.�', lhI end motion by means of t he sta��GlYin �theJaWlf,
p I , or equivalent device, for the purpose of b ri lng end of the wire rods or teeth to be attached to tJae ear, 80 tbat lhe coil s
as may be desired, and one that will operate ill any of the above-named tionary cams,
if.
of
removing
the
carrier
them
and
arm,
from
the
,
as
path
can be slipped on the rod with the lock or straight portions in tne groove
waYs &s well as machines made separately for each. The invention !��fu:r�
Sixth, The cutter or shear, T, attached to the jaw, L ' L ", for the pur- in said bar, using s trips of a suitable length and thickness to fit into
consists in a novel arrangement of seed-dropping devices, reversible pose
of cutting off the wire after it is griped by the said jaw, in com- this groove
the wire rods at the desired distance apnrt
guide-board and seed tubes, whereby the desired end is attained.]
��:tl;,�� W1th the cam or wedge piece, t, 01" equivalent, substantially as which stripsandareto secure
held in their places by the coils on the ends of th e"
.
389.-R. A. Leeper and Z. B. Kidder, of San Jose , TIl . , for
Seventh, Rotating the double jaws, L L' L " , by means of the station- rods.]
an Img,rovement in Cultivators :
ary gear or rack, 1\[, for the purpose of twisting the ends of the wires 4ll .-E. J. Story, of Getyvllle , N. Y.;
I
t t la
for an Improvement
b t
la m e
o
an
�r!�
�,
�{h ��e !;��lt::'1\���:.ri;
�e�i �rth :��a�:�� F��' holding ,the wire in
sh!:: } i*n c�:E=;:
in Truss Bridges :
shown and described.� ����t���Tt!�e;���
p.
and lever,z N, in the manner
fie
twisting
for
the
r
osition
device,
ro
p
action
e
substantially
of
the
shafts, ' M,'rods, t k, with
I
claim
the
construction
of
the
P
posts,
with
.A,
bans, a, and the - arch
parts of the arms, a a, bars, ...., sp ec' ed..
the aoove-namedseat.
The arrangement
B, with sockets, e, in the manner and for the purpose substanE, leve� F, beams, m m,
frame, A,
The employment of the sprin arms, U v, in combination with sections,
Ninth,
b b and slotted plates,da�and
ttally
as
shown
and
described.
, G, in the manner and or the purposes
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o er posit on [This invention conSIsts prinCipally in the 'connection or east iron
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[TW. invention consists, IIrstly, in attaching the wheels of the im w���hbe j���, tml] � etb� U:� t�:r:����a:lli�:t�g Th�nbl��:n�t��t!�� arch sections and posts in a bridge, by means of sockets formed in the
ends of said sections and balls formed on the posts, so fitted as to form
. t bsta ti 11 s set fortll
plement-to the pawl in such a way that they may be adjusted to keep p
�Y::i�,�tn 'T�e e�pl'oy��nt of the wedge-formed ro�ection, Y, universal joints and to give perfect bearings to the parts in all condlthe frame in a balanced state at all times, or with the device on or pierced
the
eye,
X, on the end of the carriel' arm, H, lor opening the
by
improved
and
novel
arrangement,
a
in
secondly,
consists,
oft' it. It
.Iaws, L L' L", and depositing the wire therein, substantially as set tions of the bridge.]
whereby the same may be readily manipulated by the driver or atten fOT�elfth, The construction and arra.ngement of the double jaws, L L ' 412 .-J. W. Taylor , of A Bhla�d J Va . , for an Improvem ent
in Cultivators :
dant, a.s may be required in the prosecution of the work, and while L I � e
r h w d ha
oh
t d h si n I
I claim the arrngement of the parallel stays, c, draw bar, d, with its
s� :, W, ar:::��: b�tg r�i:as�d ����e��Tn� �pgE�f:!, �:! !na of £� hinge,
either riding or walking ]
e, cultivator frame, X, and harrow frame, y, the whole being
substantially
as
set
forth.
constructed as and for the purpose de"cribed.
of Baltimore, Md. , for an Improve
. ,.�
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390.-William Linton,
ment in Machines for Molding Pottery :

399.-Martin Riling, of Altoona, Pa. , for an Improved Sau

413.-0. C. Taylor , of East Burlington, Pa. , for an Im
a stationary yieldsage Stuller :
I claim a revolving core mold in mcombination with
provement in Straw Cutters :
t b
I
claim
the
combination
and
arra.n�ement
of
the
two
screws,
F
F,
and
L�dO[h����:rfu��:i�the ��ld :t��'tg���:1s �e��!:f,'s�b:��� the cog wheels, C and ;E E, substantially as and for the purpose speci fe!Jlt��, t1� a�de�:':';e�r�di�e��it�ntree ��l�,�n!t' c���:�atg,t��
tlally as deserl.bed.
fied.
substantially as shown, for th'e purpose of (Jervlng as a means for ope
391.-W. S. Morris, of New York City, for an Improvement 400.-M. L. Roberts, of Mount Union, Ohio , for an Improve - rating the knife gate, C , and,feed rollers, I I.'.
in Fish Hooks :
fThis invention consists tn a reciprocating knife gate and feed rollers,
ment in Knitting Machines :
I claim the slide c, upon the line, d, in combination with the spring
hooks a that are hinged together as set forth, so as to spread apart by G�:l��u:��:aM�����:ia\�e�Ji:����Je�\1��oG:h��' ��: ���dtr:s��IJ whereby said means may be employed, when qesired, for operating a
pressing the upper ends together, and confining them by the Slide, c, presser shall be outside of the face of the cylinder, substantia.lly as de churn, the dasher of which is connected to the kriife gate. By this in.
a.s specified.
scribed.
vention, therefore, the straw cutter is greatly augmented in value, 8S
392 .-M. H. Mansfield , of Ashland, Ohio, for an Improve 401.-D. M. Robertson, of Manche$ter, N . H., for an Im its driving mechanism is made to perform a double function and to
ment in Apparatuses for Evaporating Saccharine
proved Machine for Feeding Screw Blanks :
work well in either capacity·]
I claim an endless chain or its equivalenr., with openings for the
Juices :
J olaim the'armnfement of the incline sides, H, and strainers, I, and screws, screw blanks or articles fed, working in a slot or groove 414.-Ebenezer Tuttle , of Canaan, Maine , for an Improveh
t
in
a
hopper,
so
as
to
carry
forward
and
feed
the
articles
suppUed
to
the
t
a
t a
ment in Water Wheels :
th:
.
l�e �ide b��.�, F��1[h �t:'l�ii:e�� �0f! eombtnat10n h Olper.
!1s:�t:I�'
I claim the combination of the horizontal adluii lable plates f, with
e
b
d an
incline sides, H, and strainel·s, in the manner and for the pur Whi�t'����:ihe
buckets1 c, and gate, F, of a water Wheel, sul;�nl.1ally in the man.
the
With the
�
u
!���::!:!
tt�
c���!n;,
�f�
3:ys�'��
u�:t:�Ny
ner and for the purpose shown and described.
pose deI!Crlbed,
as described.
rThls inv�ntio,n consis.ts in th'e emplo�ent of a cy�ndrical gate ap
I claim, in combination with the cams on the disks, c, the lever,
393 --Alfred Owen, of Bull&lo, N. Y. , for an Improved Nail
m, spring, n, and rocking lever, J, for the purpose of ,operating the plied to the wheel 80 as to encompass and re,,"olve wltb It, and having a
. . Machine :
anvil, and a moving ha.m laic!;;J;: t��dt�'::: t�1����bination with the yielding lever, d, or its series of horizoDt�,1 projections a.ttached to its lower end" so as to fit be
combination with a stationary
I claim in'
",ith suitable shaping dies, an endless chain ca.rr1er
mer each provided
making one sidE', g, of the tube, V, to yield as described, for tween the buckets of tJae wheel.and form horizontal partitions j,h�ill ;
l!fe:!1hc:.�es past the dies, the nail rods, s� bstantiallY tn equivalent,
the purpose specified.
�t:t::!il:r
all being so arranged that, "" the gate Is &CtUaIed or. ..1ed
... to admit
I al$O claim in combination with an endless chain carner, the series
' t..avel1ng with it, for firmly holding and turning the nail 402.-W. B. Robertson, of West Baton Rouge , La. , for an water to the wheel, the partition plal.... will liiio ".\ed; and Ihe
of grippers.
snbstan.
hammer,
the
of
action
the
to
sides
several
their
bring
rods, to
Improvement in Cane Harvesters :
capacity of the buckets varied according to tbe 1!!Olbine of waler Rd
d
t
d
i
ca!""Y
with a series of grippe,.. that hold,
t1'ttl:.:' ::r'.J��� ;'om�lnation
:otab=��ri��C��d ���\�ble d�jJt�: ·:l:t�r;sc fC�' s��� mltted. By this mllans a greater or less am01\ll1 l>t.';�we'r may be Ob
causing an mcreased grippmg do��\:
rods, the levers, m, for the
and turn the nail
stantlally as speCified.
tained from the wheel without an unnecessary expftu41iJ1re of water.]
the hammer Is acting upon spike rod.
force when
[This invention is intended for cutting sugar cane and throwing It . 415.-Gabriel Utley, of ChapeU Iln, N. C . , for an Improve.
I alSO claim, in osm.bination with traveling chain carrier,. and a series
of 811ppers that hold, caJTY and turn the nail rod, a delivenng mechan· down into rows, to be afterward gathered and stacked up for use. It
\ ment in Plows :
1"", (0. releasing the nail when finished, substantially as deI!Crlbed.
of tJle mold board, H, cutte,.. h, lower
consists in the employment of two horizontal knives, with two fenders I claim the arrangement
f, with the land side, E, standard\,D, adJust
.S94..-B. O. Pai� e , of Lowell, Mass . , for an Improvement or guards arranged a suitable distan�e above the knives, in coDjuDcUo:n share, G1 and cuttersi,eamt
A, in the manner and for t e ,Mpose
::t
s!rl
bl Stop Motion for Railway Drawing-heads :
��
knives being made adJustable both vert! ::!���f
lclalm the arrangement of hlngea clearers, I and J both above the wilh a double tum plow, said
npper aJliI 'belew Ihe lower drawing rolle"" D E-and F, and coming In . cally and hOrizontally, and said fende... being made adJuslable horizon [This invention relates to an Improvement In subsoil plows, and Ii"" for
""nlad Wltlt tl!e entlre length of each oC tnese rollers, to perfonn both
I ta object the pnlverlzlng of the subS il, or the bre&ldng ot It up, H BII
;�iJ<> runctJonl of conatantly eleMllng or wiping them their entire tally.]
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to prevent its packing after being acted upon by the subsoil share. The
invention also has for its object the pulverizing of the surface soil
simultaneously with the subsoil, so as to render the whole light and
friable and, therefore, permeable to air and. moisture.J
416.-D. S. Wagener, of Penn Yan , N . Y., for an Improve
ment in Machine.s for Hulling and Cleaning Clover
Seed :

I cl...tim,
. in combination with a clover hulling and cleaning machine,
a sneLion fa.n that will concentrate the dust and other light impurities
within the machine and then pass them out through a suitable condncw
a i
e
d
O
��l�.��O���i�h(��ebJ�l�rl :���lg:���\ �; ��!:i���l:�,�� p'��:a�!�, ��L��
scrIbed, for effeciing the object and pUl'poses represented.

417.-Dutee Wilcox, of Providence, R. 1., for an Improvement in Sleeve Pasteners :

I claim the sleeve fastener constructed with a slider, f, its spring
catch, h, and hook, g, or its equivalent, arranged a.nd applied to the
body, a, and the hook, e, or its equivalent, substantially in manner and
so as to operate as specified.
l1 S .-C. ]\f. Wilkins, of West Andover, Ohio, for
provement in Upsetting Tirc :

I cLl,im the comlJilUl. tion of the we(lges, .D
manner described.

D,

an

Im

with an anvil in the

4l9.-C. W. Williams, of Boston, Mass . , for an Improve
ment in Sewing Machines :

I claim the peculiar comhination of the javn,:, F and G, lmd doubly
lJf'vI'11�d tongue, h, and doubly beveled s,vitch, H i ; the said Ilarts be
iug constrneted all tl Hrrangcd as shown and described and opera.ting in
th� manner described, to muse the clnmping of' the threa.d during the
{,;ll' �y stage of tlw withdraV';ring of the needle and pl'eYent the clamping
thereof during the tlowll\vard stroke.

420.-Theodore Burr (assignor to himself, Augustus Rower
and Parcel BrinkerhOff ) , of Battle Creek, Mich. , for
:JpI1 Improved Life -preserving Ship :
I claim the use of the socketed masts in connection with a life escape
ship detached by means of straps and keys, substantially as described,
a nd for the purpose set forth.

421 .-Joseph Davis , of East Wilton, N. H . , assignor to him
_
self and J. A. Locke, of Watertown, Mass. , for an Im
provement in Carding Machines :

I claim the described application and arrangement of the fluted 1'01ers under the main card cylinder and to operate there,vith substan
thllly in manner a.s specified.
422.-C. W. 1<'08s1er (assignor to himself and J. Balsbaugh)
of Preeport, Ill . , for an Improvement in Seeding Ma
chines :

h
r
C
I
e
ro��,I;�:nb��� ��' ��111��, I�,0�e��,�e�t �����, 'C�t�!?:::' '�h:�I� O�\�d
shares, cl b/, in the manner and for the purpose sho\vn and described.
[This invention relates to that cla:;;s of seeding ,machines which are
designed for planting seed either in drills or in hills and in check rows.
'fhe invention ('ollsists in a novel and improved arrangement of seed
slides and a cut"on� whereby the seed-distributing dcviee is placed under
the complete control of the driver. 'fhe lm:fiutiorr also consists in an
mproved means for em\ratlng 311d depressing the front end of the im
lJlement so a.s to regulate the depth of the l,lanting, as may be desil'ed,
or to elevttte the furrow shares entirely ahoye the ground when tlw
seed distributing device is rendered inoperative and:. the implement is
being drawn from place to place.]
423 .-L. K. Jenne (assignor to himself and William Ashley)

of Grand Rapids, Mich . , for an Improvement in Corn
Planters :

I claim the arrangement of adjustable plows, d d and l' f, Reed and
fpl'illizing slides, e e, sliding shaft, b, by which the machine if; thrown
ill and ant of gear, lever, a, double hoxes, D ·D , and check pins, n n,
,,,hen the whole shall be combined and operat.ed substantially as and
for the purpose Rpecified.
424.-Jefferson Nash (assignor to himself and A . K. Cutts) ,
of Janesville, Wis . , for an Improvement in Grain
Separators :

of a
I claim, first, A hinge or joint formed by means of mouth, d,when
gallg of sieves and the edge of" apron, D, of a separator ofshoe,
nSf,d in adjusting the angle and supporting the front end a gang of
Hie\'es, substantially as described.
Second., Sustaining a gang of sieves within the compressible sides of
s a
S
!���
eqltivalent, ubstantiallY
�l fli:� ls��o:n�f�i�� p:po���e���li)��.
�

425.-Quartus Ric e , of We·st Winstead, Conn . , assignor to
himself and L. H. Smith, of Salem, N. J. , for an Im
provement in Sewing Machines :

I claim the employment of a sewing machine on a railroad in such
tpanner that the machine s!udl travel on the road. while se\ving, in
oombination wlth any suitable mechanism for imparting. motion to the
machine and smving mechanism from a stationary drivmg shaft, sub
stantially as and for the purposes descrIbed.

42G.-William Harson (assignor to himself and P. N.
Bangs) , of New York City, for an Improved Rock
Drill :

I claim, first, The gibs, M N, constructed and operating substantial
ly as and for the purpose specified.
Second, The combination of the hollow piston rod, D, the gibs, l\I,
N, and the rings, 0 P, constructed and arranged for conjoint operation,
sni)stantially as described.
Third, 'fhe combination of the ringR, 0 P, with the tubes, G GI, and
he cylinder, A, in the manner and for the purpose substantially as de
scribed.
Fonrth, The combination of the tappet bar, F, slotted box, f, and
valve rod, e, con�tructed and operating as and tor the purpose de
scribed.
l;'ifth, Operating a drill tool or pounder by the direct application of
steam or compressed air to the tool holder, substantially in the manner
set forth.
Sixth, The holes, m, in the tubes, G, for the purpose specified.
427 .-H. C. Alford, of Mino oke , Ill . , for an Improved
Washing Machine :

I claim the arrangement of the oscillating bar, G, slotted arms, H ,
aud hinged levers, B, with the OSCIllating b11r, D, stem, E, OSCIllating
" rubber, 1<', and oscillating tub, A, in the manner and for the purpose
shown and described.
[The object of this in'{ention is to facilitate the washing of clothes in
finch machiu€'s as have a segmental slotted concave working in the in
terior ot semi-cylindrical swinging tub, by connecting the concave
with the tub III such a manner that by imparting an OSCillating motion
to the tub the concave is caused to oscillate in an opposite direction,
at the same time leaving the concave free to bear down upon the
elothes with its whole weight during the whole operation.]
It

RE-ISSUE.
32 .-S. R. Parkhurst, of West Bloomfield , N. J . , for an Im
provement in Machines for Giuning Cotton and Burring
}Vool. Patented May 1 , 1845 , and Extended :

I claim, first, A hollow cylinder having an outer acting surface com
posed of fiat, strong, long-topped metallic teeth combined ,yith plain
e ,
s
a
de cribe and
�d�� �����c� ��� r:�;l�� ����i;re�� s d,
��;l� o F��i����
���Second,
In combination with a hollow cylinder provided with an act
ing or working sq.rfa,ce, substa,ntially as is described, I r.laim feeding
rollers constructed and relatively arranged therewith, �ubstantially as
i
l
s
O
���s� {��;� claf�i� �:!brn�l:r�a�m� a �gt����l}!�t�� g���f;����dal?e�
latively, arranged therewith, and operating substantially as herein set
forth.
Third, I claim a rotating beater,- substantially such as is described
in combination with a, hollow cyUnder having an acting surface
of
and cylindrical surface, substantially such as is specified, and in teeth
com
bination with these I also -claim a burr box or trash box and a rotating
r
f:n��l�!��t� t��m�V:l;��t�� a��t���i����(�� ��ttlb�lh�rts enumerated be�
, jourth, I claim a hollow cylinder having substantially such acting
fmrface as is hpreinhefore described in combmation with aanrotating

beater, as specified, and with a carding engine or machine, the combin
Money Received ·
ation acting substantially as set forth, and in combination with these At the Scientific American
Office on account of Patent
three elements 01' parts of a whole machine I also claim feedin� rollers
and a trash box substantially such as specified, by which combInations Office business, for the week ending Saturday, Feb. 16, 1861 :the elea.nsing preparatory to carding and the carding of wool are carried S. & J., of Ill., $25; L. Y., of N. Y. , $25; F. B., of N. Y., $10; H . B. ,
on jointly as a continuous process.
Jr. , of Pa. , $25 ; J, N., of N. y, . $30; J, E. B., of N. Y., $25 ; C. H. A
DESIGNS.
of Conn., $30; E . & M . , of N. II . , $25j W. E. W . , of Cal., $30; G. N.,
H. G. Thompson, of ·New York City, assignor to the Hart of N. Y., $25; W. H. A., of Ill., $25; E. W. F., of La., $25; J. S., of
ford Carpet Company, of Hartford, Conn . , for Designs ]\faine, $25; S. R. W" of Conn., $30j 1J. A. B., of N. Y., $30; G. & S . ,
for Carpets (16 cases) .
of N. Y., $55; J. D. J., of Miss., $30; F. W. A., of N. Y., $30; W. "r. ,
of Ca1., $GO j ,Yo .J. 1\1 . , of N. J., $30 ; M J . , of l\Iass_, $25; D. W. S., of
Ga., $55 j A. G. S., of N. Y. , $25; :F. McJ., of Ohio, $25; H. P., of N.
NOTE.-The above list contains the claims of SIXTTY-EIGHT patents Y.,
S. l\IcQ., of N. Y. , $10; R . & W . , of N. Y., $30; R. W., of Pa.,
wInch were granted on the 12th inst., being the work of the Examiners, $10;$30;
Ill., $30; D. }l, C., of Ind., $12 ; E. B . C., of R. L , $25;
Revising and Appeal Boards for the week previou&:. Out of this nnm· N. A.T.R.,P.,ofofVt.,
$25; F. C. T., of N. Y., $30; W. H. G., of N: Y. , $30;
bel' of patents granted, THIRTy-nearly one-half of the entire issue J. MeA. G., of Mass.
, $25 , E. T. S . , Ohio, $30j �. 11-1. G., of N. H. , $32 ;
-were solicited through the Scientific American Patent Agency.
R. W. H . , of ]\lI aRS., $25; A. L. 'V., of N. Y., $12 ; C. C., of N. Y., $30;
B. & N., of La., $25; .r. A. A . , of N. Y., $25; F. R. W., of Pa., $25: W.
H., .Jr., of R. 1., $30; G. I., of' �nch., $30 ; ".,.. D. II., of Ga., $25.
.•
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Specifications, drawings and models belonging to parties

with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent Office dur·
ing the week ending Feb. 16, 1861 :A. L. W. , of :N. ¥. ; A. C. J., of 'Vis. ; H. B., .Jr., of Pa. ; S. B. S., of
Ill. ; J. E. B . , of N. Y. ; D. �1. C., of Ind. ; G. N. , of N_ Y. ; L. )1. , of
'Vi!'!. ; N. A. R . , of Vt. ; C. E. L. H. , of Conn. ; J. )orcA. G., of MaRR. j
A. G. S., of N. Y. j L. Y. , of N. Y. ; R. W., of Pa. j E. & )i . , of N. 11. j
G. & S., of N. Y. ; B. 'v. II . , of :Mass. j E_ B. C., of R. I. ; F. C_ T., of
B. P. N . , of Vt.-By the use of warm solutions of sulphate N. Y. j C. C_, of N. Y. ; M. J., of :Mass. ; F. R. W., of Pa. j A. C. :ilL , of
of copper, the metal is deposited more rapidly in obtaining electro Vt.
types than when cold. The description of the process of electro
typing given on page 257, Vol. I. (new series), of the SCIENTIFIC
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
AMERICAN, is as iull as we can give. Our electrotypers can take
a Thirty Cents per line for each and every insertion, payable in
full electrotype in two hours, but they prefer a more slow deposition. advance. To enable all to understand how to calculate the amount they
P. C. S. , of Mass.-The mineral powder which you have must send when they wish advertisements published, we will explain
sent us apDear�j,o bE(;Chalkj but withont an analysis of it, no person that ten words average one line. Engravings will not be admitted into
can positively tell what is its real composition. By adding the sul our advertising columns ; and, as heretofore, the publishers reserve to
plude of zinc (whit"e copperas) toboiling oil, very slowly, its drying pro themselves the right to reject any advertisement sent for publication.
perties are greatly improved. Fine lampblack, mixed with boiled
linseed oil, makes a glossy black paint.. Enameled oilcloth is rubbed
IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.
do\-vll and l?01ish�d. Any drab colored pigment, mixed with linseed
HE GREAT AMERICAN AND POREIGN PATENT
T AGEKCY.-Messrs. MUNN
& co., Proprietors of the SCIENTIFIC
.
oil, is sYitable for making this color on enameled cloth.
AMERICAN inform their patrons that they are still engaged in prepBring
J. M. S. , of Ohio.-You state that the chimney of your specifications and drawings and attending to the ,vants of inventors in
department before the Patent Office, such as ExtenSIOns, Appeals,
boiler is 50 feet high j this is sufficient. The fire space under the every
Interferences, correcting imperfect papers submitted to the l)atent Office
boiler leading from the furnace should be 243 square inches in sec by incompetent persons, examining into the novelty of inventIOns,
rejected cases, &c. The long experience Messrs. MUNN & CO.
tional area, and the throat of the chimney, when the fl nes enter, arguing
should have two square feet of area. If ��ou cannot obtain sufficient ��;i�dh �� !rxt��i�'��l;,SE:�i������:d ath��r�:��fu�i� ye�;l����fn�\�!ith
mode of doing business at the United States Patent Office, and with
natural draft, you mnst exhanst t)1e steam into the chimney, and this the
greatel' part of the inventions whtch have been patented. Informa.
will remedy the eviL "re are in favor of nsing the blast extensively the
tion·concerning the patentability of inventions is freely given, without
charge,
on sending a model or drawing and description to this office.
for steam boilers. Palmer'S artificial leg would be very suitahle for Consultation
may be had with the firm, between NINE and FOUR
you.
o'clock, daily, at their PRINCIPAL OFFICE, No. 37 PARK-ROW, NEW
nt
s
S
R
N
Q. & C O . , of S. C.-Dextrin, or British gum , which you
lh
�
;
O RN'i: �:'i !,�� s!����s�::��:, �p ��lf����tr��dHS�:t�� p��
may obtain at the druggists, when bOiled, forms the mucilage used ent Office. ']'his otlice is under the general superintendence of one ot
the firm, and is in dn.ilycommunication with the PrinCipal Office in New
for envelopes, &c., and it may suit your purpose. We advise you to York,
and personal attention will be given at th� Patent OUi c e to aU
try a strong solution of iSinglass, dissolved in whiskey, as a cement
t
t s
a
a
W��hr:;:�n, �a��� b�iht�:s �i t��'��t��� o�;, �:� c��iaIl;r fuv'�i��
for enclOSing yonr ambrotypes_
to call at their office.
Messrs. 1\1UNN & CO. are very extensivelyengaged in the preparation
P. E . , of N. Y.-The painted shades for windows are pre
securing of Patents In the various European countries. For the
pared by laying on a ground of white varnish first, then the colors and
transaction of this business they have Offices at Nos. 66 Chancery Lane,
j 29 Boulevard 8t_ Martin, Paris j and 26 Rue des Eperonniers,
mixed with varnish afterwards. Oil paints being opaque, will nOL London
Brussrsels. We think we.may safely say that seven-eighths of all the
answer for such shades.
European Patents secured to American citizens are procured through
Agency.
J. L. W. , of Ohio.-Your ideas of " the p eculiar odor of' our
Inventors will do well to bear in mind that the English law does not
coal oil " may be very different from those Which we entertain. If limit the issue of patents to inventors. Any one can take out a patent
Britain.
you have made the discovery of deodorizing f(Btid coal oil, nnd.'im inAGreat
pamphlet ofinformation concerning the proper course to be pursued
vroving its illnminating qualities at the same time, it is a very vEtlu in obtaining patents through their Agency, the requirements of the
able discovery, as great quantities of offensive smelling oil are still �ft���,t �:i�Ylh��·'oT�lreb�:a������iS TE�� :"ffolif���s:tathCirc���ip��
to be found in the market, thus showing that the mode of deodorizing Infhrmat.lon about Foreisn Patents.
The annexed letters, nom the last three Commissioner of Patents,
it is not known by all its manufacturers.
we commend to the perusal of all persons interested in obtaining Pat
H. W. , of N. Y.-A very good and durable dark green eDts:j\:[ U N N & Co, :-1 take plea�ure in· stating that. while I held
paint, for ont-door work, may be made by mixing a certain quantity the:Messrs.
otIice of Commissioner of Patents, MORE THAN ONE-FOURTH OF .ALL
OF THE OFFICE CAM¥. THROUGH YOUR HANDS. I have no
of ground charcoal, with litharge as a drier, and some common ochre. THE BUSINESS
ne
l
i
e
d
t
d
t
mixed like any common pigment with boiled linseed oil.
��ur ��:! :l���� �b;���� i� !iiU���� 1�\��c����e �ithU�fie oit�e� �
marked
degree
of
pr'lmptness,
skill
and
fidelity
to
the
interests
of
your
A. H. S . , of Pa.-Correctly sp eaking, all coal oil contains p.mployers.
Yours, very truly,
CHAS. MASON.
paraffine, which should become a whitish mass when the oil is exposed
to a very low temperature. Because your coal oil was " frozen Immediately after the appointment of Mr. Holt to the office of Post·
master-General of the United States, he addresssed to us the subjoined
whitish," it affords no evidence of its having been adulterated.
et
if
ve
J. C. B . , of Pa.-Wood· drying kilns are made of brick or
�e::::. iI�*; : ����it;fIbrds me much pleasure to bear testimony
the able and efficient manner in which you have discharged your
wood, and are simply close buildings in which planks and boards to
duties
of
Solicitors
of Patents while I had the honor of holding tae office
may be dried by stoves or steam heat at about 2120 or 3000 Fah.
of Commissioner. Your business was very large, and you sustained
(and,
I
doubt
not,
justly deserved) the reputation ot' energy, marked
H. M. , of Pa.-The diagram which you have sent us of a ability and uncompromIsing
fidelity in performing your professlOnal
Very respectfully,
railroad brake represents a metal shoe thrust under the wheel between engagements.
Your
obedient servant,
J. HOLT.
the latter and the track. This kind of brake is old and well known'
MESSRS. MUNN & Co. :-Gentleman : It gives me much pleasure to say
but has never been brought into common use on railroads. It is, that,
the time at' my holding the office of CommiSSIOner of Pat.
however, very generally used for wagons running on common roads ents,.during
a very large proportIOn ot the business of inventors before the Pat.
uh u
n at
in hilly countries_
t��n���� fu�:h;�:i����\i�v���� fo tl�� hlt����fl'0� :a�� c li!nr8�Va� �,��'i
R. W. B . , of Pa.-Dissol ve some india-rubber in refined tur as eminently qualified to perform the duties of Patent Attorneys with
respectfully,
pentine and add it to the lard oil which you employ for lubrication, skill and accuracy. V Qrv
Your obedient servant, W:M. D. BISHOP.
i
e r
h
I
and you will find that your oil bill will be much reduced.
de�?s�S[�·c!1f:i\:eg�p;�i�:� �tA���� J� 37Wa;�_;��;' �:d ����i�!�;l�
E. J. W. , of Mo.-An undershot float wheel is the cheapest models which a�e on exhibition, or refer to the works of reference con·
tained
in
their
llbrary,
access
to
which
can
be
hfl.
d
at
all
hours.
you can make for your saw mill. As you do not give llS the velocity of Inventors can communicate in German, French,. Spanish,
or nearly
your stream we cannot estimate its power.
any other language, in soliciting information from thIS office. Circulars
mformation regarding the procuring of patents, printed in German,
G. L. L . , of Pa.-We find no menti,m of any European of
may be had on application.
Communications and remittances should be addressed to
government offering a reward for a mode of squaring the circle.
MUNN & CO.,
G. V. R . , of N. S.-Mr. Holcomb 's idea was that the bat
Publishers, No. 37 Park-row, New York.
tery was formed by the zinc on the wire and the copper plate in the
RARE CHANCE POR A GOOD INVESTMENT.ground, with the damp air between.
Dec. 18, 1860, have been �ranled on a safety
A Letters Patent, dated
G. W. P . , of N. Y.-What the non-expansionists say is. singletree, by WhICh
unmanageable horse can be Instantly detachfld
a vehicle by a child three years old. It is perfectly rellable i M 11 that smaller cylinders should be used, so that by working steam full from
It combines simplicity with neatness. For durastroke, no more steam would be required to do the same work, while not get out of0order.
e
S
�\;��'0��!n���ceU�F9��h1t.�;hi�1� r:�IJm���1�sfl1� :� �h� Th�rr::��t �.: )�
there would be a saving in the cost of the engine.
mere trifle comparedl with its valne. It Is unlike anything of the kind
W. M. H . , of Mass.-Water being heavier than stearn will ever offered to the p lblic. Can be used single or douhle. It has heen
examined by at leaRt 11\-e hundred persons or good judgment All have
run under it whether subjected to pressure or not. In the open air, but
one opinion, which is, that it is not only great convenience, but
water and its vapor are both subjected to a pressure of 15 lbs. to the a perf8p.t safeguard agamst the loss of life and propertv. Sta.t.e a.nd
e
S is i
er
ts
inch, but the water faUs below the vapor.
���Wesr!�.� l:��io; ��� ��s11�e����a�fe t����� �ti����: SOLt�{1��
1*
G. B . , of N. Y.-We think you would be rewarded with an KEPNER, Patente0, Pottstown, PR..
iucrease of both knowledge and modesty, by a thorough study of the
o
CANDLE AND SOAP MANUPACTURERS.-PROT cesses, with drawings, t.o manufacture candles of e\'ery rdescri}J.
investigations which have been made in vegetable physiology.
tion-common, French, &c. . Process to hleach palm oil and purifv
J. L. L . , of Pa.-Write to your member of Congres to
����:�n::�����:.or 1�d7e!ln�1��e:��FsH.hDI1Ss1b 6E,c�he�f:�}���
send you the Patent Office reports.
Lebanon, N. Y.
1*
8.n

it

C. C . , of N. Y.-If your iron ore contains clay, lime is the

O P THE CHOICEST PARMING
proper flux j but if it contains lime,. then clay will act as a flux. 5 000 ACRES
lands. in Eastern Texas in exchange for improved
property. For particulars address Box 83, Pntnam, Ohio.
9 4*
The cinder will float on the top of the melted metal.
•
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S

SE1tII-STEEL.
EMI.STEEL LOCOMOTIVE TIRES, Fm"E·BOX

AND

Tube Sheets, and Boller Plates.
Warranted .fifty per cent stronger and more durable than the best
L
S
�t:E�':'i�,r�d� bl��k�d and welded to fit any given diameter of
center.
PLATES-Rolled and cut to any pattern and size ordered.
Rolled and EIammered Bars, Axles and Forgings of same metal.
Any further information desired "ill be furnished, and all orders
p
e
a
r�l::E:tla
rit�rr:�rb� cb1r;f3g� �IiisLow & CO.,
l 1S*
Albany Iron Works, Troy, N. Y.

P other information of importance to Inventors, Patentees and As
signees.
JUST ISSUED,
d
e
e e L
' GARDEN STATE OF THE WEST.
st!t:��i�:
�ll th�OPn¥�rm'!lt�6�t;��is\;� fi;;: f�e ::;:�f Jirc���l!.
tive to the mode of applying for patents, forms of specifications, caveats
THE
re·issues, additional improvements, assignments, &c. ; the rules to
i
c
k
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY
�fo���ii����t��!� �::::��i�t';�1�gis �f�1e���::��!' t';; ;:a::T�:bpatented machines, the penalty for neglecting to put on the · correct
HAVE FOR SALE
date, and other information of importance to every inventor, patente
or assignee in the United States.
1,200,000 ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS,
The work also contains an epitome of the laws of foreign countrie
with directions how to secure inveutions abroad.
In
This hand�book has been carefully prepared by the editors of the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and it is beheved contains more information
TRACTS OF FORTY ACRES AND UPWARD,
i
o
t
r
h
e
�������
�i�,�� ���� u�le� !)ic�::e� lli :� !�yS�fh:: P�b���lo� :r �
on
like nature which has ever been published.
Price, single copies, by mail, 25 cents; five copies for $1 ; fifty copie
LONG CREDIT AND AT LOW PRICES.
for $8.
MUNN & CO.,
The attention of the enterprising and industrious portion of the com�
Publishers of the S cientific American,
No. 37 Park�row, New York.
munity is directed to the following statements and liberal inducements
offered them by the
H

OMES FOR THE INDUSTRIOUS,
IN THE

P The reputation of these governors is well established. Parties
troubled with unsteady power may send for them in entire confidence.
They never fail.
The numerous valves in use are all equally good, if well made ; the
f
t
g i a i
r
e
��:.k
�er\��t���lili ��y �tid �l �alv�:, wt��� ��;e &lr����d �1o!�
tolerably tight.
A style is made expressly adapted'to waterwheels, to which they will
give a perrectl uniform motion, under any varIation of resistance.
t r
g� n
ab1::;;�i:r to � l����������' �lr��: ��; :s���C�h�fi��;��h��l\:�
majority ar the States of' the Union.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY,
nSible party for trial. If it does not
l ��ct!e�ll�if��; a
�e r�1;�E3.
op��\!
discount
to
the
trade,
whose
orders
will
al�aY8
be
promptly
beral
which, as they will perceive, will enable them, by proper energy, per
fil�£
_CHARLES T. PORTER,
severance and industry, to provide comfortable hotpes for themselves
No. 235 West Thirteenth·street, corner ot Ninth-avenue, and families, with, comparatively speaking, very little capital.
1 13
New York City.
I. LANDS OF ILLINOIS.
HE GREAT WONDER OF THE AGE.-SEAMLESS
T
HOSIERY.-Manufacturers of hosiery are requested to examine
the Dew machine for the manufacture of perfect hosiery with calf, beel, No state in the Valley of the Mississippi offers so great an inducement
foot and toe at one aad the same operation. This invention baving been to the settler as the State of Illinois. There is no portion of the world
fully completed and in practical operation, the :proprietors of the pat.
ents are now prepared to grant li en f'3 to a linuted number of manu· where all of the conditions of climate and sol1 so admirably combine to
S patents. The licenses will be
fa.cturers to manufacture underC their
those two great staples-corn and wheat-as the prairies of
issued upon such terms as to insure great economy of time aud money, produce
besides giving an article far superior toaDY other in the market. Ad· Illinois.
dress, for information, the President of the McNary Knitting Machine
7 4:
Company, No. 25 William�itreet, New York.
II. EAST� RN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS.
0
40' SECOND
HAND
HOWE'S STANDARD
These ands are contigqous to a raJ1tpad 700 miles in length, which
SCALES.
SAFES,
connects with other roads, and navIga.ble lakes and rivers, thus afford·
e
m e
e
o s
��ea:�tf ��:en i: r:�Ch�:ge ��� ����:I�� ��e :ii�! ��trs���: ing an unbroken communication with the Eastern and Southern mar·
LUlie'S chBled and wrought iron tion, or taken back without charge. keta.
safes.
,
Send for circulars of scales and safes.
JOHN HOWE, Jr., Maker. Brandon, Vt.
III. RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS.
FRANK E. HOWE, No. 203 Broadway, first block below the Astor
7 7*
House. New Yo'rk.
O ver $100,000,000 of private capital have been expended on the railroad
$3 Aor DAY.-FEMALE
AGENTS WANTED AT HOME system of Illinois. Inasmuch as part of the income from seyersl of
to travel on salary or commission. For particulars inclose these works, with a valuable public fund in lands, go to diminish the
red stamp to HANKINS It CO. New York.
"
6 6* State expenses, the taxes are 11ght, and must, consequently, every day
decrease.
OR TER'S I MPRO VED GOVERNO R .

I

A TEN T LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES, WITH

IL ! OIL ! OIL !-FOR RAILROADS, STEAMERS, AND

O for Machinery and Burning.-Pease's Improved Machinery and
Burning Oil will save fifty per cent and will not gum. This Oil pos
sesses qualities vitally essential 101' lubricating .and burningt and foq.nd
in no o�her oil. It is offered to the public upon the most rehable, thor
ough �nd practical test. Our most skillful engineers and machinist.
i
n
d e
f��f?:I:tc:ll �a������!bt� a�d "�Wl :���:. 'l�hl S��:�T�F�� �:��IIKA�'
after several tests, pronounces it " superior to any other they have eve
used for machinery." For sale only by the Inventor and Manufacturer
No. 61 Miin�·tr�!���ffalo N. Y.
N. B.-Reliable orders IIl1ed for any part of the United State. and
Europe.
l� 13

•

•

___

IV. THE STATE DEBT.

SANDERS
306 PEARL·STREET
New York, Manufacturers of Brass Work for Steam, Gas and
HAYDEN
9 13
& C O . , NO.

Water.

POUNDS PRESSURE BY ONE MAN 'S
and an instantaneous back motion.-MU
60
000 exertion
ler's improved Portable Press for hay, tobacco, cotton, hemp or any
•

article that requires packingJ..having taken the Silver Medal at the New
Jersey and New York State Jfairs In 1860, is now offered to the puLlic on
reasonable terms, and warranted to give satisfaction. Aduress DAVID
4 6*
L. MILLER, Madison, N. J.

Pweight
maximum of efficiency, durability and economy with the minimum
and price. They received the lal'gp- GOLD MEDAL or the
The State debt la only $10,106,398.14, and, within the laat three years of
American InstItute at their late Fair, as the " Best Portable Steam En�
has been reduced $2,959,746.80j and we may reasonably expect that in gin
P a ticularl� adapted to railway purposes, as repair shop and
c r
e
ten years it will become extinct.
�:;���Pt��gici���la�::��t eg:i��)prr��1��: (�d��:�� j� O: IfOADL'E�:
8 26*
Lawrence, Mass.
V. PRESENT POPULATION.
ORTABLE

e."

STEAM ENGINES - COMBINING

THE

r

RAVELING AGENTS WANTED-TO SELL A NEW
The State I. rapidly IiIUng up with population ; 868,O'l6 persona having
AGENTS WANTED TO SELL RIGHTS
and valuable machine on commission or salary. For instruction
for patented agricultural machines, already very popular; also bean added since 1850, making the present population 1 ,719,496-& ratio T
RESPONSIBLE
and terms, address, with stamps, J. W. HARRIS & CO., Boston, Mass.
lice'1ses granted to manufacture them. For circulars address Box 75, of
8
10*
102
per
cent
in
ten
years.
Stamford, Conn.
7 3*

VI. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
facturing wheels of this remarkable substance for 'cutting, grind·
ing and polishing metals, that will outwear hundreds of the kind com· The agricultural producta of nunols are greater than those of any
monly used, and will do a much greater amount of work in the same
time, and more efficiently. All interested can see them in operation at other State. The products sent out during the past year exceeded
at our warehouse, or circulars describing them w111 be furnished. by 1,500,000 tuns. The wheat crop of 1860 approaches 35,000, 000 of bul'lhels,
mail
while the eorn crop yields not less than 140, OOO, OOO..bushels.
NEW YORK B ���J?�� �� r�� ��� O
n P r g.e� York.
1 13
VII. FERTILITY OF THE SOIL.
IDLD & GARRISON'S STEAM PUMPS FOR ALL
Nowhere
can
the
Induatrlous farmer aecure auch Immediate reaults
n
r l
S a P
G n
First.S�� e�: �Jri��:b!��, i� r, a.�dPirl.' �4 �:k�!�:t;:et� �e� fJr bis labor as upon these prairie soils, they being composed of 8 deep,
GUILD, GARRISON & CO. rich loam, the fertility of which la unaurpaased by any on the globe.
York.
1 26J
VIII. TO ACTUAL CULTIVATORS.
WOULD RESPECTFULLY INFORM MY FRIENDS
and the public that I am prepared to furnish them with my
I
hydraulic jacks and punches as usual. All orders must be addressed to Since ISM, the company have sold 1,300,000 acres. They sell only to
R. DUDdEON, No. 24 Columbia·street, as I have no connection with actual cultivators, and every contract contains an agreement to culd·
7 3*
any other parties.
vate. The road. has been constructed through these lands at an expense
LIN T ON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY-MANUFACTUR· of $30,000, 000. In 1850, the population of the forty.nine counties
ers of Power Loom Wire Cloth, for threshing machines fan millS, through which it passes was only 385,593, since which 479,923 have been
C
grain 8.8sorters, rice mills, locomotive spark-arresters, and all other added. making the whole population 814,891..... gain of 143 per cen\.
uses, of a superior quality. Contracts made with the trade and large
consumers, on such terms tha.t they will find it to their interest to take
IX. EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY.
their supply from us. Our trademark-H Power Loom Wire Cloth."
C. H. WATERS, Agent and
6ft�t���il a88. Aa an evidence of the thrift of the people, lt may be atated that 600, 000
, 2 14:*
tuns of tfeight, including 8,600,000 bushels of grain and 250,000 barrels
AMILY NEWSPAPER.-A MAMMOTH PICTORIAL, of flonr, were forwarded oyer the line last year.
lD its sixth volume with 300,000 constant readers ; first and only
F
successful paper ever established by a lady ; largest, handsomest and
PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT.
best in the world for only 75 cents a year. Agents wantedj ladies,
teachers or postmasters. For specimen copie!l &c., inclose red IStamp to
MARIE LOUISE HANKINS It CO., New .ork.
6 0"
The prices of these lands vary from $6 to $25 per acre, according to
location, quality, &c. First·class farming lands sell for about $10 or
CIENTIFIC REPORTING.-PATENT SIDTS, INVOLV· $12 per &erG; and the relative expense ot"subduing prairie land as com·
ing questions of science or mechanics, -reported verbatim : sci· pared with wood land is in the ratio of 1 to 10 in favor of the former.
S
entific lectures, or the pl'Oceedin of scientific societies, either reo
The terms of sale for the bulk of these lands will be
§,
o
n
E�r::� �l��, sro���:a ��te�� !:id pt�i�::Jer�� �g.fig�
Nassau·street, New York.
Itf
ONE YEAR'S INTEREST IN ADVANCE,

S

OLID EMERY VULCANITE.-WE ARE NOW MANU·

�

EW SHINGLE MACHINE-THAT WILL RIVE AND at six per cent per annum, and six interest notes o.t six per cent, payable
Shave 24,000 Shingles In a day, for a.le by S. C. HILLS, No. 12 respectively in one, two, three, four, five and six years from date of
att�street, New York.
I tf
sale j and four notes for principal, payable in four, five, six and seven
years from date of sale j the contract stipulating that one·tenth of the
L. GODDARD, AGENT, N O . 3 BO WLING GREEN , tract purchased shall be fenced and cultivated, each and every year, for
C New York. Only manufacturer of the Steel Ring and SoliI:'
Packing Burring Machinea and Feed Rolls for Wool Cards, &0. 25 26* five years from the date of sale, so tha.t, at the end of five years, one· half
. shall be fenced and under cultivation.
RON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, AND OTHER
TWENTY PER CENT WILL BE DEDUCTED
Machinists' Tools, of superior quality, on hand and finishing, a.nd
I
for sale low:t als� Harrison's Grain Mills. For descriptive circular ad·
dress New .t:tav:en Manufacturing Company, New Haven, Conn. 1 26* from the valuation for cash, except the same should be at six dollar. per
acre, when the cash price will be five dollars.
OODWORTH PLANERS-mON FRAMES TO PLANE
Pamphlets descriptive of the lands, soil, climate, ·productions, prices,
18 to 24 Inches wlAle, at $90 to $110. For aRie by S. C. HILLS
W
and terms of payment, can be had on application to
1 tf
No. 12 Platt·street, New York.
J. W FOSTER, Land Commlsloner,
.A MESS
IEURS LES INVENTEURS-AVIS IMPORTANT
I1Unola Central Railroad,
Les Inventeurs non familiers avec 1a. langue Anglaise et qui pre·
f�reraient nous communiqueI' leurs inventions en FranQais, peuvenl
Chicago, IlL
nv
o
:�:Id:=������i�':��::�i!:me:. ?o��e! :m�u!1cS::o:� For the names of the towns, villages and cities situated upon the
aeront reQue8 en confidence.
MUNN & Co., SOIl.....,F,O AnBIOU OlBce,. No. S7 Park·row, 111... llUnols Central Railroad, aee pagea 188, 189, 190, Appleton'. Railway
•

Y"rk.

Guide,
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C. GALLAHUES

NEW AND IMPROVED SHOE-

pegging Machine is the only one t.hat pegs one or two rows and
Price, only $200.
changes while running; warranted. No.
42 Elm·street., Boston. Mass.
•

8 2*

AMERICAN ENGJNEER-A WEEKLY JOURNAL ,
TeHEdevoted
to the interests of Matine, Locomotive and Stationary En�

���
n;� 1:'e ri�:�S���f�����Vl�si��i������da��u�:;ii��r��!tY:l��l!l�:���.
by a large hom�e in New York,
and steam machinery. It is published
pecuniarily successful or not. It is
and will be permanent, whether
the onl engineers' paper in the United States.
now
J OHN C. li: ERRIAW' E it
te
. J. GiL�Oi , ��bli�h�:� �o. 86 Cedar.str.eet,
New York city.
6 tf

written by a lady. Very int�r
W of female characters in the jcity,
50 engravings (portraits ot" 36 11y
esting and strictly moral ; 400 pages
t ;
M d
f
$;nd ����l�nl:�� ��
l�Nie:��a��e�s ��C�o�t����g�s. ��� d!·���i�i�n
64
close ;ed stamp to HANKINS & CO., New York.

OMEN OF NEW YORK.-A CURIOUS NEW BOOK

P a
and $7SO. For sale by S. C. HILLS, No. Ii tt
!'l�
street, k��Y::��
.
ORTABLE STEAM ENGINES-6, 8 AND 10·HORSE

S. C.
nufactured and sold by the proprietor of the patent,1 em
B ma.No.
12 Platt·street, New York. Price $150.
HILLS,
OILER

PLATE

PUNCHES. - RUST ' S

PATENT

HEMISTRY APPLIED TO THE ARTS, MANUF AC

Mining.-Coils�ltations and
C hues, Agriculture, !Ietallurgy andof Colors,
Varnishes, Coal Oils
advice on Manufacture (with drawings)
e
r I
i
�S��1��� gF�:::I�U!��'·v�J��:
Xf;�I?::�!�S8��:;�I�ls� p�p�:r� &!. Minerals
and Liquids j Galvano
refining processesj Analyses of Ores,
the
Electricity. The latest reports ofGel'
plastic and otherwise applied and
Sciences, as well as 1!'rench,
European Academies for Arts
Italian and Spanish Instruments, Chemicals, &c. , can
man, Engl1sh rough
the uni�ri�F"J:imRY FR. USCHHAUPT,
be procUl" ed ti.
R
&
Office No. 24.% Third·avenue (Bibl
(pupils of Liebig and Mitscherlich),
1*
House), OPPO ite the Cooper Union.
S
;SUt �tndjtung fut beutfdje �finbet.

�ie Unteraeilflneten �(lben eine �nlettung, bie �rfinbem
b(l!! !8erb (llten (lngibt, um filfl ibre �(ltente aU filflem, �er
(lutlgegeben, unb berabfolgen follfle gr(ln!! (Ill biefelben • .
�rfinber, lUellfle llilflt mit ber engliflflen @illr(llfle bef(lnnt
finb]. fonnen ibre !lnittbeilungen in ber beutflflen @il'r(llfle
m(lO/en. @ifiaaen bon �rfinbungen mit furaen, beuthlfl ge
flflrieb enen !8ellflreibungen beliebe m(ln au (lbbr�ffiren (In
BRunn B; &�,
37 �(lrf stOlU, �"'Dorr.
VIul ber Office lUirb beutflfl gefllrolflen.
�(lfelbft ift au �(lben :

"!>ie �afeuf-�erete bet Wereinigfen �faafeu,

nebj"t ben stegeln unb ber @eflfllift!!orbnun.s ber �(ltent
Office unb VInleitungen flir �finber um ft �(ltente au
tid/em, in ben !8er. @it. fOlUo�I (II!! in uroll(l. \jerner VIu!!
alige (lull ben �(ltent--@efel.len frembe� �linber un b b(l1:(lU
beaUgUlfle st(ltbflflllige; ebenf(lU!! nlil,\lilfle !!sinfe fUr flrf\n
ber unb follf/e, lUeld/e \l(ltenttren lUol!en.
!Ureill 20 "til., \lef �oft 2Ii "t•.

ii

i:l1

. �ht 'ritutifit �mtritan.
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A Useful Article for House Owners and Builders
Howland's Adjustable Window Stop.
On page 32, VoL III. ( new series ) of the SCIENTIFIC

ECONOMIZING THE HEATED GASES OF SMELTING
FURNACES.

lmportant to Hat Manufacturers-Rejection of an Ex"
tension Patent Case.
A brief summnry of facts relating to the rejection

'1'he accompanying figure is an elevated section of an

of n patent extension, on the 9th , ult. , by the present

apparatus which is employed in

Acting Commissioner of Patents, will be of very gen�

AMERICAN, we illustrated and described

a large iron work at

ented mode of securing " stops "

Wolverhampton, En;!;land, and was put up ' by C. E.
eral interest to the public, and the manufacturers of Dal'by for taking the waste inflammable gases from two
hat bodies in particular.
smelting furnaces, and conducting them under steam
On the 25th of April, 1846, H . A. Wells obtained a boilers, &c . , for raising steam without using furnaces
patent for an improvement on machines for making

nnder the boilers.

hat bodies, the essential features of which related to
hausted cone upon which the hat body was formed.

with a neat porcelain washer intervening between the

frame and screw head , which is quite ornamental as
wel l as useful.

rial s, and is carried over the top of the side of the fur-

holes in the stop are elongated laterally, allowing the

stop to be readily adj listed to compensate for shrink

The patent,

age, swelling or warping of the slIsh, so that a window

sash may be kept tight in the fmm e by simply turnin g

petition of the widow, but the extension has also been

a screw.

purchased by the same parties .

fail to use the patent sash stop of Mr . Howland, whose

Taylor obtained a patent for an improvement on their
feed

trunk

adjusting

for

suited

better

Persons bnilding new houses, and desiring to

introduce all the modern improvements, should not

1847 , Messrs. Burr and

address is at Waterbm y, Conn.

Wells' hat-body feeder, which consisted in rendering
the

The screw

other purpose with the greatest facility.

however, has been extended for seven years upon the

On the 9th of February,

The use of this stop enables the sash

to be readily taken out for setting a broken pane 01'

owners of this pntent for a very moderate sum, and

before it had expired, the inventor died.

The

stop is secured to the frame by a sil verplated screw,

middle of the top part of the furnace, and which is

Burr and Taylor became

Messrs.

to apply it to the windows Of our own dwelling.

It is described as follows in the

macl e to descencl a short distauce down into the mate

hand or otherwise, to feed the proper quantity of fur

upon the cone.

and we think so well of it that we have gi ven an order

It consists of a large pipe or tube inserted into the

This conduit was made adjustable in its size, either by

Conn .

of Waterbury,

invented by Mark Howland,

The inventor is now prepared to furnish the article ,

London Engineer ;-

the conduit for feeding the fur to the revolving ex

a newly pat

to window frames ,

the

PETROLEu)[ is from the Greek petros, a stone, and

discharge opening to cones of various sizes, and for

olaion, oil , meaning stone oil , or rock oil.

throwing greater or less quantities of fur upon differ

This is the patent, the exten

ent parts of a hnt body.

sion of which has just been refused.

The principal grounds for the refusal of any patent

i�, that sufficient remuneration has been derived from
the invention according to its value to the public.

_

The facts presented in this case show, that from 1847

4 3 , 788 , 7 1 7 hat bodies were made by machines embrac

ing the Wells and Burr & Taylor improvements, and

OF 'I'H I!.

the owners of these patent s have recei ved $626, 084

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

above the cost of manufacturing, of which sum $156 , -

6 2 1 were proitts for the patent which has been refused
an exten sion .

These were held to

THE lIEST MECHANICAL PAPER IN THE WORLD

be large according

SEVENTEENTH

t8 the small improvement that was secured in the
patent.

pipe is taken

Silliman's Philosophy.
We frequentl y receive inquiries for the beRt elemen

tary work on natural philosophy, and hereafter we
shall experience no e!llbarrassment in answeFing them,

as we shall refer without hesitation to Silliman ' s work,

the second edition of which has just been published by

H. C _ Peck and Theo. Bliss, of Philadelphia.

The

titl e page reads, " Principles of Physics or Natural
the use

Philosophy, designed for

Schools.

By Benjamin

Silliman,

of

Colleges and

Jr. ,

M . A . , M. D. ,

Professor of General and Applied Chemistry in Yale
Colle�e.

Second

revised

edition,

and

re-written.

With 722 illustrations. "
The several treatises on

light,

heat,

electricity,

magnetism, &c. , embrace the very latest discoveries,
and the work contains a great mass of information in
relation to the strength of materials, the melting
point of metals, &c_

A s a specimen of the style, we

give the following extract :-

the gas is burned in the usual ' way.

SNow. -Professor Pouchet ,

The snow was placed

under the glass and allowed to thaw, and on the sur

face of the water thus obtained or precipitated from it

were plenty of " smnts, " a number of starch grains

( some of

which were colored blue, as if already acted

upon by iodine ) , a few diatoms and a very small num
her of remains of infusoria.

After mltny hundred ob

servations, he failed to discover the eggs of animal s,
or spores of vegetables, except two eggs of infusoria

and two spores

of lye<perdon or puff ball.

teen pages of usP.ful Information, and from five to ten original engrav.

those heretofore used are as follows :-Its extreme

The SCIE NTIFIC A�!ERICAN Is devoted to the Interests .of Popular
Science, the Mechanic . Arts, Man ufl\cturef';, Inventious, Agriculture,

plication requires ; the ease with which it can be ap-

it avoids evils which have ensued from th e , previons

plans, viz"

-'

pressly for its c.olumns.

simplicity, of construction ; the small expense its ap -

plied to any furnace at work, which has a wide top ;
.
.
and th e sh ort stoppage requll'ed to put it Ill ; and that

mences about tbe

I';very numb.r contnin. slx

ing. of n e w inventions and di s coveri e s, all .of which "'re prepared ex

vantages which this plan i s cl ai m ed to possess o ver

Com m erce and the Industrial P ursuits generally. and Is mluable and
instructive not only in the WorkRhop and ManufaetOrY, b',it also in til<>
Honsehold, the Library and the Reading ROom.

.

,

The SCIE NTIFIC

AMERICAN has t h e reputation,

at home an d

abroad, of being the best weekly publication devoted to mechanical a n d

Industrial parsuits n o w published, and t h e publishers are determined

t h e burning of t h e tnyeres cau sed when

to keep up the reputation they have earned during tbe SIXTEEN YEARS

the cylinder is inserted in the top of the fur$ce, and
>

they have been connected with its publication.

the gases are taken away from the space between it
and the sides of the furnace ; and i" not liable to the

To the Inventor !
e

Tbe S CIE NTIFI C AMERICAN is indisp nsable to

every Inventor, a.

objections that may apply to the closed top or cap, of

' it not only eontains lllustrated descriptions of nearly all the best inven.

impeding the driving of the furnace, and deteriorating

Claims of ali the Patents Issued from t,he United States Patent Omee
' during tbe w e ek previous ; tbu.s giving a correct hlsto� of the progress

putting a check on th e free escape of the gas , thereby
the quality of the iron made .

I t therefore tend s to

obviate the forcible objections of some ironmasters to

the use of the blast furnace gas, viz . , that though

ried in the furnace counterbalances this saving ; and

that if the make of iron is decreased, much more loss
than gain is occasioned by the process.

The two furnaces, to which this method of carrying
off the waste gases has been appl ied, s melt about 240
tuns of iron weekly, and the saving in fuel which has

. tions

as they come out, but each number contains an Official List of the

' of Inventions In this COUlltry.

�

We are also receiving, every week,

; the b st scientific journals ofGrest Britain, France, and Germany ; thus
'
placing in our possession all that is transpiring In mechanical science
' and art In these old countri es. We sball continue to tmnsfer to our
'columns copious extracts from tbese journals o f whatever we may deem
Of interest

t

1bUth�M;chanic and Manufacturer !
" doing without" the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. It costs hut fonr cents per

:

No person engaged in any of the mechanical pursuits sbould think 01

:

. week ; every number contains from six to ten engravings of new ma.-

: c hines and inventions, which cannot be found in auy other publication"
'
I t is an established rule of the publishers to insert none but original en

gravings, and those of the first-class in the art, drawn and engraved by

� experienced persons under their own supervision.

Chemists, Architects, Millwrights and Farmers !

resulted, has amounted in value to abont $ 6 , 000 per

The S C I E NTIFI C AM E R ICAN will be found a most useful journal

annum.

to them.

All the Hew di8COVel'ies ill the sdence of chemistry are given

in its columns, and the interests of the architect and carpenter are not

overlooked ;

Mixtures of Nickel and Ca.st Iron.
A paper has lately been presented to the Manchester

and Philosophical Society by Wm. Fairbairn, Esq . ,

C . E . , describing the effects of nickel upon cast iron in
forming alloys of the two metal s.

Meteoric iron of

:fonnatlon they cannot possibly obtain from a.ny other source.

the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ; most o f the improvements in agricultura

;months.

verse strain.

It was found by these experiments that

the t enaci ty of cas t iron was greatly reduced by its

mixture with nickel.

© 1861 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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2�

tested with respect to their power for resisting a trans

Tertns;

:volumes comprise one year

He

crucibles, and run the products into bars, which were

being illustrated in its columns.

To mail subscribers:-Two Dollars per annum, gr One Dollar for six

Mr . Fairbairn made quite a number of experiments

per cent of the former to the latter, fused the alloy in

Subjects

,in whIch planters and farmers are interested will be found dtscus!ed in

cial compound of the same nature could be produced,
with compound bars of nickel and cast iron .

Useful and practi�

cal information appertaining to the interests o f t,nill��ight8 and mHl

owners wiIi b e found published in the SCIKNTIJ'IC AJlEincAN,- which in

this iron generally posse�ses peculiar properties, it be

mixed nickel with cast iron at the rate of about

all the new inventions and discoveries appertaining to

these pursnits being publisbed from week to week.

tentimes contains about 2� per cent of nickel, and ;,implements

of Rouen , has examined snow which fell near that ing tenacious, malleable, and almost proof against
city, for the purpose of discovering what substances it corrosion., In order to determine whether an artifi
swept down in the atmosphere _

lst of January and lst of July e,,-ch year.

Some of the ad-

there may be a saving of coal at the b1ast engine and

again when it is extinguished , be cause of the unequal ex
pansion and contraction of the different parts. 1'he pitch
of a pianoforte or harp is lowered in a warm room, owing
to the expansion of the strings being greater than that of
the wooden frame which supports them ; and for the
reverse reason, the pitch is raised, if the room is cooled.
Nails driven into wood often become loose ; the expan
sion and contraction of the nails, through variations of
temperature, gradually enlarging the holes. A gate in an
iron railing m ay be easily shut or opened in a cold day, but
only with difficulty in a warm day, because the gate itself,
and the surrounding railings, have become expanded by the
beat.
Astronomical instruments, placed on elevated buildings,
are sometimes sensibly deranged by the expansiun uf the
walls exposed to the sun. Iron and platinum wires may
be successfully soldered into glass, because their mntual
expansibility differs very little , while silver, gold and cop
per, similarly treated, crack out as the j oint cools, because
their expansibility is much greater than that of the glass.

A new volume of this Widely circulated paper com

to the boilers , or hot-air stoves, where

A stove snaps and crackles when the fire is lighted , and stoves, yet the diminished burden, in some cases, car-
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nace in the form of a syphou , a continuation of which
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